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In 1979, six years after selecting the Delaware Basin as a potential disposal area, Congress authorized the U.S.

Department of Energy to build the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, New Mexico, as aTesearch and

development facility for the safe management storage, and disposal of waste contaminated with -transuranic

radioisotopes. In 1998, 19 years after authorization and “X years after site selection, the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) certified that the WIPP dkposal system complied with its regulations. The EPA’s decision

was primarily based on the results from a performance. assessment conducted in 1996, which is summarized in thk

special issue of Reliability Engineerhg and System Safety. This performance assessment was the culmination of four

prelirninaryperformance assessments conducted between 1989 and 1992. ”Thispaper provides a historical setting and

context for how the performance of the deep geologic repository at the WIPP was analyzed.’ Also included is

background on political forces .acting on the project.

Key Words: performance assessmen~ probabilistic risk assessment risk assessment; radioactive waste disposal;

Waste Isolation Pilot PlanG history .

‘1.0 Introduction
In 1998,25 years ‘after selection of the “Delaware Basin in southeastern New Mexico as a ~otential disposal site

for radioactive waste, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) certified that the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

(WIPP), an underground geologic disposal system, complied with its regulations. This paper presents a historical

summary of the system characterization, engineering analyses, and scientific investigations undertaken by the WIPP

Project over the past 25 years and provides a context for the ~esults presented in this special issue of Reliability

Engineering and System Safety. Although it is mot .essentird to know the WIPP’S history to comprehend the

engineering analysis, an understanding of the issues that the project faced can be helpful. Many paths were followed

during these 25 years to discern which phenomena were important at the WIPP, and often these paths were initiated

in Tesponse to evolving notions of what kind of :g@tific information was “significant, what level of understanding

was required, and how society could use this scientific information to decide whether deep geologic disposal of

nuclear waste was acceptable.
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1.1 Characterization of WIPP Disposal System

The choice of New Mexico as a potential disposal site for nuclear waste in 1973 (Claibome and Gera, 1974)

was one in a series of episodes in which New Mexico had figured prominently with regard to nuclear phenomena. In

1942, the Manhattan Engineering Dkrnct selected New Mexico as the location (including what are known now as

Los Alamos National Laboratory and Sandia National Laboratories) for assembling the scientists, engineers, and

technicians who would develop the fist atomic bomb. As a direct consequence of that development, the first atomic

explosion took place in 1945 in the desert near Alamogordo, New Mexico (Serber, 1992). Sixteen years later, in

1961, scientists with the Gnome Project detonated a device in the Delaware Basin in bedded salt near Carlsbad, New

Mexico, as part of the Plowshare Program, which was exploring nonmilitary uses of nuclear explosives (Gard, 1968).

After a potential disposal site in bedded salt in Kansas had been rejected in the early 1970s, citizens invited the

Atomic Energy Commission (precursor to the U,S. Department of Energyl) to New Mexico to consider the bedded

salt deposits in the Delaware Basin. The search for a specific site in the basin occurred between 1973 and 1976

(Powers et al., eds., 1978). The site was then characterized by Sandia National Laboratories for the U.S. Dep~ent.. .

of Energy (DOE) in support of its Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), which was completed in 1979

(DOE, 1979).

The wastes intended for the WIPP included waste contaminated with transuranic (TRU) nuclear elements and ,

hazardous chemicals generated during the production of nuclear weapons. The Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)

had been segregating and storing these wastes above ground for eventual disposal since 1970, three years before site

selection (Perge, 1982). Nearly ten years later, in December 1979, Congress authorized the DOE to construct the

WIPP for eventual disposal of this TRU waste (Public Law 96-164). The first shaft was drilled in 1981, and full

construction began in 1983. Construction of the WIPP facility was substantially complete by the end of 1988.

Along with construction, a suite of characterization studies were initiated in the 1980s in response to agreements

with the State of New Mexico. The final site characterization s~dies were completd, in the 1990s. The

characterization of the WIPP provided input for the 1996 performance assessment (PA), an engineering anrdysis

documented in the Compliance Certification Application (CCA), which was submitted to the EPA in October 1996

(DOE, 1996a) and which is described in this special issue of Reliability Engineering and System Safe~.

1.2 Compliance Assessment of Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

Over the past 25 years, the process for assessing performance of a deep geologic repository for nuclear

waste developed concurrently with the characterization of the WIPP in New Mexico. The WIPP project’s first major

analysis was for the EIS in 1978. In 1985, the EPA promulgated its radiation protection standard for the management

1The AtomicEnergyCommission(AEC)wasformedby the Atomic Energy Act of1946 (Public Law 585).The EnergyResearch
and Development Agency (ERDA) and the Nuclear RegulatoryCommission(NRC) were formed by splitting the Atomic
Energy Commissionin the Energy Reorganization Act oj 1974 (PublicLaw 93-438). ERDA became the U.S. Departmentof
Energy (DOE) in the 1977Department oJEnergy Organization Act (PubHcLaw 95-91).
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and disposal of spent nuclear fuel, high-level and aansuranic wastes, in Thle 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations

Part 191 (40 CFR 191).

The overall process of assessing whether a nuclear waste disposal system meets a set of performance criteria is

known as a performance assessment (PA), a term defined in 40 CFR 191. Similar to other risk assessments, a PA

includes up to seven steps: (0) Definition of performance criten~ (1) system definition and/or characterization; (2)

hazard identification and scen&io developmen~ (3) probability evaluation; (4) consequence evaluation; (5)

performance characterization and compliance assessment and (6) sensitivity analysis. In general, a consequence

analysis consists of (a) a dose-response assessmen~ which evaluates the response of a receptor (or system) to a

hazard (or stressor), and (b) an exposure pathway assessment, which evaluates the exposure intensity of a hazard that

reaches a receptor, e.g., a human. As with any scientific modeling or policy process, steps may overlap. More

importantly, an analyst may need to cycle through several of the early steps when building an appropriate model.

Hence, the steps are not always truly sequential. However, the discretization is useful as a means of describhg the

process and so is used here. The computational mechanics of the seven-step process are described in Rechard

(1995).
..

Because the main purpose of a PA is to serve as input to a management decision, it is an engineering analysis

with constraints on time and resources specified by the decision makers (or tolerated by representatives of society)

rather than a scientific analysis, which is in principle constrained only by human curiosity.

1.3 Organization of Historical Material

Hktorical events described here are generally categorized according to the steps of a PA. The discussion begins

with the definition of performance goals. Next discussed is characterization of the three main components of the

disposal system, i.e., site, waste and facility. The engineering analysis of the WIPP disposal system is then presented

according to the remaining steps of a PA.

2.0 Performance Goals for Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
From 1955 through the 1960s, the AEC explored options for storage and disposal of nuclear waste. The AEC..4

also undertook scientific and engineering studies for deep geologic disposal in salt, which eventually led to the

selection of the salt beds of New Mexico. Later, in the mid 1970s through the early 1980s, an assessment process and

risk-based performance criteria evolved for determining the acceptability of the risk of the WIPP dkposal system.

2.1 Criteria for Selecting a Site

2.1.1 Early Disposal Methods

In the early years of nuclear research, it was very important to recover all of the radioisotopes produced,

particularly ‘9Pu and ‘5U. At Los Alarnos National Laboratory, the site and methods for disposal of any waste that

remained were initially the same as for any other waste: it was disposed of in nearby canyons. Around 1944, the
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Manhattan Engineering District decided to bury any solid nuclear waste in shallow trenches and augered holes at Los

Alamos (NAS/NRC, 1957) and in raiIroad cam, trenches, and underground caissons at the Hanford Reservation in

Washington.

The AEC, formed in 1946 (Public Law 585), continued the practices of the Manhattan Engineering District. The

AEC also constructed storage tanks in the late 1940s at Hanford and completed a nuclear waste storage complex, the

Radioactive Waste Management Complex at Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) in

1952.

2.1.2 Selection of Bedded Salt

Studies of permanent disposal options began in 1955 when the AEC asked the National Academy of Sciences

(NAS) to examine the disposal issue. In 1957, the NAS reported that while various options and disposal sites were

feasible, disposal in salt beds was the most promising method to explore (NAS/NRC, 1957). NAS reaffhed that

recommendation in 1961 (Carter, 1987; Cktiborne and Gera, 1974). By 1966, frustration at the lack of a formal

waste policy at the AEC provoked strong criticism from the NAS about the AEC’S disposal practices (Carter, 1987;

C1aibome and Ger~ 1974). From 1961 through ~e early 1970s, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) conducted

radioactive-waste disposal experiments, most notably Project Salt Vault in an abandoned salt mine near Lyons,

Kansas, from 1963 to 1967 (Bradshaw’ and McClain, eds., 1971) (Fig. 1). Based on the results of these tests, the

Committee on Radioactive Waste Management, which had been established in

later became a permanent board, concluded in their 1970 report that bedded

choice then available for nuclear waste disposal (NAS/NRC, 1970).

1968 at the request of the AEC and

salt was satisfactory and the safest

Fig. 1. Early history of nuclear waste disposal related to the WIPP (adaptedfiom Figure 2-I, Rechard, ]999,

which provides extensive references).

2.1.3 Selection of Repository Site

In May 1969, the Rocky Flats Plan6 built by the AEC in 1951 to machine plutonium and other metals for

nuclear weapons, caught fire. Located only 16 miles from Denver, Colorado, the fire and subsequent cleanup

attracted public attention. The press reported that the waste from the cleanup was to be sent to Idaho. For the first
4

time, the public and many Idaho state oi%cials learned that TRU waste from the Rocky Flats Plant had been routinely

buried in Idaho since 1954. Public anger over the events created high visibility for the issue of waste disposal from

nuclear weapons production. The State of Idaho felt it was becoming the nation’s waste dkposal site for defense-

related waste by default, In addition, the Radioactive Waste Management Complex located there was not ideal for

long-term disposal of nuclear waste because it was near the Snake River and its associated aquifev hence, the AEC

quickly moved to find a more suitable site. The AEC assured Senator Church from Idaho that the waste from Rocky

Flats stored in Idaho would be removed by 1980 (TJpschutz, 1980). In June 1970, the AEC tentatively selected the

abandoned Kansas salt mine at Lyons, the site of the ORNL experiments, as a demonstration repository (MC,

1971).
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Although salt has many advantages, a disadvantage is the coexistence of minerals and hydrocarbons. In 1971, a

large number of previously unknown drill holes for mineral exploration and some solution mining were discovered

very near the proposed repository (Carter, 1987). Soon after, Congress directed the AEC to stop work on the Lyons

project until safety was certified. In May 1972, the AEC ofllcially abandoned the Lyons project and announced plans

for a Retrievable Surface Storage Facility (Metlay, 1978); however, anti-nuclear groups and the EPA, through

comments on the EIS for the facility, claimed the facility as de facto permanent disposal (MRSRC, 1989). The

criticism prompted the AEC to search again for a more suitable disposal site (Jones et al., 1973, Bachman et al.,

1973; Rechard, 1999). Soon after, ORNL and the USGS recommended to the AEC the extensive salt beds of

southeastern New Mexico (Barnes, 1974).

The experience at Lyons provided two important site-selection criteria (1) an absence of boreholes or solution

mining near the repository, which meant ensuring minimal conflicts with other mineral resources by means of a

buffer zone of one mile (ORNL used two miles) from existing deep wells, five miles from existing potash mines, and

avoidance of known hydrocarbons and potash reserves, and (2) the presence of advantageous political characteristics

such as public and government support in the area, low population densi~, and few or no land use conflicts, e.g.,

grazing. These two criteria were added to other criteria such as presence of high quality salt at a depth between 300

and 800 m to avoid potential problems with erosion, dksolution, or rapid salt creep.

2.1.4 Segregation of TRU Waste

In 1968, the Government Accounting Office (GAO) evaluated waste management practices within the AEC

(Perge, 1982). Like the 1966 NAS Committee, the GAO criticized the documentation and organizational aspects of

the AEC’S disposal practices, especially for high-level waste. In response, the AEC formed a management task force

that eventually recommended that liquid high-level waste be solidified and that low level waste, and what was then

called plutonium-contaminated waste, be studied further. Because the 1969 fre at the Rocky Flats Plant increased

concern about this waste, the AEC quickly defined TRU waste using a lower bound definition: any contaminated

materird with an activity density of 10 nCilg, which is about the activity density of ma in the earth’s crust. The

AEC’S definition of TRU waste purposely used mass as its basis to avoid the issue of dilution, in contrast to the

volume basis used by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) (Perge, 1982). Also,.ip March 1970, the AEC

directed that TRU waste be stored so that it could be retrieved, rather than disposed of in trenches with low level

waste (Perge, 1982). Thereafter, it was stored on the surface in Idaho and elsewhere.

2.2 Preparation of Environmental Impact Statement

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA, Public Law 91-190), signed in January 1970 by

President Nixon, and its implementing regulations, 40 CFR 1500-1508, required federal agencies to consider the

environmental consequences of any major action through an ELS (environmental impact statement). Publication of

the EIS was followed by a period for public comment. NEPA was the first environmental statute applied to the

WIPP. Eventually, three EISS were prepared for the WIPP: one in 1979-80 during deliberations on whether to

proceed with the construction phase (DOE, 1979; 1980), a supplement in 1989-90 to decide whether to proceed with
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a pilot phase (DOE, 1989, 1990c), and a supplement in 1996-97 to decide whether to proceed with the disposal

phase (DOE, 1996b; 1997) (Fig. 2). Although NEPA required that federal agencies prepare an EIS, it did not

provide specifics regarding content nor did it list criteria for making decisions on the acceptability of a project.

Consequently, preparing the fust EIS for the WIPP was particularly difilcult and was delayed several times as the

nation’s notion of such a document changed from an initial expectation of a relatively short, 10-page report to an

extensive document of several thousand pages.

Fig. 2. Development of pe~ormance goak for the WIPP (adapted j?om Figure 2-2, Rechard, 1999, which

provides extensive references)

2.3 Establishment of Regulatory Risk Goals

2.3.1 Historical Events

In 1976, President Ford requested that the EPA accelerate development of applicable standards for proposed

waste repositories. (Ford’s request is noted in Volume 50 of the Federal Register, beginning on page 38067 [50 FR

38067] and the standards were first mentioned in 1976 [41 FR 53363].) The EPA conducted several public meetings

to develop societal consensus on regulatory criteria (43 FR 2223). In 1978, the EPA proposed generic criteria on all

radioactive waste (43 FR 53262), but after receiving an unfavorable response to these criteria, it withdrew the

proposed regulations in March 1981 (EPA, 1985) and began to develop standards for individual categories of

radioactive waste.

In 1982, in response to a requirement in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982 (Public Law 97-425),

the EPA officially published a draft of the disposal regulation for high-level nuclear waste, 40 CFR 191 (47 FR

58196), which had seen more than 20 revisions. One year later, the DOE stated in letters to the Environmental

Evaluation Group (EEG), an oversight group for the WIPP established by the DOE in 1978, that the WIPP would

comply with the requirements in 40 CFR 191 once the facility moved from a test phase to an operational phase but

did not consider them applicable in the test phase the latter interpretation contributed to a growing opposition
J

against the test phase of the project. The EPA did not promulgate the final version of 40 CFR 191 until 1985, three

years atler submitting the proposed regulation and then only after drawing a lawsuit to hasten promulgation (50 FR..4
38066).

The 1985 final version of 40 CFR 191 involved some changes from the 1982 draft that included Individual and

Groundwater Protection Requirements. These requirements led to a lawsuit by the same group, the Natural

Resources Defense Council (NRDC), that had sued earlier to accelerate promulgation. The courts remanded the

regulation shortly thereafter (as noted in Volume 824 of the Federal Reporter, second series, beginning on page

1258 [824 F2d 1258]), but the EPA repromulgated the Standard in 1993 without changes to the Containment

Requirements (58 FR 66398). These Containment Requirements strongly influenced the type of calculations

necessmy for the performance assessment.
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In 1992, Congress defined the process by which WIPP compliance would be evaluated, transferred ownership of

the WIPP site to the DOE, and designated the EPA as the regulator of the WIPP. In 1996, the EPA promulgated 40

CFR 194 (61 FR 5224), a regulation to implement its 40 CFR 191 standard specifically for the WIPP, and imposed

several new requirements and interpretations on modeling style. Basically, however, 40 CFR 194 adopted a process

and methodology very similar to that used by Sandia for conducting a PA of the WIPP between 1989 and 1992

(Helton, 1993w 1994; Hehon et al., 1997c).

Besides complying with 40 CFR 191, waste intended for the WIPP also came under a legal ruling in 1984 (586

F, Supp. 1163) and subsequent changes in the EPA’s and DOE’s definitions of mixed waste in 1986 (51 FR 24504)

and 1987 (52 FR 15937), causing as much as 60% of the waste destined for the WIPP to be designated as chemically

hazardous (DOE, 1996b). Thus, the WIPP had to comply with a set of regulations for hazardous waste (40 CFR 260-

270 and analogous New Mexico regulations) promulgated in response to the Resource, Conservation, and Recovery

Act (RCRA) (Public Law 98-616; Public Law 94-580). In 1996, Congress eliminated the need for the WIPP to seek

a no-migration variance from RCW requirements (Public Law 104-201), which required calculations similar to
.. .

those already provided for compliance with 40 CFR 191. However, other RCIU requirements implemented in 40

CFR 260-270 still applied, such as specifying the types and amounts of waste in state permits. Further details of how

the regulations were applied to WIPP are provided in this specird issue (Howard et al., this issue).

2.3.2 Containment Requirements of 40 CFR 191

Although dose calculations to humans were still of interest to the WIPP Panel of NAS and were used in

Supplemental EIS reports for the WIPP in 1989 (DOE, 1990c) and 1996 (DOE, 1996b; 1997),40 CFR 191 required

evaluating the cumulative release of radioisotopes C(X), to the accessible environment. Furthermore, the definition

of PA stated that “these estimates [of releases] shall be incorporated into an overall probability distribution of

cumulative release to the extent practicable.” That is, uncertainty was treated quantitatively, which in turn indirectly

required a stochastic model for the geologic disposal system. To elabprate, if C(.) is a function of parameters x =

[%/,x*, . . . Xw], where nP is the total number of model parameters, and the parameters are uncertain (i.e., are

described by a probability model by means of a distribution with a range of values), then the consequences C(X) will

also have a range and distribution. Uncertainty analysis involves determining the shape of the distribution for C(X)

(Fig. 3). Thus, the risk measure was not the expected value of the results, as in simple insurance annuity calculations,

nor the variance of the results, as in financial risk analysis of stock portfolios (Markowitz, 1952). Rather the entire

distribution of the results was used. Hence, in the United States, PA became a stochastic simulation of possible long-

term behaviors of a real system by means of a computer-implemented mathematical model. In thk respect, PA

remained similar to probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) for nuclear reactors (Helton, 1994; 1997).

In 40 CFR 191, the Containment Requirements specified (a) limits (Li) on the total activity (curies) that could be

released from the disposal system for individual radioisotopes and (b) the chance that these limits could be exceeded,

i.e., have less than 1 chance in 10 of exceeding Li and less than 1 chance in 1000 of excerdng 10Li @lg. 3). For a
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mix of radioisotopes, the release C(X) for each radioisotope (~ is normalized with respect to its radioisotope limit

(Ll), and then summed, that is,

‘Rq(x)
c(x)=L~— <1 (or IO)

~f ~=~ 4

where C(X) is the total normalized release (WPA sum”); Wfis a waste unit factor, various factors are defined (e.g.,

for transuranic waste Wf=Z A/lOG Ci where A is activity (Ci) of alpha-emitting transuranic radioisotopes in the

repository with half-lives greater than 20 yr); Li is the release limit specified by the EPA for radioisotope fi Fi(X)is

the cumulative release of radioisotope i to accessible boundary integrated over a 10,000-yr period ~_<x), during

which system performance (such as actinide radioisotope transport in groundwater) had to be modeled, and nl? is the

number of radioisotopes contributing to release to the accessible boundary.

The Containment Requirements specified the radioisotope liits (Li); in other words, as customary, the

regulatory agency performed the dose-response assessment.z Because the Containment Requirements used

cumulative releases of radioisotopes (Fi), the EPA dose-response assessmen~ through crude calculations, convetied

from dose, which depends upon rate of release (rather than cumulative release), to obtain the allowable EPA limits

(LJ (EPA, 1985).

Fig. 3. Uncertaimy in model parameters, X (expressed as a probability densi~finction [PDF], or cumulative

distribution function [CDF], results in uncertainty in the results C(X). l%is uncertaimy (expressed as a

complementary distribution jimction, CCDF or 1- CDF) is compared to the probabilistic limits in 40 CFR 191.

3.0 Site Characterization
To model a system, it is necessay first to define the system, regardless of whether the model’s purpose is to gain

insight or anticipate future behavior. System definition essentially describes the space of parameters, X, and the

relationship of those parameters through a model. The model may be only conceptual, but for the WIPP PA, it was a

mathematical model. In a mechanical system, the various parts of the system are defined. TWth a radioactive waste

disposal system, however, the existing geologic parts must be characterized. Characterization of the geologic

subsystems of the WIPP was undertaken as “soon as the site was selected to (1) satis+fi needs for the Draft EIS in

1979 (DOE, 1979) and Supplemental EISS in 1989 (DOE, 1990c), (2) satis@ negotiated agreements with the State of

New Mexico (State of NM, 1981), and (3) develop a general understanding of natural phenomena significant to

nuclear waste dkposal. .

2This dose-responseassessmentdependedon bounding type dose evaluationsthat sought to limit deathsto no more than would
have occurred from an unmined uranium ore body (i.e., less than 1000 deaths over 10,000 yr). Thus, a PA is not entireiy
probabilistic.

.
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3.1 Selection of Site

With the tacit approval of New Mexico’s governor Bruce King, ORNL examined a portion of the Permian Basin

called the Delaware Basin in southeastern New Mexico in the early 1970s for a suitable disposal site for nuclear

waste. The area was semi-arid with little potable water and no significant, highly permeable aquifers near the surface.

At that time, the area was being considered for disposal of both high-level waste and TRU waste generated during

production of nuclear weapons. A potential site near the edge of the basin along the Capitan Reef was identified in

1973. ORNL drilled two wells, AEC-7 and AEC-8, in March 1974 near the northeastern and southwestern comers of

the rectangular site for the first large-scale field test in the basin (Powers et al., eds., 1978). (Prior to this test, the

USGS had conducted some tests for the AEC in 1961 for the Gnome Project and so some data on aquifers was

already available [Gard, 1968].) The cores from the tsvo wells indicated fairly predictable stratigraphy. However, the

work by ORNL was suspended two months later for several reasons. Firs& the AEC wished to emphasize the

Retrievable Surface Storage Facility as its primary option. Also, because of the Aab oil embargo, AEC Chairman

Dixie Lee Ray would not withdraw the land around the site from oil exploration. Finally, Congress was considering a

major reorganization of the AEC; .Iegislation signed in October 1974 split the AEC into the Energy Research and

Development Administration (ERDA) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), effective January 1975.

One of New Mexico’s ERDA laboratories, Sandia National Laboratories, began work at the site selected by

ORNL in January 4975. In late March of that year, Sandia received funding and officially became the lead laboratory

to characterize the site (Powers et al., eds., 1978), develop the conceptual design (Sandi% 1977), initiate scientific

studies on nuclear waste disposal in bedded salt, and draft an EIS (DOE, 1979). In May 1975, Sandia drilled a

combination geologic and exploratory well, ERDA-6, at the northwestern comer of the proposed site (Sandia and

USGS, 1983). The well encountered up to 75° dipping beds and, at a depth of 826 m, artesian brine and HZS gas,

causing dismay on the part of ERDA staff who, as former AEC officials, had earlier struggled witidhliculties at the

Lyons site.

But the large Delaware Basin had other areas that met the v&ious selection criteria. In late 1975, after

examining the stratigraphy shown in the ERDA wells, along with confidential data from numerous private wells

owned by oil companies and confidential geophysical seismic data, Sandia recommended locating the potential

repository site nearer the basin center. The USGS independently suggested a similar location. The new site was

about 11 km from the first location, away from the -lO-km band around the Capitan Reef where deformation of the ‘

salt beds occurred, and with more predictable horizontal stratigraphy (Powers et al., eds., 1978). In April 1976,

Sandia drilled ERDA-9 through the Salado Formation into the Castile Formation (hereafter shortened to Salado and

Castile) at the center of the proposed site, which was 42 km from the town of Carlsbad, New Mexico. The

stratigraphy was horizontal and no brine was encountered. TMs site became the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)

(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Physical setting of the WIPP in Delaware Basin (after Rechard, 1995, Figure 2.1-1).
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3.2 Site Characterization Studies for EIS

The EIS process, as required by NEPA (public Law 91-190), exerted its influence on the characterization

process during the 1970s as the AEC (then the ERDA, in 1975, and ultimately the DOE) continued investigations on

bedded salt in New Mexico. During thk time Sandia collected data on the ecological and archaeological features of

the region and its socioeconomic facets (we= 1979). Sandia’s description of the geology and hydrology (Powers et

aL, eds., 1978) drew heavily upon information that had been prepared during the search for a regional site location

(Bachman et al., 1973; Jones et aL, 1973; Bachman, 1973).

During site selection, interest in fluid flow in water-bearing units of the area had focused on its effects on

dissolution; after selection, interest shifted to the role of these units as potential pathways for radionuclide release.

Also 75 new line miles of seismic reflection data and 9000 resistivity measurements were collected across the site

(Powers et al., eds., 1978). In addition, 47 boreholes were completed under the d~ection of the USGS (Mercer and

Orr,1979).

USGS geohydrologists had suggested tiat the. Magenta and Culebra Members of the Rustler Formation

(hereafter shortened to Magenta, Culebra, and Rustler) and the Rust.ler/Salado contact zone were potential pathways

for radionuclide release. At the time, the relative importance of these units was unknown, so the first tests targeted all

three. The Rustler/Salado contact was confirmed to be transrnissive in Nash Draw but did not yield significant

quantities of water at the site nor did it represent a significant pathway for fluid movement for either radionuclide

transport or dissolution. The Culebra was more transrnissive than the Magenta, and the transmissivities of these units’

varied by several orders of magnitude (Powers et al., eds., 1978; Mercer and Orr, 1979).

Experimental activities included determining the mineralogy of the bedded salts and the overlying formations

(Powers et al., eds., 1978). Also, the sorptive properties of the clays in the salt and overlying dolomitic rocks in the

Rustler were evaluated (Dosch, 1979), and the geochernical composition of the waters in the Rustler was determined

(Powers et al., eds., 1978). The stability of the salt was also examined by determining whether Rb-Sr isotope ratios

suggested any significant recrystallization or brine flow through the formation since its deposition about 255 million

years ago (Powers et al., eds., 1978; We@ 1979) @lg. 5). FurtAer information on the geologic setting is discussed

in this special issue (Swift and Corbe~ this issue).
.4

Fig. 5. Stratigraphy above and below the WIPP repository (afier Rechard, 1995, Figure 2.1-2).

3.3 Long-Term Site Characterization Studies

3.3.1 Site Characterization Studies at Repository Horizon

Data needs for the EIS engendered several characterization studies. Although the results were not ready to be

reported in the supporting documents for the EIS, some data were available soon afterwards. For example, with

regard to waste acceptance criteri% the potential magnitude of the pressure from gas generated by waste from

microbial degradation of organic material was not known; thus in 1979 Sandia tested the AEC-7 well to determine

the permeability of the Salado in order to ascertain the ability of the repository to contain gas. The test, using
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compressed air flow measurements, indicated a formation permeability over a 30-m test section between 5 x 10-]9

and 2 x 10-17mz (permeability at an elevation of 548 m and at an elevation of 427 m [depth of 690 m], respectively

(Tyler et al., 1988)? The range of in situ permeability, in turn, suggested that if gas from microbial action (and

anoxic corrosion from brine migration to hot canisters) were generated by TRU waste at less than 5 mole/drum/yr,

the gas would dissipate into the rock without reaching Iithostatic pressure thus the TRU waste would be acceptable

in the WIPP repository without incineration. Accordingly, a fledgling program to characterize gas generation, begun

in 1978, was canceled after 1979 (see also Section 4).

Sandia did not originally intend to use the experimental region of the WIPP repository to study the permeability

of the Salado. TRU waste generates relatively little hea~ and so migration of brine because of a thermal gradient was

of little concern after 1979 when high-level waste was excluded from the WIPP.

permeabili~ tests around excavations because of continued interest in high-level

elsewhere and as part of the sealing and waste c’anisterprograms (see also Section 5).

Yet Sandia conducted some

waste disposal in salt beds

Sandia first measured injected nitrogen flow asound an underground drift in 1984 to determine the extent of the

disturbed zone and corresponding permeability of the Salado. In 1986, Sandia conducted similar measurements using

injected brine to evaluate the permeability of the intact salt. The predicted permeability ranged between 10-21and

10-m m2, a factor of about 1000 less than the previously measured range in AEC-7 of 5 x 10-19to 2 x 10-17m2 (Tyler

et al., 1988) (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Estimated permeability of Salado Formation near repository horizon continued to decrease over the

years (Rechard, 1999).

In May 1987, Sandia reported that much more brine had migrated to the simulated high-level waste canisters

than had been expected. Furthermore, a rough scoping calculation to evaluate repository performance identified

inflow of intergranular Salado brine to the repository from a pressure gradient (rather than thermal gradient) as a

concern for long-term performance if a human should inadvertently intrude into the repository with an exploratory

well (Lappin et al., eds., 1989). By December, the national press was reporting on the issue of brine flow into the

repository. In January 1988, New Mexico’s congressional delegation asked the full Board of Radioactive Waste

Management (BRWM) of the NAS to study the brine inflow controversy.

However also in 1987, Sandia made a concerted effort to theoretically study thermoekistic behavior of the salt

and found that the seemingly contradictory in situ measurements of lower permeability but higher brine flow to

simulated high-level waste canisters could be explained. The new theoretical model predicted less than 43 m3 brine

entering a disposal room over the fmt 100 yr (Nowak et al., 1988). Given the resolution of measurements, the

BRWM concluded that not enough brine would seep into the rooms to form a slurry of radioactive waste before the

3 This range was higher than that encountered in laboratory tests using argon, nitrogen, and hydrogen gases, which ranged
between 1.5 x 10-17and an experimentallimitof 5 x 10-20mz.
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rooms had closed through salt creep. On the other hand, the lower permeability of the Salado had implications for

gas generation, as discussed below.

3.3.2 Site Characterization Studies for Stipulated Agreement

Although the political climate in New Mexico toward waste disposal was initially positive, the reevaluation of

nuclear waste disposal by the Carter administration and the possibility of placement of commercial waste at the

WIPP led the State of New Mexico to distrust DOE’s intentions. To help with resolution of issues, the enabling

legislation clearly stated the purpose of the WIPP and required a Consultation and Cooperation Agreement with the

State of New Mexico. However, negotiations to reach such a cooperative agreement between New Mexico and the

DOE were arduous. Thus, when DOE decided to proceed to preliminary design and construction in January 1981,

the State of New Mexico sued along with several other parties. In response to the lawsui~ a Stipulated Agreement

was negotiated between Governor King and Secretary of Energy Edwards in late summer of 1981, which included

the Consultation and Cooperation Agreement (see Fig. 2).

As part of the negotiated settlement with the State of New Mexico, the DOE deepened WFP-12 into the Castile

in November 1981 (see Figs. 3 and 4). The WIPP Project encountered a brine reservoir at a pressure high enough

that brine could flow to the surface. The discovery of the reservoir prompted the rotation of the waste panels from

their planned location north of the experimental area to south of the shafts in 1982, thus moving the disposal region

-1800 m to the south, which is the current configuration. TMs well was extensively tested through 1983 (Lappin et

al., eds., 1989). Also, geophysical studies indicated that a brine reservoir could also extend to the south of WIPP- 12.

DOE-1 was drilled in 1982 to obtain geologic data and evaluate the brine reservoirs in the Castile. No brine was

found, and the well was later used to test hydraulic conditions in the Culebra. Both the DOE and the EEG conducted

consequence analyses of a drilling encounter with a brine reservoir similar to that found in WIPP-12, concluding that

the health consequences were minor (Woolfolk, 1982; Channel], 1982). In addition, several new geophysical

techniques were used to determine whether such brine reservoirs migh~ exist under the waste panels, but by 1987,

these studies were inconclusive. A zone of lower resistivity in the Castile existed under a portion of the waste

disposal area and could be interpreted as bnn~ however, the zone was beneath the Castile’s upper anhydrite layer

where brine had been encountered earlier (Lappin, 1988; WIPP PA Division, 1991/1992) @lg. 7).

In the 1980s, hydrologic characterization focused on the Culebra. Mercer (1983) had provided additional

information on the transmissivities of the Culebra as part of the Stipulated Agreement. In 1984, pumping tests at

DOE-1 suggested fracture flow in the Culebra. By 1987, Sandia had estimated the Culebra transmissivity at 15 new

locations and re-estimated the transmissivity of 7 wells (Mercer, 1983); by 1989, Sandia had estimated Culebra

transmissivity at 41 locations in an 860-km2 area around the WIPP site (Lappin et al., eds., 1989; Lappin, 1988).

Fig. 7. Site characterization studies at the WIPP (adapted $-em Figure 3-4, Rechard, 1999, which provides

extensive references).
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3.4 Site Characterization Studies for CCA

Assummarized below, additional site characterization studies were conducted in the 1990s for PA calculations

needed to support the CCA (Compliance Certification Application) to be submitted to the EPA. These studies are

detailed elsewhere in thk special issue (Larson et al., this issue).

3.4.1’ Fluid Flow in Culebra

In the 1990s, tests were conducted to characterize the Culebra at two relatively high-permeability locations.

These high-quality tests included the seven-well tracer test conducted at H-19, multiwell retesting at H-11, and

single-well injection and withdrawal tests at both H-19 and H-11. The purpose of the tests was to evaluate the

complex fracture flow (Meigs et al., 1997).

In 1996, hydraulic tests and fluid logging at the H-19 hydropad suggested that the permeability of the upper

portion of the Culebra was significantly lower than the permeability of the lower portion. In addition, the 1996 tracer

tests at H-19 suggested that the upper portion of the Culebra did not substantially contribute to solute transport.

These findings confiied two previous observations” &fercer and Orr, 1979). Therefore, the hydrologic effective

tilckness of Culebra in the PA for the CCA was taken as -4 m (7 m, less the 3 m for the upper portion of the

Culebra) (Meigs et al., 1997).

3.4.2 Sorption Studies in Culebra

Sandia conducted several laboratory studies of sorption in the 1980s (Dosch, 1979, 1981; Lynch et al., 1981).

These empirical studies used a variety of sorbents (dolomitic, anhydritic, and clay-rich rocks) and solutions (Salado,

Castile, and Culebra brines), and in some cases included the effects of dissolved organics on sorption.

Because the State of New Mexico felt the early sorption studies were deficien~ the DOE and the State of New

Mexico modified the Consultation and Cooperation Agreement in 1988 to require New Mexico concurrence on any

sorption distribution coefficients (IQ) recommended for use in the final PA of the WIPP. While experimental data

were being obtained, Sandia convened a panel of staff members to estimate ranges and probability distributions of

I&s in support of two preliminary PAs (Trauth et al., 1992). In addition, retardation of radioisotopes in the Culebra

was more thoroughly studied in the laboratory. Early results from a batch experimental program using crushed

dolomite, described in tlis special issue, were used in the CCA (Larson et al., this issue; Brush and Storz, 1996;

Papenguth and Behl, 1996).

4.0 Waste Properties

4.1 Changes in Purpose of WIPP Project ‘

Although the purpose of the WIPP as a general dispos+ site for radioactive waste was clear, decisions about

what kind of waste would be sent there fluctuated throughout the 1970s. Under consideration were three kinds of

waste-TRU waste, high-level waste from reprocessing spent nuclear fiel, and direct disposal of spent nuclear
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fuel—and whether the waste originated from defense or commercial activities. The initial focus of the AEC in the

1950s and 1960s with regard to disposal was on nuclear waste from reprocessing spent nuclear fuel (or high-level

waste as it came to be called), because uranium was thought to be in such short supply that it would be necessary to

recycle commercial fuel. The initial screening analysis of scenarios for tie WIPP assumed 75,000 canisters of high-

level waste, enough to accommodate the anticipated volume of high-level waste from all commercial reactors

through the year 2000 (Claibome and Gera, 1974). However by 1975, the emphasis of the WIPP was disposal of

l’RU defense waste because of the prominence of the latter as a result of ‘tie Rocky Flats Plant fire, and the WIPP

was officially removed from the commercial repository program within ERDA.

Yet the public expectation remained that the government should be responsible for disposal of wastes from

commercial reactors. During the 1970s, the lack of a proven waste disposal scheme was presented by the public,

through comments on the EIS and at licensing hearings, as an argument against construction of nuclear plants.

Furthermore, California passed a law in 1976 banning construction of nuclear power plants until disposal of nuclear

waste was demonstrated (Carter, 1987). Therefore, the DOE seriously considered disposal of commercial waste at
. .

the WITP between 1977 and 1979, at least as a means of demonstrating the disposal concept. Conceptual drawings

of the WIPP repository in 1977 showed two levels: one for the cooler contact-handled TRU waste, 640 m below the

surface, and the other for remote-handled TRU waste and the hotter high-level waste, 790 m below the surface

(Weart, 1979; Sandi% 1977).

In March 1979, the Interagency Review Group formed by the Carter administration suggested that the WIPP be

a candidate for commercial spent fuel. However, the then powerful House Armed Services Committee strongly

opposed commercial waste disposal at the WIPP. In response, Congress clearly defined the mission of the WIPP in

December 1979 (Public Law 96-164) as a “... research and development facility to demonstrate the safe disposal of

radioactive waste resulting from the defense activities and programs of the United States exempted from regulation

by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission” (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Project goals and characterization of waste propenies (adaptedfiom Figure 4-1, Rechard, 1999, which

provides extensive references).

4.2 Transuranic Nuclear Waste

4.2.1 Current Waste Description

Wastes destined for the WIPP consist of laboratory and production materials such as glassware, worn-out

equipment and tools, scrap metal and wood, disposable laboratoV clothing, cleaning rags, spent solvents that were

sorbed or solidified, and solidified sludges, which have been contaminated with TRU radioisotopes. Any waste

contaminated by alpha-emitting TRU radionuclides with half-lives greater than 20 yr and activities greater than

100 nCi/g, is considered TRU waste in the United States. Most waste with less than this activity per mass is

considered low-level waste.
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The DOE classifies TRU waste as either contact-handled (CH) or remotely handled (RH) based on the dose at

the surface of the waste container. If this surface dose is less than or equal to 200 rnrem/hr, the waste is defined as

CH-TRU, if the dose is greater than 200 mrem/hr, the waste and its container are defined as RH-TRU (DOE, 1990c).

The WIPP Land Whhdrawal Act ratified previous agreements between the State of New Mexico and the DOE,

stating that the total combined volumes of CH-TRU and RH-TRU waste were not to exceed 6.2 million cubic fee~

and the’ emplaced RH-TRU waste was not to exceed a total activity of 5.1 x 106 curies or a total activity

concentration of 23 curies per liter (averaged over tie volume of the canister). Only RH-TRU waste producing a

dose of less than or equal to 1000 rern/hr is eligible for disposal at the WIPP (DOE, 1996a). Furthermore, no more

than 5% of the emplaced RH-TRU waste was to exhibit a dose in excess of 100 retdhr. While the capacity for CH-

TRU waste is adequate for all of the DOE’s TRU waste produced after 1970, the legal limit is too small to include

the CH-TRU waste buried prior to 1970 (Were 1979; DOE, 1979; 1980).

4.2.2 Evolution of TRU Waste Definition

Asnoted in Section 2, the definition of TRU waste as a material contaminated with TRU radioisotopes with an

activity of 10 nCi/g was quickly proposed and used as a temporary but safe bound by the AEC in 1970 (Perge,

1982). In its early attempts at nuclear waste standards, the EPA, through simple calculations on resuspended

plutonium in soil, concluded in 1979 that a limit of 100 nCi/g would keep doses below 500 mrern/yr and thus

increased the bound by an order of magnitude (Sjoblom, 1982). The EPA changes in the definition required that the

DOE reclassify only a small portion of its TRU waste because less than 20% was between 10 and 100 nCdg. The

activity of most waste was around 104nCi./g(Smith, 1982; WIPP PA Division, 1991, Vol. 3).

4.2.3 TRU Waste Inventory

For preliminary PAs between 1989 and 1992, waste activities and mass were estimated fi-omthe Integrated Data

Base, produced annually by ORNL for the DOE (see for example, IDB, 1990), and from requests for information by

Westinghouse directly to the waste generator sites (see for example, WIPP PA Division, 1991, Vol. 3). For the CCA,

the DOE assembled a baseline inventory, referred to as the Transuranic Waste Baseline Inventory Report (TWBIR)

(DOE, 1995). This baseline included estimates of the radioisotope inventory for 569 stored or to-be-generated waste

streams for CH-TRU waste and over 400 waste streams fo~RH-TRU waste. Waste-related input parameters for the

CCA analysis were then developed from these data as described elsewhere in this special issue (Sanchez et al., this

issue).

4.3 Waste Characterization Studies

Two aspects of the TRU waste destined for the WIPP were important to characterize for the compliance

calculations: the estimated inventory of radioisotopes in the waste,4 and the mobility of these radioisotopes within the

4 About 60 percent of the wastes may be co-contaminatedwith other hazardous constituents as defined under tie Resource
Conservation and Recove~ Acr of 1976 (Public Law 94-580 and subsequentamendments).Hazardouswaste constituentsare
no longer importantbecauseCongressexemptedthe DOEfromdemonstrating“no migration”of hazardouscomponentsabove
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disposal system. Properties of the waste that influence the chemical environment within the disposal system, and

thereby radioisotope mobility, include the amount of iron and microbial nutrients such as wood, plastic, rubber, I
nitrates, and sulfates.

4.3.1 Initial EIS Waste Studies

Simultaneous with site characterization, Sandia began tests in early 1977 on the behavior of TRU waste forms
I

and high-level waste (Molecke, 1978). These tests were to be used by Westinghouse, the technical support contractor

for the WIPP, to develop waste acceptance criteria for the various forms of the waste (Sandia, 1979). To ensure

waste acceptability, the WIPP Project had sent guidance to the generator/storage sites in 1976 that the waste be

incinerated to remove combustible and organic material. However by 1979, results from initial tests indicated that

most characteristics of the TRU waste were acceptable and so incineration was no longer recommended (Sandia,

1979; Weart, 1979).

4.3.2 Characterization for PA Studies

Based on the characterization studies for the EIS, the DOE decided in 1980 that fhrther studies of waste

characteristics such as gas generation were unnecessary. Furthermore, after passage of the 1987 amendments to the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Public Law 100-203), most experiments on high-level waste, degradation of container

materials, and influence of heat were stopped. However, the decision not to perform waste characterization studies

was reconsidered after new data were presented in 1989. The new data included estimates from Lappin et al. (1989)

that anoxic corrosion of steel in the waste, if brine were available in the repository, could produce significant

quantities of hydrogen gas in addition to any gas produced from microbial degradation of celh.dosic material, e.g.,

wood, in the waste. Second, and as noted previously, in situ measurements of permeability in the Salado, taken while

resolving the issue of brine flow into the repository, were found to be 1000 times smaller than those measured earlier

(Nowak et al., 1988). An analysis conducted by Sandia (Lappin et al., eds., 1989), using the new assumptions and the

new permeability measurements, demonstrated that gas could potentially influence the overall performance of the

repository.

Based on initial analysis, the DOE funded Sandia to conduct laboratory studies of gas generation in February

1989. Th&e studies predominately comprised single-process experiments on anoxic corrosion, microbial activity,

and radiolysis, most with nomadioactive simulated CH-TRU waste (Brush et al., 1991, 1993). The experiments were

completed by September 1995, and the observed gas generation rates were used in the PA for the CCA (Francis et

al., 1997; Telander and Westerrnan, 1997).

Initially, a full-scale pilot phase for the repository had been envisioned by the DOE and Congress. But by the

1980s, the EEG and groups opposed to the WIPP Project saw the pilot phase as a way for the DOE to open the

WIPP without certifying that it complied with regulations. They argued that institutional inertia would be so geat

health concentrationstandards,However,the types of hazardousconstituentsare importantfor disposalpermits with the State
of New Mexico
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that the WIPP would remain open, even if it could not comply with all EPA regulations during the transition from the

pilot to the operational phase. To justify a pilot phase, the DOE proposed tests to reevaluate gas generation using

actual TRU waste in the repository. In 1990, Sandia and Westinghouse presented technical arguments for placing

0.5% of the waste capacity of the WIPP in the repository (DOE, 1990b). To resolve the issue between the DOE and

opposition groups, Congress, in the 1992 WIPP Land Whhdrawal ACL required the WIPP Panel of the NAS to

certify the scientific need-not just an operational need-for the ‘tests. The WIPP Panel did not see a scientific need

for in situ tests, because the data could be obtained by laboratory tests, and so recommended in June 1992 that tests

with actual waste be conducted in laboratories instead (NAWNRC, 1992). The DOE concurred in October 1993.

Without a pilot phase, the DOE decided to accelerate into the compliance phase for the WTPP in October 1993,

halted most of the in situ experiments, and then completely closed the in situ experimental area in October 1995.

As described in Section 8.4, the waste properties that had been found to be most important in the preliminary

PAs were volubility of actinides, primarily plutonium and americium. For the 1991 and 1992 preliminary PAs, an

external expert panel had been convened in early 1991 to evaluate volubility data for the radioisotopes (Trauth et al.,

1991; 1992). The panel examined existing data and developed probability dishibutions of solubilities to express the

uncertainty thought to pertain at the WIPP repository. Also, related experimental programs were initiated. As

described elsewhere in this issue (Ramsey et al., thk issue), volubility experiments were conducted with one actinide

(either Am, Np, Th, U, or Pu) for each of four possible oxidation states (+III, +IV, +V, +VI) at various pH and brine

compositions. Behavior of other actinides with an equivalent oxidation state was assumed to be similar, e.g., the

measured volubility of Pu(III) was assumed to be similar to the volubility of Am(IU). The influence of organic

ligands on volubility was also studied, and the volubility of actinides in high ionic strength brines was modeled (see

Section 7.3.3). The experimental and modeling results were then combined to produce a dis~bution of volubility

from which to sample for the 1996 PA calculations in support of the CCA (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Volubility of radioisotopes used in calculations between 1989 and 1996 for (a) plutonium and (b)

uranium (Rechard, 1999).

5.0 Design, Construction, and Behavior of Repository
The repository, or underground facility, of the WIPP disposal system is 655 m

.4

beneath the surface at an ,

elevation of 384 m above mean sea level. In the 1977 conceptual design, the basic room layout for CH-TRU disposal

was developed (Sandia, 1977), which remained essentially unchanged in the final design although some room

dimensions were modified in 1980 in response to numerical modeling results. The modifications to the room

dimensions were validated in 1982 by observing deformations in several test rooms (Tyler et al., 1988). In situ

experiments also helped to refine constitutive equations in numerical models in the mid 1980s and to evaluate

concepts such as backfilling the repository and estimating potential amounts of brine infiow to the repository in the

late 1980s and early 1990s (Tyler et al., 1988).
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5.1 Design of Repository

5.1.1 Early Conceptual Design

Concurrent with site selection and writing the EIS, Sandia prepared the conceptual design of the WIPP surface

and underground facilities (Sandi& 1977). The basic design drew on information gained from experience with

nearby potash mines in the Delaware Basin. However, the extraction ratio was dramatically reduced to -33Y0 overall

(-40% in any one disposal panel) to increase room stability and mine safety. The design for the transport containers

and other hardware was based on Sandla’s experience with equipment design at the Nevada Test Site. The

conceptual design was completed in 1977 (Sandia, 1977). The disposal area for the CH-TRU waste was set at 373 m

elevation and consisted of eight closely spaced panels with eight rooms in each panel. Each room was 5 m high,

14 m wide, and 137 m long (Fig. 10a). In the rooms, the CH-TRU waste was to be stacked four barrels high. The

experimental area and disposal area for the high-level waste (RH-TRU waste, high-level waste, and spent nuclear

fuel) was set at a 200-m elevation near the base of the Salado. The repository had five shafts.

Although expansion was contemplated, space for CH- and RH-TRU waste buried prior to 1970 and TRU waste

produced from future decontamination and decommission of facilities was not included in the initial design. Also, the

volume of high-level waste was not known. However, in December 1979, Congressional legislation limited the

WIPP to the disposal of defense TRU waste only. The second level was abandoned and the repository was

reconfigured for the Fhml EM as a single-level facility with four shafts (DOE, 1980).

Fig. 10. Designs for WIPP repository including (a) 1977 conceptual design (Sandia, 1977) and (b) final

construction plans for WIP~ reposito~ (Rechard, 1995).

5.1.2 Detailed Design

In 1978, the DOE contracted with Bechtel National, Inc., to be the architect/engineer for the WIPP Project, and

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, for technical support. The preliminary design of the WIPP (or “Title I design” in

the language of the DOE orders) began in July 1979 and moved to a detailed design (“Title II”) phase by February

1981. The disposal area provided enough ”spacefor the disposal of the projected 176,000 m3 of waste and consisted

of eight panels spaced 61 m apart with eight roo,rnmin each panel, 30.5 m apart. Each room was 4 m high, 10 m wide,

and 91 m long. The detailed design envisioned that waste would be emplaced in all drifts, including those that

connected rooms, and not just in the rooms as shown in the conceptual design. Also plans indicated that waste would

fill the center section, where the panels joined the main drifts; t.hk section was divided into southern and northern

equivalent panels, bringing the panel total to 10. The extraction ratio for a panel was similar to the conceptual design

(38%), but the overall extraction ratio of the disposal area was decreased further to 22%.

In March, Bechtel began final design (’Title III”) of the repository, and a design report was published in 1986

(Bechtel, 1986). Some modifications were necessary after the final report was published concerning the backfill

(discussed in a later section) and drum emplacement. In the design submitted for the CCA, the ‘IT/U waste is to be

placed in 55-gallon drums, grouped as 7-packs, 3 drums high (Hg. 10b). The change from a 6-pack drum grouping to
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a 7-pack was in accordance with container modifications as they evolved from the initially proposed TRUPACT I

transportation container, whose design was rejected by the EEG in 1985 (Channell et al., 1986), to the TRUPACT II

container certified by the NRC in August 1989. (According to the 1987 modification to the Consultation and

Cooperative Agreement between the DOE and the State ,of New Mexico, the NRC had jurisdiction over

transportation of all types of nuclear waste.)

5.2 Construction of Repository

After publication of the Final EIS in 1980 and a record of decision in January 1981, the DOE began the Site and

Preliminary Design Validation (SPDV) program to further characterize stratigraphy near the repository and validate

room dimensions in the preliminary design. As part of the SPDV program, Fenix & Scisson, Inc., Sandia’s contractor

for the conceptual design and DOE’s SPDV contractor, drilled two shafts starting in May and June, 1981. The first

shafi 3.6-m in diameter, was initially called the exploratory shaft, then renamed the construction and salt handling

sha% and finally referred to as the salt handling shaft. The second shaft drilled, the 1.8-m ventilation shaft, was later

renamed the waste shaft (DOE, 1996a).

In June 1982, the Army Corps of Engineers assumed responsibility for managing the SPVD and subsequent

construction. Once the second shaft was completed in March 1982 and the repository level selected, excavations

were begun in October to connect the two shafts, which was comp~eted by the end of November. In the second half

of the year, four full-sized disposal rooms were excavated, 4 m high, 10 m wide, and 91 m long, separated by 3 l-m-

wide pillars. Although Bechtel’s initial repository design placed the waste disposal area north of the experimental

area, the disposal area was moved south of the shafts at the end of 1982 after the discovery of a brine reservoir in

WIPP-12. Shortly thereafter, a drift to the south end of the disposal area was excavated and instrumented to confirm

the stratigraphy and evaluate deformations around the repository.

In March 1983, the results from in situ experiments in the SPDV rooms were reported (Tyler et al., 1988).

Sandia helped analyze data from these and other geologic field activities and from geomwhanicrd instrumentation to

determine whether the design criteria were suitable and to confirm the reference design for the underground opening

(Tyler et al., 1988). Also that month, excavation began on rooms for Sandia’s geotechnical experiments.

The WIPP Panel of NAS toured the underground excavation for the first time in April 1983 to examine the

SPVD rooms. Four months later, DOE announced its decision to proceed with full construction of surface facilities

and continued excavation of the underground facility. The pilot hole for the third shaft, the exhaust shaft, was drilled

in September 1983. Reeming of the pilot hole to 3.6 m from the underground to the surface, and then blasting to the

final 4.6 m diameter was finished by January 1985 (DOE, 1996a). Between April and June 1984, the waste shaft

diameter was enlarged from 1.8 to 6 m. In preparation for operations, the Management and Operations (M&O)

contract was awarded to Westinghouse, which conducted the remaining consmuction activities after October 1986.

In 1988, a fourth shaft was added for increased air circulation (Fig. 11). A pilot hole was first drilled from the

surface and then reemed to a final 6.2 m diameter ffom the underground to the surface. By the end of 1988 the

surface and underground facilities were essentially complete; they were declared officially complete in January 1990.
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Fig. 11. Events associated with design, construction,

Figure 5-2, Rechard, 1999, which provides references).

and modeling of the WIPP repository (adapted fi-om

5.3 Experiments and Model Development of Repository Behavior

Early in the history of the WIPP Project, the DOE viewed the WIPP as a research and development facility that

would conduct experiments that supported model development of salt creep and experiments on backillling and

sealing the repository, brine movement, and areas of interest to high-level waste disposal concepts such as canister

material behavior.

5.3.1 Experiments with Salt Creep Behavior

Sandia began to build a salt creep laboratory in 1974. Testing on specimens from mines and salt domes was in

progress by 1975, and creep in salt fkom ERDA-9 cores was studied in 1977. Sandia initiated a 3-year program in

1979 to evaluate, through in situ and laboratory experiments, salt deformations around mine openings and the effects

of heat on acceleration of salt creep. The in situ experiments were conducted in a nearby potash mine and at the

Avery Island salt dome in Louisiana. Laboratory creep tests were started on larger specimens from the underground

workings of the WIPP in 198Z in situ salt creep experiments at the WIPP also began in 1982 as the main drift

through the disposal area, the “south drift;’ was excavated. Sandia began fielding more extensive in situ salt creep

experiments in 1984 as experimental rooms were completed; heat was turned on in these rooms in 1985 to measure

accelerated salt creep. However, when Congress decided in 1987 to characterize only the Yucca Mountain site in

Nevada as a commercial spent-fuel and high-level waste repository (Public Law 100-203), the DOE canceled the

simulated high-level waste experiments at the WIPP.

5.3.2 Modeling of Repository Behavior

The first modeling efforts in 1975 reviewed empirical constitutive creep laws developed during Project Salt

Vault and numerical modeling capabilities available in the mining industry. Some of the first calculations, completed

in 1978, evaluated a potential concern that hot canisters would become buoyant in the plastic salt and move

significant vertical dkances (Dawson and Tillerson, 1978). Sandia modeled the repository, with Sandia-developed

codes and constitutive laws (Tyler et al., 1988), and used the results in 1980 (Krie~ et al., 1981) to examine the

reasonableness of various proposed modifications to the room dimensions in the 1977 conceptual design, which had

been based on experience with the area’s potash mines. Predictions from other numerical codes were compared

extensively to test data in 1980, and more calculations on predicted room deformation were conducted in 1982 and

1985 (Morgan et al., 1985). Although from a practical standpoin~ the prdlcted and measured values of salt creep

were close, the manually measured salt creep in the south drift in 1982 and the automated measurements of the

SPDV rooms and various other experimental rooms in 1982–83 were nevertheless about three times greater than

predicted values (Morgan et al., 1985). Thus” between 1985 and 1989 an alternate conceptual model and

mathematical expression were incorporated into codes and tested. Thereafter, agreement of predictions with in situ

measurements was excellent (Munson et al., 1989).
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5.4 Repository Backfill

5.4.1 Use of Backfill in Disposal Area

The DOE had considered the use of bacldlll in the disposal area from the time of the initial conceptual design

(Sandia, 1977). In 1976, some thought was given to placing sorptive minerals such as apatite or bentonite around the

drums to sorb radioisotopes. More importantly, it was assumed that backill would be emplaced in the repository to

help fill the void space and reduce the magnitude of subsidence in overlying units, in addition to mitigating the

potential for any underground fire (DOE, 1980). Although backfill in the disposal area was considered part of the

baseline design for the repository (Sandia, 1977; DOE, 1980), as reported in the supporting documents for the

Supplemental EIS (Lappin et al., 1989) and the four preliminary PAs through 1992, the need for the backfill to

mitigate subsidence and fire propagation diminished during the 1980s. These findings were formally reported in

1990 in the Safety Analysis Report (DOE, 1990a), which concluded that fire propagation in the waste disposal

region was unlikely even without bacldlll, and in a 1994 Westinghouse study (WEC, 1994), which indicated that the

addition of backilll would have a negligible impact on me subsidence of overlying units.

For tie 1996 PA in support of the CCA, however, backfill was reconsidered and again included in the design. A

chemical backfM of MgO was proposed that would combine with any microbially produced C02 so that brine

present in the repository would not become acidic, thereby increasing the volubility of the actinide radioisotopes.

Modeling of the MgO chemical backfill is discussed further in this special issue (Hansen et al., this issue).

5.4.2 Shaft Backfill and Sealing Methods

Because of the difficulty presented by the presence of boreholes in the vicinity of the abandoned Lyons, Kansas,

site, experiments on borehole plugs were immediately pursued by the WIPP Project in 1975. By 1977, three grouts

had been selected and tested by plugging ERDA-10 drilled south of the WIPP site (near the Gnome site) (see Fig. 3).

In 1979, an experiment in AEC-7 tested the ability of a plug to withstand tie 12.7-MPa pressure of the Ramsey

Sands aquifer in the Bell Canyon Formation (Tyler et al., 1988). -

Initial concepts for backfilling shafts were described and the first laboratory tests on compacting crushed salt

conducted in 1982. Sandia presented the first conceptual design for shaft baclctlll in 1984, which continued to evolve

during the late 1980s. Crushed sal~ the primary backfill for the shafts through the Salado (usually referred to as

“seals” in the WIPP Project), was expected to limit the creation of a preferred pathway for contaminant migration.

Sandia developed a machine to build salt bricks from crushed salt in 1986 such that portions of the salt backii]l in the

drifts and shafts would be compacted to ensure adequate densities. Studies were conducted and reported in 1987 to

estimate the density of reconsolidated salt under the Iithostatic pressure from creep closure of the shaft (Nowak and

Stormont, 1987). Thk study suggested 95% of intact salt densities could be obtained in the lower portions of the

shaft in less than 100 yr, provided some brine (-2.5 %wt) was added to the crushed salt. As described in this special

issue (Hansen et al., thk issue), compacted salt (through tamping) is planned to obtain a highly dense baclciill during

emplacement.
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Stopping brine flow to the salt backilll from aquifers in the Rustler and upper units was also thought necessary

because significant volumes of brine might delay or even prevent consolidation of the crushed salt. The first shaft

sealing concepts envisioned large plugs of concrete, concrete-grout, or possibly other mixtures directly below the

Rustler and halfway down the salt column to protect the lower crushed salt component prior to consolidation

(Stormont, 1988; Lappin et al., 1989, Figure 4-10). However in 1990, bentonite clay, a swelling clay shown to be

stable and with low permeability in brines in 1979 and 1984 studies, was added as a separate long-term component

to the seals in the Rustler and at other seal locations in the Salado (Nowak et al., 1990). Details of the various

options were developed in 1993 (Van Sambeek et al., 1993). In the 1990s, a more complete testing program was

begun to demonstrate and develop confidence in the sealing concepts of the backfill and asphalt was added as a long-

term componen~ as described in this special issue (Hansen et al., this issue).

5.4.3 Panel Sealing Methods

Initially, tie repository design did not inciude constructed barriers to separate the waste into modules. But when

the WIPP Panel of the NAS expressed concern that fire in combustible portions of the waste could pose a hazard to

mine workers, barriers throughout the disposal area were proposed to enhance mine safety. Shortly thereafter, plans

called for isolating individual panels over the long term, with 30- to 40-m-long seals composed of preconsolidated

salt and large concrete plugs at each end (Lappin et al., 1989; Nowak et al., 1990). During the early 1990s, the value

of panel seals was questioned (Rechard et al., 1.990)because of their limited ability to contain gas given the presence

of anhydrite layers above and below the drifts. However, because they afforded some protection, the EPA stipulated

that panel seals be used at the WIPP in its ruling on the compliance of the WIPP in 1998 (62 FR 58792; 63 FR

27354).

6.0 Hazard Identification and Scenario Development
The first list of hazards for consideration at the WIPP was published in 1974 about the same time as site

selection (Claibome and Gera, 1974). The list was updated in 1979 for the EIS (Bingham and Barr, 1979, 1980), in

1989 for the preliminary PAs (Hunter, 1989), and in 1995-96 for the final PA (Galson and Swift, 1995). The latter_’

update is described fin-ther in this special issue (Galson et al., this issue). Although the process of identifyhg hazards
.

and then selecting specific hazards for modeling was relatively informal initially, with each iteration the process of

identi@ing hazards became more rigorous. Engineering analysis can be conducted without hazard identification as an

explicit step, but in PA it is not only useful for the step to be formal but is also one aspect that sets it apart from

small-scale analysis.

6.1 Description of Hazard Identification

6.1.1 Categories of Hazardous Agents

By the late 1980s, agents of hazards were typically categorized as features, events (i.e., short-term phenomena),

and processes (i.e., continuous phenomena) or “FEPs” that act upon the system whereby a hazard might occur. The
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event category had already been used in the Reactor Safefy Study of 1975 (Rasmussen, 1975), which inaugurated

large PRAs. When this work was applied to a geologic disposal system in 1976, the definition of agents was

broadened to include processes. Then in 1981, the IAEA formally considered “undetected features” (IAEA, 1981).

6.1.2 Scenarios

In the WIPP Project ajidure (or “elementary event” in the terminology of probability theory) is a hypothetical

chain of physical events and processes, including particular features. A scenario (or scenario class) is a group of

futures; it is sometimes represented by a key future with specific common attribute(s), e.g., human intrusion. Futures

were grouped into various scenarios in the WIPP Project to focus attention on certain hazards, such as human

intrusion. Grouping is feasible and practical if the probabilities of a FEP residing in the scenario class are easily

calculated and if behavior within the scenario class is similar enough that a single, key fhture can characterize and

represent the whole scenario class.

Given that a mathematical model of the dkposal system exists, C(.), “future” and “scenario” can be precisely

defined in terms of the parameter space, X, as followsl The parameter space X can be arbitrarily divided into two

subsets: a subset defining conditions of scenarios, Xfl,and a subset of remaining model parameters, X,b,i.e., x = [xti,

)(jb]. A future is one point in parameter space fOr SCenariOS,X,t, and a scenario is a grouping of simikw futures or

subsets of Xfl,i.e., Sj CXS~where Sj is a scenario of what can occur to produce an unwanted outcome. For example, a

scenario might be described as Sj ={x$,.l < a and xfi,2> b}, where X,,,land xfi,2defined conditions for human intrusion

and location of a brine reservoir, respectively. Characterization of scenarios and their uncertainty, Xm came to be.

known as stochastic uncertainty within the WIPP Project to distinguish it from the more general epistemic (or

subjective) uncertainty associated with model parameters, X$b.Both are described further in this special issue (Helton

et aL, this issue-w Tiemey et al., thk issue).

6.2 Hazard Identification After Site Se!ection .

6.2.1 Features, Events, and Processes Considered

After site selection in 1973-74, ORNL identified hazards not eliminated by the selection process for the WIPP

(Claibome and Gera, 1974). Natural events considered were volcanism, faulting, erosion, and meteorite impact (the

latter not site specific). Climatic change and nucleti criticality were mentioned only. Anthropogenic events were

drilling, sabotage, and nuclear warfare (the latter two events were not site specific). The primary process considered

was groundwater transport of radioisotopes following faulting or meteorite impact. No undetected features were

considered.

6.2.2 Screening Calculations

Claibome and Gera (1974) also qualitatively evaluated the consequences and/or probabilities of the FEPs,

although a few FEPs were analyzed deterrninistically. Readily dismisskd were effects after closure from sabotage

(which would require an occupying army to drill into the repository) and a crater from a surface blast of a nuclear
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weapon (which could not reach the repository). Exposure from drilling was thought to be limited to the drilling crew.

Failure of borehole plugs after a well had been abandoned was considered, however potentiometric heads at the site

were believed to favor flow to aquifers below the repository and it was argued as unlikely that an individual would

drill so deeply to obtain salty water (Culebra brine flowing through the Srdado into the deep aquifers would become

even more salty). Measurable consequences from a meteorite impact or faulting that moved the repository near the

Culebra aquifer were estimated but the probabilities of tie events were thought to be very low. The WIPP site is in

one of the most tectonically stable parts of the United States and the probability of a catastroph~c meteoritic impact

was believed to be about 1.6 x 10-13per year.

6.3 Hazard Identification and Scenario Development for EIS

In 1976, Sandia first began to develop descriptions of potential mechanisms through which radioactive waste

could be released for the safety analysis to ‘be included in the EIS. The purpose was to enumerate which processes

might need further experimental study, which should be included in computer modeling, and which could be

eliminated. . .

6.3.1 Features, Events, and Processes Considered

For the EIS, Sandia considered events similar to ORNL’S list but in a more formal manner. Sabotage, nuclear

warfare, erosion, and meteorite impact were quickly dismissed as single events, although retained as initiating events

for other events that would affect release. In addition to groundwater transport, new processes included climatic

change, subsidence, continued dissolution of salt directly over the site, diapirism (i.e., formation of salt domes in the

strata overlying the salt beds because

canisters because of repository heat).

because of public attention, but were

Tillerson, 1978).

of repository heat), and buoyancy of canisters (i.e., vertical movement of

Nuclear criticality, diapirism, and buoyancy of canisters had been added

dismissed after evaluation (Bingham and Barr, 1979, 1980; Dawson and

6.3.2 Construction of Scenarios

To link FEPs into futures, the WIPP Project first attempted to use fault trees but found the method untenable for

three main reasons: the fault tree quickly became large and unmanageable%it was difficult to determine whether

fitures were mutually exclusiv% and it was difficult to include time dependent events. Instead, Sandia developed a

method based on event trees that began with a system that was not disrupted, and subsequent events that provided

mechanisms for moving radioisotopes through the disposal system @lg. 12a). The WIPP futures fell into three

scenario classes (Bingharn and Barr, 1979, 1980): (1) those that exposed waste directly to the biosphere, e.g., drilling

through the repository, (2) those in which water flowed between two aquifers after borehole plugs had failed in

exploratory drill holes, and (3) those in which water flowed from only one aquifer, requiring diffusion and

convection to move radioisotopes through the salt. These three categories of scenarios were analyzed early in 1978

for inclusion in the Draft EIS (DOE, 1979).
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Fig, 12. Technique to construct scenaiiosfiom various features, events, and processes changed between WIPP

EIS in 1979 and PA calculations after 1989.

6.3.3 Hazards Related to Waste Acceptance Criteria

As described in Section 4, potential hazards from the waste were evaluated for the EIS while attempting to

establish waste acceptance criteria. These hazards included combustibility, microbial gas generation and enhanced

mobilization of actinides related to organic content nuclear criticality, and excessive mobilization, corrosion, and

gas generation related to volume of liquids in sludge wastes. The repository was found capable of mitigating all

existing hazards, except for sludge waste with high liquid content. For sludge waste, insufficient tests had been run to

estimate consequences and so free liquids in the waste were limited instead (Sandia, 1979).

6.4 General Scenario Development

Wide the DOE was examining hazards at the WIPP, the NRC funded another group withh Sandia (separate

from the WIPP Project) at the end of 1976 to pioneer work on a PlU4 on geologic disposal of commercial high-level

waste and spent nuclear fuel (Campbell et al., 1978). Theti work benefited from the early work at the WIPP and the

commercial disposal program at ORNL. Later the WIPP Project was to benefit from the NRC’s efforts.

6.4.1 Defining Universe (FEPs List)

In 1976, the NRC funded a panel of earth scientists to generate a generic list of FEPs as a starting point in

assessing the performance of a geologic repository (Cranwell et al., 1990). In a related international effort in 1981,

the IAEA recommended a list of FEPs for initial consideration, along with a suggested procedure for performing an

assessment (IAEA, 1981).

6.4.2 Screening Universe and Forming Scenarios

At I%s6 the NRC requested that thk Sandia group pursue a scenti.o development process similar to the Reactor

Safefy Study (Rasmussen, 1975). However, like the Sandia WIPP Project, they found discretization of a highly

coupled geologic disposal system by means of fault trees was not a simple or useful task. In a draft report in 1981

(final repoqt published in 1990) (Cranwell et al., 1990), Sandia proposed to the NRC a method to screen out

unreasonable FEPs and forma limited number of scenarios. The procedure included forming scenarios by combining

specific remaining FEPs by means of a logic diagram in which each pathway led to a scenario class. Combinations

of all events were used to construct scenarios, and the time (or order) of occurrence was not considered (Fig. 11).

Hence, fewer scenarios were generated. Instead broad classes of scenarios were developed that were convenient for

modeling and construction of complementary cumulative distribution fi.mctions (CCDFS); time and order of

occurrence of the FEPs were included during modeling.

6.4.3 Including the Human intrusion Event

Because injection boreholes and the salt dissolution arourid them at the proposed repository at Lyons, Kansas;

were discovered after site selection, human intrusion, both intentional and inadvertent, was included in the initial
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repository analysis for the WIPP. However, the inclusion of human intrusion eventually became controversial.

During the late 1970s, each site with previously buried TRU waste and low level radioactive waste, such as INEEL

or Los Alamos, prepared an EIS that evaluated disposal alternatives, e.g., leaving the waste as is, improving the

trench covers, or retrieving and shipping the waste to the WIPP. Usually human intrusion of some type provided a

significant portion of the calculated consequences but attaching a probability to the event was difficult (Smith, 1982).

Also, no one knew how the human intrusion event related to the robustness of the disposal system except that more

varied types of intrusion would likely occur for disposal sites at shallow depths or for sites near unique mineral

resources.

In the draft of 40 CFR 191 (47FR58196) published in 1982, the EPA reduced the scope of human intrusion to

an inadvertent activity, specifically from exploratory drilling primarily for oil and gas deposits. Thus, the risk from

human intrusion became a measure of the type of media selected, the depth of the repository, and its association with

economic minerals. A natural extension, although unstated until 1996 in 40 CFR 194 (61 FR 58499), was to assume

the exploratory drilling used technology currently operating in the region. This assumption was conservative given
...

acceptance of the proposition that the repository presented the greatest hazard to a society with capabilities similar to

ours rather than to a society with less or greater technical prowess. In 1995, the NAS recommended that the

calculation of risks from human intrusion be distinctly separate from those from natural migration of disposed waste

(NAWNRC, 1995).

6.5 Hazard Identification for Preliminary PAs

6.5.1 Hazards identified in 1980s

Several natural processes that might compromise the disposal system had been postulated during the early 1980s

and mandated investigations by agreements with the State of New Mexico. The possibilities of dissolution of the

Salado (to form “breccia pipes”) and dissolution at great depths in the Culebra at the site (causing “karst” hydrologic

flow) were examined by the USGS (Snyder et al., 1982) and Sandia (brnbert, 1983). They were resolved as either

not likely to occur at all or not in a manner that would impair WIPP performance, respectively. However by 1987,

the presence of a brine reservoir under the repository in the Castile could not be unequivocally dismissed and so

became a potential undetected feature. In addition, the Supplemental EIS of 1989 identified gas generation as an

important process to reexamine.

6.5.2 Features, Events, and Processes Retained

TheFEPs for the WIPP were reevaluated in 1989 (Hunter, 1989) in conjunction with a demonstration of the PA

methodology. The basic features retained included an undetected brine reservoir under a portion of the repository,

seals in the shafts to limit downward movement of Culebra brine or upward movement of contaminated gas and brine

from the repository (see ‘Section 5), an overlying, fractured brine aquifer in the CulebrA spatial variability of

transrnissivity fields (zones were analyzed in 1989–1990, and random fields analyzed thereafter), and fractured

anhydrite beds slightly above or below the repository horizon (see Section 3) (Fig. 13).
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Fig. 13. Engineering analysis of the illustrated behavior of the disposal system (adapted from Fig. 6-2,

Rechard, 1999, which provides references). .

The primary basic event considered was human intrusion from exploratory drilling. However, disturbance of the

stratigraphy from potash mining above the repository and nuclear criticali~ were also identified, although not

included as events until the 1996 analysis for the CCA. No disruptive natural events with probabilities greater than

10+ per 104yr were identified for any of the PAs conducted for the WIPP (Hunter, 1989; Galson et al., ~k issue).

Natural processes retained for the preliminary PAs included climate variability (analyzed separately in 1989 and

included in PAs after 1990), hydrologic transport in fractures of the CuIebra (alternative models explored in 1992),

generation of gas from container corrosion or microbial degradation of organic material such as cellulose in the

waste, two-phase (brine and gas) Darcy flow in and around the repository in the Salado, pressure-dependent creep of

salt around the waste in 1992, and fracturing of anhydrite layers in 1994.

6.5.3 Undisturbed Scenario ...
The undisturbed scenario, EO, represented the performance of the disposal system from the time of disposal

through the 10,000-yr regulatory period and incorporated all expected changes in the system and associated

uncertainties ~lg. 12b). In the 1989 PA, two potential pathways for migration of contaminants were considered. In

the first path, the pressure gradient between the waste disposal panels and the Culebra might cause brine and

radioisotopes to migrate either through drifts or anhydrite interbeds to the base of the shafts and then upward to the

Culebra. In the second path, brine and radioisotopes migrated. laterally from the undisturbed repository through thin

anhydrite interbeds toward the subsurface boundary of the accessible environment within the Salado. In all PAs

conducted for the WIPP, no radioisotope releases occurred for the undisturbed scenario. In November 1996, the

NAS echoed the findings of WIPP analyses that showed that the excellent isolating properties of bedded salt at the

WFP could be compromised only by human intrusion (NAWNRC, 1996).

6.5.4 Human Intrusion Scenarios

In the PAs, the only disruptive event for scenario construction was inadvertent human intrusion. As described

further in Section 8, atler 1990 the fkture inadvertent drilling events were assumed to occur randomly in time and

space, that is, each drilling event was independent of every other drilling event, mathematically described as a

Poisson process (Helton, 1993c).

In the human intrusion scenario, it was assumed that if the disposal area of the repository were penetrated by an

exploratory borehole, radioisotopes could be released in two different ways over two different time scales. FirsG an

immediate release could occur during the drilling process, because the drill. bit was assumed to bore vertically

through a stack of CH-TRU waste containers or through a single RH-TRU waste container. Material within the

containers could be ground up by the drill bit (called cuttings) and transported to the surface by the circulating

drilling fluid. Additional material might be eroded from the walls of the borehole by the swirling action of the

drilling fluid (called cavings) or the spalling of solid material into the hole as the panel repressurizes. Second,
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although it was assumed the boreholes would be plugged upon abandonment according to current industry standards,

selective degradation of these plugs, accompanied by an eventual shift to a permeability similar to that of sand (as

suggested in Appendix C of 40 CFR 191), could lead to the possibility of long-term releases by means of transport

through the repository, up the boreholes to the aquifer in the Culebra, and then laterally through the Culebra toward

the boundary of the accessible environment.

In a refinement of FEP screening in 1990 (Guzowski, 1990), the presence of the brine reservoir in the underlying

Casti!e was combined with exploratory drilling to produce three representative intrusion scenarios: El, a borehole

drilled through the repository and the brine reservo~ E2, a borehole drilled through the repository only; and E1E2, a

combination of the two. In the scenarios, the borehole plugs were assumed to degrade so that contact was maximized

between the pressurized Castile brine and the panel of waste. These plug configurations were chosen to facilitate

examination of the specific scenarios and did not reflect the most realktic condhions expected. Any brine entering

through the boreholes was assumed to access all waste within one panel. For improved computational resolution, the

three scenarios were divided further into computational scenarios on the basis of time of intrusion and radioactivity
. .

of the intersected wastes beginning in 1991 (Hekon and Iuzzolino, 1993). In addition, E2-type intrusions were not

analyzed explicitly but rather assumed to have the same consequences as El-type intrusions (WIPP PA Division,

1991/1992).

6.6 Hazard Identification for 1996 PA

For the 1996 PA in support of the CCA, a formal hazard identification and screening process was conducted that

fully documented the reasons for omitting or retaining specific FEPs, as described further in this special issue

(Galson et al., tlis issue) and elsewhere (Galson and Swift, 1995). Hazard identification began with lists developed

in the 1990s for international programs and relied heavily on the comprehensive list developed by Sweden in 1993

(Stenhouse et al., 1993). Two human-initiated events were added to the initial Iisti (1) subsidence in the Culebra after

potash had been mined above the repository, as mandated by the implementing regulation for the WIPP, 40 CFR

194, and (2) the potential for inadvertently injecting large volumes of water into the repository through anhydrite

layers in the Salado because of failed casing. The latter event was based on experience in the Delaware Basin from

drilling new oil wells in areas where water flooding had previously occurred to enhance oil recovery in deep+
reservoirs (Stoelzel and O’Brien, 1996). Prior to 1996, the uncertainty about whether the most appropriate FEPs had

been included for analysis had not been formally reviewed. However, during its 1997 review of the CCA, the EPA

closely examined the justifications for eliminating various FEPs. In particular, the removal of the water flood event

was scrutinized and the EPA requested additional analysis. These analyses are discussed further in this special issue

(Stoelzel et al., this issue).

7.0 Consequence Analysis
Although various components of the disposal system had been analyzed independently since project startup, the

first major consequence analysis of the disposal system as a whole was conducted in 1979 for the EIS (DOE, 1979;
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DOE, 1980). Thereafter, the whole system was analyzed for the Supplemental EIS in 1989 (Lappin et al., 1989;

DOE, 1990c), during the four preliminary PAs between 1989 and 1992 (Marietta et al., 1989; WIPP PA Division,

1991/1992; WIPP PA Department, 1992/1993), and for the 1996 PA in support of the CCA (DOE, 1996a), as

described in several articles in this special issue. Currently, component and system analysis continues in preparation

for recertification, which is required every five years during operation of the WIPP.

As previously mentioned, the consequence model is typically divided into two major model categories: (1) a

model for the human receptor for a toxicity assessment and (2) a model, X.) of the environment around the receptor,

to conduct an exposure assessment that includes uncertainties. For the original EIS, the EPA performed the toxicity

assessment, based on a simple linear bounding response curve, when it established its release criteria in 40 CFR 191,

as promulgated in 1985 and 1993 (50 FR 38066; 58 FR 66398).

The various physical scales in the WIPP geologic disposal system made one detailed exposure pathway model,

fi”)i impractical. Instead fl”) W= fufier divided into many complex component models fa (0); results from one

model, ~a (0), became variables used by the next model, j~ (S).5All models fa (0) were dependent on the scenario

Sj (stochastic model parameters, X,,) under consideration and the subset of epistemic model parameters x,b related to

that scenario. The following sections discuss the component models, fa (0), used for the WIPP.

7.1 Analysis for Site Selection and EIS

7.1.1 Site Selection Analysis

Although the consequence analysis performed during site selection by ORNL (Claibome and Gera, 1974) is

closer to a screening analysis, it influenced the assumptions and modeling techniques for the original EIS on the

WIPP and so is described here. The analysis included assumptions about two component models f{ (0): the source

term model and the flow and transport model-in the Culebra.

Source Term Modeling. In 1974, the radioisotope source was assumed to be high-level waste in 75,000

borosilicate glass canisters that were placed in the repository floor. Water from over- or underlying aquifers was

assumed to have access to only a portion of the inventory+ ither 98 canisters in a short row or 765 canisters in a

long row. The leach rate was set at 10-7 g/cmz per day, based on measured leach rates in borosilicate glass, and

resulted in release rates of between 130 Ci/yr after 103yr and 5 Ctiyr after IOGyr.

Culebra F1OWand Transport Modeling. In general, flow through the repository was assumed to be from the

Culebra aquifer to deeper aquifers. However, transport of radioisotopes after catastrophic faulting placed the

repository at the same level as the Culebra aquifer was analyzed. The radioisotope inventory was simply diluted by

the volume of flow through the Culebra and by the minimum annual flow of the Pecos River at Mala.ga Bend. The

s For example,a cuttings and cavings model,fG was used and called CUTHNGS_S; the two-phaseflow model,f~, was called
BRAGFLOin the 1996PA both modelsare discussedfuither in this specialissue.
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dilution from the Culebra, as estimated from data from the Gnome site (Gard, 1968), was 1.1 x 105 m3/yr based on a

2.4-km-wide repository, 9-m-thick Culebra, and a Culebra porosity of 0.10.

7.1.2 EIS Analysis

In support of the EIS on the WIPP (DOE, 1979; 1980), the consequences of release were evaluated in terms of

human exposure to radioisotopes that had reached the biosphere by some mechanism (Powers et al., eds., 1978). As

described in Section 6, three pathways to humans were of concern: direct release and two groundwater pathways.

The consequences of release by these three pathways were treated deterministically and individually. The period

considered for evaluating the environmental impact of the WIPP was 2.5 x 105 yr, roughly ten half-lives of ‘9Pu.

The consequence analysis used four component models fa (0): the direct release model, the source term model, the

Culebra flow model, and the Culebra transport model.

Direct Release Modeling. In the original EIS, consequences measured as dose were evaluated from direct

release to either a geologist on the drill rig examining the core or a single-farm family living 500 m downwind of the
.. .

abandoned mud pits. Direct release to the surface from an intrusion into the repository was estimated simply as the

amount of radioisotopes that would be removed by a 25-cm (lo-in) rotary drill for oil and gas exploration and

deposited in the mud pit or a 7.6-cm (3-in) core drill for mineral exploration and deposited in a small pit.

Source Term ModeIing. Release of radioisotopes from the WIPP repository via the groundwater pathway was

assumed to be congruent with dissolution of salt encapsulating the waste, regardless of the volubility of the

radioisotope (DOE, 1980). Disruption of the repository was assumed to occur after 1000 yr for all scenarios, except

the bounding case scen~o, with catastrophic flow of the Rustler aquifer through the repository, which was assumed

to occur at 50,000 yr.

Culebra I?Iow and Transport Modeling. In the EIS, flow through the repository was assumed to be from the

deep aquifers into the overlying Rustler. The Culebra and Magenta were combined and modeled as a 12-m-thick

layer, referred to as the Rustler aquifers, using a finite difference code, S- (Sandia Waste Isolation Flow and

Transport code [Dillon et al., 1978]), whose development was being fimded by the NRC (see following section). The

three-dimensional regional flow model constructed for Sandia by INTERA, Inc. encompassed most of the area

~hown in Fig. 4. Each layer was assumed to be an isotropic porous medium with several hydraulic conductivity

zones. The Rustler aquifer layer was assumed to have a uniform porosity of 0.10, a hydraulic conductivity of 0.3 m/s

above the repository and to the north, a hydraulic conductivity of 1.2 m/sin Nash Draw and to the south of the WIPP

site, and higher conductivity along the Pecos River (DOE, 1980, Table K-2, Figure K-7). At this time, no regulatory

exclusion zone or boundary had been defined, so regional flow, assumed to be toward the southwes~ was discharged

at Malaga Bend on the Pecos River. Transport calculations used a one-dimensional model along several flow paths

to the Pecos River and included retardation.
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7.1.3 NRC Analysis

For the NRC, Sandia initially described a consequence analysis method in 1978 (Campbell et al., 1978). In 1981

that process was more thoroughly developed and then applied to a hypothetical bedded salt repository (Cranwell et

al,, 1987) along with the scenario development procedure dkcussed in the previous section. The analysis process was

similar to that used in the WIPP EIS and proposed at Pacific Northwest Laboratory in 1977 (Bartlett et al., 1977).

The exposure pathway model, fro), comprised a series of loosely connected codes specifically developed for the task.

The study simulated a steady-state groundwater flow field using the finite-difference flow code, S~ (Dillon et

al., 1978), evaluated a particle pathway, and then calculated radioisotope transport along this pathway using a

network model, NWFT/DVM (Campbell et al., 1981), which was the forerunner to NEFTRAN (Longsine et al.,

1987). The groundwater releases to the surface were then input to a lumped parameter (compartment) model to

evaluate radioisotope concentrations in surface water, sediments, and soil. These concentrations were then

propagated through various food chains that eventually led to humans (Irnan et al., 1978; Campbell et al., 1978;

Cranwell et al., 1987).
..

7.1.4 Supplemental EIS Analysis

The Draft and Final Supplemental EISS for the WIPP, completed ten years later in 1989 and 1990 (Lappin et al.,

1989; DOE, 1989; 1990), modeled release in a manner similar to that used for the original EIS but incorporated the

pressurized brine reservoir feature. As before, four major components fa (.) of the exposure pathway model, X.),

were constructed: the direct release model, the Culebra flow model, the Culebra transport model, and the source term

model. However, the latter model included some aspects of the repository and brine reservoir.

Dkect Release Modeling. For duect release in the Supplemental EIS, an estimate was made of the volume of

waste removed through erosion by the circulating drilling mud and then added to the volume removed by the drill

bit, resulting in an upper bound of three fill drums of CH-TRU waste. For dose, the same pathways were used as in

the EIS.

Source Term/Repository Modeling. A distinct source terrn/repository model was developed for the

Supplemental EIS, using an updated finite-difference code, S- II (Reeves et al, 1986), to evaluate the

concentration of radioisotopes injected into the Culebra. Four deterministic cases for the human-intrusion scenario

were run using best and degraded values for parameters. The inventory was limited to either one panel or one room

based on assumptions of the compaction and permeability of the salt backllll. Unlike the original EIS, the source

term concentration was limited by a general actinide solubllity in addition to the inventory. A range was established

for the volubility limit for all actinide radioisotopes but in the calculations was set at either 10-3 or 10-1 mM (see

Fig. 8).

The use of a volubility limit to determine concentration required an estimate of the amount of brine available to

dissolve the radioisotopes. A constant flow from the Salado of either 1.3 m3/yr or 0.1 m3/yr was used, based on

calculations completed in 1988 in conjunction with the brine inflow controversy (Nowak et al., 1988). The amount of
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brine flow from the Castile brine reservoir was estimated using a well bore submodel in SWIFT II and a numerical

mesh of the brine reservoir.

Characterization Study of Culebra in 1987. In 1987, Haug et al. (1987) of INTERA, Inc. calibrated a two-

dimensional flow model to the H-3 pumping test (Beauheim, 1987) and the effects from the excavation of the shafts .

for Sandia. Data from several boreholes that had been drilled and tested since 1980 were included in this model. The

boundaries of the model were slightly larger than the WIPP site (see Fig. 4). As a secondary calibration target,

measured brine densities were used; they were assigned at the boundaries and subsequently modified to match the

observed fluid densities. Vertical leakage was included in an effort to calibrate the brine densities, which led to the

recommendation that fi.uure modeling studies treat the Culebra as a leaky-confined aquifer. The transmissivity field

was estimated by kriging and modified by the addition of artificial transmissivity well measurements (“pilot points”),

which were positioned manually by trial and error. Haug et al. (1987) found that to match the low water levels at

wells H-1 1 and DOE-1 required placing a highly transmissive zone south of these wells.

Modeling of Culebra FIuid Flow in 1989. The 1987 study was followed by another modeling study in 1989

(LaVenue et al., 1990) in support of the Supplemental EIS. The differences in the models were that vertical leakage

was not included and brine density varied spatially but was held constant over time. Also, the boundaries of the 1989

study were much larger than those of the 1987 study, extending approximately 30 km north and south and 20 km east

and west, with the WIPP site at the center. These boundaries were selected to”include the region for which head data

were available and to minimize the boundary effects during simulation of the H-3, WIPP-13, and H-11 pumping

tests. Fixed heads, based upon the regional head values, were assigned around all four boundaries. Transmissivities

were estimated by kriging from measurements at41 well locations. As before, pilot points were added to modifj the

transmissivity field during steady-state and transient calibration; however, pilot point locations were selected using

an adjoint sensitivity analysis technique rather than manual trial and error. Fluid flow was calculated on the basis of a

fully confined Culebra with an effective thickness equal to the total average tilckness of 7 m.

Culebra Transport Modeling. For contaminant transport, a one-dimensional model was used with a dual-

porosity formulation (i.e., fracture transport with matrix diffusion) along a selected flow path (Lappin et al., 1989).

However, the effect of lateral dispersion was estimated. Some transport parameters such as fracture block length

(0.25 to 7 m) and fracture porosity (0.0015) were based on best estimates from nonsorbing tracer tests at H-3 and

H-1 1 wells. Other transport parameters such as marnx porosity, matrix tortuosity, and grain density were evaluated

from 73 core samples taken from 15 different wells. Longitudinal dispersivity was set at a maximum of 100 m.

7.2 Analysis Logistics for PA

The practical aspects of performing the exposure pathway calculations is daunting for a system comprised of

several model components, such as the WIPP disposal system. Important practical problems in the WIPP Project

were how to gain proficiency in PA calculations and how to link the component models together, so that they were

sufficiently comprehensible, traceable, and repeatable for regulatory review. Another important consideration wti

determining the appropriate level of detail for the individual models that comprised the exposure model.
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7.2.1 Iteration of Calculations

In 1989, the WIPP PA analysts adopted the idea of conducting sequential PAs, that is, conducting an initial PA

with simple or incomplete models and preliminary data, followed by other PAs with better data and/or more detailed

models (Rechard, 1989). The idea had been used before, e.g., repeated NAS studies of ozone depletion in 1975

through 1982 (Morgan et al., 1990) or the 1975 Reactor Safety Study (Rasmussen, 1975) and its 1990 update

(Breeding et al., 1992). The value of repeating the PA process was that engineers and scientists could gain an

understanding about the disposal system and how best to model it and also replace weak links in the simulation chain

as improved models and data became available.

In addition, multiple PA iterations achieved other benefits. FksL a long, multiyear project could be divided into

annual tasks, with more easily agreed-upon goals and schedules. Also, iterations allowed annual peer reviews so that

the project received feedback that not only provided insights on the models and engineering analysis but also

facilitated communication about controversial waste disposal issues and fostered interactions among members of the

multidisciplinary teams. For instance, the PA group at Sandia formed a special external review group in 1987 that
,..

met through 1992 to review the preliminary PAs. In addition, the WIPP Panel of the NAS and the EEG, though not

set up in 1978 exclusively to review PA-like calculations (or”evaluate compliance), received quarterly presentations

and commented on PA calculations.

Also, later iterations based on more advanced models or newly collected data could sometimes answer critical

questions posed in earlier iterations. For example, the choice of the most appropriate conceptual model (i.e., whether

to use single porosity or dual porosity to model radioisotope transport) in the brine aquifer above the WIPP

repository resulted in the design of a field test to address this specific question in 1994. Finally, in combination with

sensitivity analysis (Section 8), iterative PAs allowed project managers, PA analysts, and experimentalists to decide

how best to allocate resources for supplementary data collection and whether models should be elaborated upon or

simplified in later iterations. Consequently, Sandia conducted four preliminary PAs from 1989 through 1992, with

each PA building upon the preceding PAs (Marietta et al., 1989; Rech-tid et al., 1990; Bertram-Howery et al., 1990;

WIPP PA Division, 1991/1992; WIPP PA Depfient, 1992/1993).

7.2.2 Detailed Modeling Style

The analysis that Sandia conducted for the 1979 EIS relied heavily on detailed, phenomenological mathematical

modeling to evaluate potential exposures (DOE, 1979; DOE, 1980), particularly because public expectations,

expressed as comments on early nuclear reactor EISS or the promulgation of regulations, suggested a preference for

“realistic” analysis. By the 1990 PA, analysts had also chosen to emphasize the detailed modeling style. An

important reason for using a detailed modeling style was the general acceptance in the United States of its use in

PWls (Rasmussen, 1975; Breeding et al., 1992). Also comments received from the EPA (Bertram-Howery et al.,

1990) and the WIPP Panel of the NAS on the 1989 PA encouraged Sandia to move from the simplified NEFTRAN

(Longsine et al., 1987) models to a more detailed modeling. Some models, such as PANEL, remained simplified,

but in general phenomenological models were used extensively in 1992 and 1996. However, the phenomenological
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modek often used fairly coarse numerical descriptions, and in a few instances, the results of some models (e.g.,

SANTOS and FMT mentioned in Section 7.4) were abstracted into simplified descriptions rather than used directly.

7.2.3 CAMCON Development for PA

The major role of modeling in a PA makes computer software fundamental to the process. Modeling a detailed

complex system meant that models must be linked together reliably throughout a large number of repetitive computer

simulations, as in a Monte Carlo analysis. Also, results must be properly identified for traceability.

Although Sandia had deveIoped codes that were loosely connected for the NRC in the late 1970s and early

1980s, the Canadians developed the first integrated system, SYVAC (Dormuth and Sherman, 1981) in 1981. By the

time Sandia was assigned the task of assessing the WIPP in August 1986, several other software systems had been

built to meet the general requirements of PA. One approach was to build one code with numerous submodels (e.g.,

SYVAC), and another was to place one analysis code into a package that included data preparation, Monte Carlo

sampling, and results display (e.g., NEFTRAN-S [Campbell et al., 1991]). Serious work on developing a software

system for WIPP calculations began about mid-1987 i”iviththe CAMCON system developed primarily between 1988

and 1990. During the fust year, a prototype was rapidly developed for the 1989 PA demonstration. Simultaneously, a

more carefully constructed version was developed for the first complete PA in 1990.

The original concept for CAMCON was to provide an analysis “toolbox” (more than one tool) whereby any

number of either complicated numerical or simple analytical codes could be linked together (Rechard, 1989; Rechard

et al., 1989). With this toolbox, any one of several codes that were interchangeable but not identical could be used

for a model componen~ i.e., ~~, f: . . .f~M where nikZ designates the number of codes that perform a similar

function, and a designates a specific model component such as the Culebra transport model mentioned earlier.

Section 7.3 discusses the different codes selected for the model components. The selected model components could

then be linked with other model components to form the exposure pathway model, A.). The toolbox also included

tools such as MATSET (Rechard, cd., 1992), ALGEBRA (Gilkey, i988), and RELATE (Rechard, cd., 1992) to

extract data from a parameter database, to algebraically manipulate output to evaluate new parameters or results

(e.g., evaluation of a line integral to calculate release across a boundary), and to interpolate results across different

meshes in order to make linkages between codes practical. The toolbox also included tools to help implement

software quality assurance procedures.

The early version of the CAMCON system consisted of six components (Rechard et rd., 1989; Rechard, 1991;

Rechard, cd., 1992): (1) code modules (or grouping of codes), (2) a directory structure that facilitated configuration

control; (3) a series of procedural files, CAMCONexec, that allowed an analyst to link the individual component

codes and execute portions or all of a compliance assessment (4) a set of libraries to interface with codes and users

(Rechard et al., 1993a); (5) a series of help files containing instructions on use and history of updates; and (6) two

data bases-CAMDAT (Compliance Assessment Methodology DATabase), a computational data base containing
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code outputs in .CDB files, and a secondary database of .SDB files containing parameter values (discussed in

Section 8). CAMDAT, which was based on a simple neutral file format, was the link between the computer modules.

The concept for the calculational

although some details were changed.

procedures required the selection of

specifically developed for the PA task

system for the 1996 PA in support of the CCA was essentially the same,

By the time of the 1996 PA, the costs associated with the stringent QA

one code for each major component of the consequence model. Codes

were selected, and thus code modules were not necessary. Second, software

specifically designed for configuration management was used rather than an ad hoc directory structure. Finally, a

disinterested thhd party built the batch scripts for run management and control, instead of using batch scripts built by

PA analysts through CAMCONexec. Efficiency of computer use increased as the result of these changes, although

the driving force behind them was to provide the EPA auditors with objective evidence that the PA process was truly

traceable, understandable, and repeatable by others. Furtler details of the finrd system are discussed in t.l$s special

issue (Froehlich et al., this issue-b).

7.3 Consequence Models in PAs ‘”

For the WIPP PAs, the exposure pathway model grew from four major components to seven: the direct cuttings

release model, the direct brine release model, the repository fluid flow model, the source term model, the Culebra

transrnissivity model, the Culebra fluid flow model, and the Culebra radioisotope transport model. Before 1996, any

uncertainty associated with a model’s mathematical form or its application was considered only through general

reviews of the preliminary PAs. However, for the 1996 PA, a Conceptual Model Peer Review Group studied the

issue of correct model form.

7.3.1 Direct Cutting and Brine Release Modeling

For the 1989 PA, the direct release was the same as that estimated for the Supplemental EIS (i.e., three drums of

waste). However by 1990, the CUTI’INGS model (Rechard, cd., 1992) had been developed to calculate releases

caused by erosion of material horn the sides of the borehole from standard rotary drilling and was used through

1992. CUTTINGS could estimate erosional removal assuming either laminar or turbulent flow in the annulus

between the drill stem and borehole, based on the Reynold’s number. CUTITNGS also decayed the radioisotopes

based on the time of intrusion into the repository. The contribution of these direct releases to the total releases in the

1996 PA is discussed further in this special issue (Berglund et al., this issue).

Concurrent with the 1992 PA (but not part of the 1992 PA), the quantity of waste particulate released through

the spalling of the borehole wall was estimated, i.e., waste released due to the movement of high-pressure gas

generated from degradation of containers and organic material to the borehole when the repository was penetrated

(Berglund, 1992). Several types of calculations were made and an experimental program was begun to more

thoroughly understand the phenomenon. A conservative estimate was made initially and inclu~ed in the first version

of the PA for the CCA submitted in October 1996. However, in reviewing the CCA, the EPA found that the spallings

model, though conservative, lacked sufllcient realism to be easily
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redevelopment in the supplemental analysis for the CCA. The mathematical model for spallings was included in the

1996 PA as CUTITNGS_S, as discussed in this special issue (Knowles et al., tils issue).

In response to requests since 1989 by the EEG, Sandia evaluated in the 1996 PA the potential release of

contaminated brine to the surface during drilling. The WIPP two-phase flow code BRAGFLO was used to simulate

the direct brine releases. However, to more accurately capture the flow patterns associated with direct releases of

short duration, a conceptual model different from the repository model described below was constructed to represent

the excavated rooms, drift passageways, and salt pillars. The actinide source term model, PANEL, described later,

was used to estimate the activity of radioisotopes in the brine released @lg. 14). Direct brine releases are discussed

further in this special issue (Stoelzel et al., thk issue).

Fig. 14. Changes in components of the exposure pathway (“consequence”) model for immediate releases after

exploratory drilling for evaluating compliance of the WIPP.

7.3.2 Repository Fluid Flow Modeling ...
In the PAs, the intrusion borehole and repository were represented as a separate model componen~ ft (.), from

the source term model. The primary purpose of the repository fluid flow model was to estimate the movement of

fluids, both brine and gas, into and out of the repository. In the 1989 PA, the repository, shafts, and intrusion

boreholes were represented as distinct legs in the network model NEFTR4N (Fig. 15). In 1990, the movement of

brine into the repository from the Salado was estimated using the single fluid phase finite-element code, SUTRA

(VOSS, 1984). Another code, PANEL (Rechard, cd., 1992), estimated, through solution of ordinary differential

equations, the time history of flow from the hypothesized underlying brine reservoir in the Castile into the Culebra.

Prior to and during 1990, Sandia explored the behavior of fluid flow and radioisotope migration in and around

the repository. Studies included gas flow from the disposal area to the shaft using the two-phase code BOAST

(J?anchi et al., 1987), Salado brine flow through a panel to a borehole using SUTW4, effects of anhydrite layers on

Salado brine flow through a panel, and flow from a brine reservoir through a disposal room (Rechard et al., 1990). A

useful concept from this exploration was the practice of varying the size of the gridblocks in the thiid dimension, i.e.,

the direction perpendicuhw to the plane of the grid, in an otherwise two-dimensional numerical mesh. Thk “element

flaring” allowed the analyst to approximately account for volume changes and thereby approximate the very small

borehole or shr@ moderate repository volume, or the much larger volumes beyond the repository. The technique had

evolved into a fine art by 1992 and was carried forward to the 1996 PA.

Although SUTRA was again used in 1991 for the undisturbed scenario to estimate flow of brine in the

repository, all estimates of brine inflow for the human-intrusion scenarios were calculated by the newly developed

two-phase fluid flow code, BRAGFLO (i.e., PANEL and BOAST were replaced). The roots of BRAGFLO

formulation are in TSRS, a multiphase multicompositional thermal reservoir simulator developed for the DOE for

modeling in situ processing of tar sand (Vaughn, 1986). BRAGFLO was developed with a fully implicit numerical

formulation because no other code in the public domain, including BOAST, was then available for simulating the
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convergent flow of gas and brine to the intrusion borehole. Also, a gas generation submodel was incorporated into

the 1991 version of BRAGFLO to account for gas generated by the anoxic corrosion of metals and the degradation

of organic material in the TRU waste.

In 1992, the effects of salt creep, which reduced porosity in the repository, were incorporated by using a

generalized porosity reduction surface abstracted from numerous simulations using the salt creep code, SANCHO

(Stone et al., 1985), previously developed for characterizing the WIPP facility (see Section 5.3). As described in

more detail elsewhere in thk issue (Vaughn et al., this issue), thk surface was refined using SANTOS (Stone, 1997)

and used for each grid block in the disposal area in 1996. Also in 1996, a submodel was added to account for brittle

fracture of the anhydrite layers caused by pressure buildup from gas generated in the repository.

Fig. 15. Changes in components of the exposure pathway model for Iong-term releases via [caking borehole

and Culebra brine aqul~er (Rechard, 1999).

7.3.3 Source Term Modeling ..
The 1989 PA used a source-term submodel in the transport code NEFTIUN, as in the Supplemental EIS

(Lappin et al., 1989), to evaluate the radioisotope concentrations released into the Culebra. However, the source term

model quickly evolved from a submodel within NEFTRAN to a separate, lumped parameter (“mixing cell”) model,

PANEL, in 1990 (Rechard, cd., 1992). PANEL determined radioisotope concentrations based on volubility limits

and decayed inventory values based-on brine passing through a specified volume (e.g., disposal panel). PANEL had

the capability to either internally estimate the brine flow or read in external estimates. In 1990, PANEL internally
.

estimated the brine flow from the hypothesized underlying brine reservoir, but used an external estimate by SUTIU4

for the brine flow from the Salado. In the 1991 PA and thereafter, however, only the features for volubility limits and

decayed inventory were used; all brine flow estimates into the repository were calculated by BRAGFLO.

The 1996 PA used the code FMT (WIPP PA Department, 1995) to evaluate radioisotope volubility for the El

and E2 scenarios as a function of oxidation state of the radioisotopes, ”based on the oxidation capability @h) of the

repository and the type of brine dominating the water chemistry (i.e., ionic strength and dominate constituents)

(Fig. 15). The dissolved concentrations of radioisotopes as evaluated by FMT were combined with the concentration
+
estimates of four categories of colloids (mineral, intrinsic, microbial, and humic) for input to the finite difference

code, NUTS (Stockman et al., 1996), in its evaluation of radioisotope transport within the repository. The source

term and radionuclide transport in the vicinity of the repository for the 1996 PA are dkcussed further in this special

issue (Stockman et al,, this issue).

7.3.4 Culebra Transmissivity Modeling -

The transrnissivity parameter of the Culebra (i.e., hydraulic conductivity times strata thickness) varies spatially

across the region surrounding the WIPP site. Inco~orating the uncertainty of this continuously distributed parameter

was necessary to properly evaluate the uncertainty in the PA results. However, the tools to incorporate thk type of

parameter uncertainty did not exist within the WIPP Project in 1989 and had to be developed.
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Zonation of Culebra in 1989 and 1990. Although a calibrated spatially distributed transmissivity distribution

had been developed for the Supplemental EIS (Lappin et al., eds., 1989), it represented only one of several

possibilities. To propagate the uncertainty represented in the transmissivity field required developing numerous

calibrated fields, which would have had to have been done manually in 1989 or 1990 and so was not feasible.

Instead, the 1989 PA used the one-dimensional network code, NEFTRAN, and divided the Culebra into different

legs, each with a different transmissivity distribution. Similarly, the 1990 PA used a two-dimensional finite

difference code specifically developed for the WIPP, SECOFL2D (Roache, 1993; Rechard, cd., 1992), and divided

the Culebra into either 8 or 13 fixed zones. Uncertainty ranges of transmissivity were developed solely from well

measurements from each zone in the first case, or well measurements and pilot points of the calibrated fields from

the Supplemental EIS (LaVenue et al., 1990; Lappin et al., eds., 1989). In both years, the ranges of the transmissivity

distributions did not overlap between zones and the distributions of each zone were not correlated.

Culebra Transmissivity Fields in 1991. In 1991, the PA group at Sandia devised a relatively simple process to

generate numerous transmissivity fields that agreed with estimated transmissivity measurements in wells and, when

used as input to a fluid flow code, would generate aquifer pressures that reasonably matched known pressures (or

“heads”) in wells around the WIPP, i.e., the fields were “conditioned” or “made coherent” with measured

transmissivity and well pressure data. First, transmissivity fields were generated (with a code, GARFIELD)

(Rechard, cd., 1992). Next, randomly measured transmissivity fields were conditioned with actual measurements of

transmissivity. The fields were further indirectly conditioned with the measured head data by evaluating the

sensitivity of changes in the specified heads at the model boundary (with GENOBS and ‘SWIFT II) (Rechard, cd.,

1992), and appropriate fixed boundary heads were assigned. The transmissivity fields were then ranked by estimated

travel time from a point directly above the disposal panels to the 2.4-km boundary of the accessible environment and

then randomly selected as input for the fluid flow calculations using SECOFL2D.

Culebra Transmissivity Fields in 1992. Sandia convened an expert working group that met in 1991 and 1992

to provide advice on various ways to propagate the uncertainty represented in the transmissivity fields of the Culebra

(Zimmerman and Gallegos, 1993). Based on discussion within this group, the original method of Haug et al. (1987)

and LaVenue et al. (1990) was automated by 1992, which made the procedure feasible for use in the WIPP PA. First,

multiple transmissivity fields were generated (using TUBA [LaVenue and RarnaRao, 1992]) and conditioned on

transmissivity data as in 1991 (but using CONSIM [LaVenue and RamaRao, 1992]). The fields were then

conditioned directly on steady state and transient head data by the technique originally used for the Supplemental

EIS (i.e., pilot points) (LaVenue et al., 1990). Pilot points were automatically located (PILOTL) and assigned

transmissivity values (PAREST) using an optimization routine (GRASP II) (LaVenue and RamaRao, 1992). By

1996, this series of codes was tightly coupled and referred to as GRASP-INV (Ramsey et al., this issue).

7.3.5 Culebra Flow and Transport

For flow and transport in the Culebra, all of the WIPP PAs calculated the fluid flow field assuming a single-

porosity Culebra aquifer but estimated radioisotope migration through this flow field, assuming advective transport
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in fractures and diffusion into the surrounding marnx. The flow’ and transport models changed from the two-

dimensional flow evaluation and one-dimensional transport evaluation for the Supplemental EIS to a two-

dimensional flow and transport evaluation in 1992.

CuIebra Flow and Transport in 1989 and 1990. In 1989, the analysis of fluid flow and transport with SW~

II and NEl?lRAN was similar to that used in the Supplemental EIS although uncertainty was evaluated for the PA. In

1990, SECOFL2D was used to evaluate numerous flow fields based on sampled values for various parameters, e.g.,

parameter values for each transmissivity zone, as previously mentioned. The two-dimensional, finite-element code,

STAFF2D (Huyakom et al., 1991), was used to evaluate radioisotope lransport within the Culebra to the WIPP site

boundary at -2.3 km.

CuIebra Flow and Transport in 1991. The 1991 PA rotated the model mesh 38° horn a north-south

orientation to align one boundary of the mesh with the axis of Nash Draw such that a no-flow boundary could be

specified along a portion of that boundary. In addition, the northeastern comer of the model was treated as a no-flow

boundary because of the low transmissivities in the area and the lack of any nearby wells to provide head estimates.

SECOFL2D was used for fluid flow and STAFF2D for radioisotope transport.

Culebra Flow and Transport in 1992. The 1992 PA used SECOFL2D to evaluate fluid flow in the Culebr~

but radioisotope transport was evaluated with the newly developed, two-dimensional, finite-difference code,

SECOTP2D (Roache, 1993; Ramsey et al., 1996). SECOTP2D easily read the flow fields calculated by SECOFL2D.

As in earlier analyses, the 1992 PA considered both single-porosity (fracture-flow only) and dual-porosity (fracture

flow with matrix diffusion). Although fracture spacing was sampled in each simulation, only a single spacing was

assigned to the entire aquifer. The distribution of fracture spacing was weighted heavily toward large values, and the

calculations assumed an effective thickness of the Culebra equal to its total thickness (7 m).

CuIebra FIow and Transport in 1996. The same codes (SECOFL2D and SECOTP2D) were used in the 1996

PA, but between 1992 and 1996, the hydrologic and transport parameters of the Culebra were refined and used in

calibrating flow fields. The refined parameter values were based on information from the tracer test at the new H-19

well, additional measurements at H-11, reevaluation of transmissivity and tracer measurements at H-3 and H-6, and

measurements from the DOE’S Water<Quality Sampling Program conducted annually around the site. Also, the

effective thickness for the Culebra in the 1996 PA was set at 4 m (see Section 3.4). As described in this issue, in the

article on radionuclide and colloidal model transport in the Culebra (Ramsey et al., this issue), Sandia has concluded

that the Culebra is adequately represented by a dual-porosity continuum model on the scale of PA calculations.

8.0 Probability Evaluation and Sensitivity Analysis
In general, three elements are required for a stochastic model simulation used in a PA (Rechard, 1995; Tiemey

and Rechard, 1997) a model, M.), which was discussed in the previous section; a space of model parameters, X,

which was conceptually developed during system characterization and hazard identification; and a joint probability

density function of the model parameters, D(x). However, given that the parameter space, X, was divided into two
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disjoint parts (those parameters associated with scenarios and the remaining parameters, i.e., X = [X$,,x$b]),two types

of probability evaluations were necessary for the WIPP PAs. Using scenarios for stochastic uncertainty, x,,, was first

attempted for the initial WIPP EIS in 1979 (Bingham and Barr, 1979, 1980). Probabilistic descriptions for the model

parameters, or subjective uncertainty, X.~was not attempted until the 1989 PA (Marietta et al., 1989).

8.1 Scenario Probabilities and Parameter Selection for the EIS

8.1.1 Scenario Probabilities

The use of fault trees to develop scenarios or calculate probabilities was found to be impractical during

preparations for the EIS and therefore abandoned (Bartlett et al., 1977; Bingham and Barr, 1979, 1980). Hence, the

models for evaluating scenario probabilities for the EIS (see Section 7) were chiefly subjective judgments. The

remaining scenarios were grouped into three scenario classes, which were evaluated by means of consequence

models (see Section 7). Typically, probabilities were estimated for three or four time periods: 103, 104, Id, and

sometimes 106yr (Bingham and Barr, 1979, 1980). However, some probability models were created from measured

failure rate data. For example, historical “failure rates” based on estimates of meteorites striking the earth, extreme

erosion rates of land masses, geometrical mguments on probability of striking buried canisters, or faults intersecting

the repository were all used. The probability of a scenario occurring was evaluated to screen out those with low

probabilities.

8.1.2 Parameter Selection

Like the Reactor Safety Study (Rasmussen, 1975) conducted four years earlier, there was no attempt to evaluate

how the epistemic (subjective) uncertainty in the model parameters (X$b)contributed to the uncertainty in the results

in the original EIS. Only stochastic uncertainty (Xti) was evaluated using scenarios. Furthermore, the EIS did not

attempt to combine the various conditional consequences into an overall distribution. Model parameters were

selected for the EIS for each scenario independent of other scenarios. The overall philosophy was to present

conservative results when possible.

8.2 Scenario Probabilities for Performance Assessments

As described earlier, PA analysts continued to define scenarios to simpli~ modeling and call attention to human

intrusion through exploratory drilling as specifically identified in 40 CFR 191. Therefore, the probability of the

scenarios, P(S”), had to be calculated by some method. In the 1989 PA, the probabilities of various scenarios were

based on subjective judgment with no ranges of uncertainty as for the 1979 EIS.

After 1989, the inadvertent human intrusion event was assumed to be a Poisson process and so the probability of

various numbers and combinations of intrusions was analytically calculated (i.e., F’{n>o)=l-e-*) (Hehon, 1993c).

Usually the Poisson process was assumed to have a constant expected rate of intrusion, L over the 10,000-year

regulatory period. The rate was constant throughout any one simulation in the preliminary PAs between 1989 and

1992; however, a different value between O and the maximum value, k, of 30 boreholes/ km2 per 10,000 yr was
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selected for each of the many simulations. Varying k accounted for uncertainty in the scenario probabilities. The

probability of all permutations of intrusion geometry (e.g., one intrusion only, two intrusions into one panel of the

repository, two intrusions into two different panels, etc.) and permutations of fixed intrusion times (e.g., at 2000-yr

intervals for the groundwater pathway as in 1991 or only one at 1000 yr as in 1992) was evaluated directly with the

code CCDFPERM (Fig. 14) (Helton and Iuzzolino, 1993).

In 1990, as an alternative, the WIPP Project conceptually ~xamined the influence on results when the rate of

intrusion was assumed to vary with time, 2(?) (nonstationary Poisson process) (Tiemey, 1991). For the 1992 PA, an

actual function A(t) was constructed based on input from an expert panel that had considered fi.mre societies (Hera et

al., 1991) and the effectiveness of markers at the site to convey the existence of hazards (Trauth et al., 1993). As a

result, the overall number of inmsions decreased dramatically in comparison to a companion 1992 analysis with a

constant A (stationary Poisson process) (Helton et al., 1996). In addition, the probability of all permutations of the

intrusion geometry and of the intrusion times was no longer evaluated analytically but rather estimated through

Monte Carlo sampling procedures (Helton and Shiver,, 1996).

In 1996, L varied with time but used the same fimction for all simulations. The function was as follows: (1)X=

0 while active institution controls, such as land control, were presen~ t <100 yG (2) 1 = 0.01. ~ while passive

institutional controls, such as markers about the WIPP site, were present, 100 yr < t <700 yq and (3) A = ~

thereafter where the maximum rate of intrusion, ~ ~, was increased to 48.5 boreholeskr? per 10,000 yr based on

guidance in 40 CFR 194 (61 FR 5224), as described further in an article on stochastic uncertainty in this special

issue (Helton et al., this issue-b).

8.3 Parameter Uncertainty in PAs

In 1985, when 40 CFR 191 requested the DOE applicant to “assemble all of the results of the PAs to determine

compliance with 6191.13 into a ‘complementary cumulative distribution function [CCDF1’~’ an important goal for

PA became a consistent evaluation of system consequences such that-individual consequences and the uncertainty

from each could be combined in an overall distribution of the consequences. Hence data bases and procedures for

developing parameter distributions were important administrative controlq.4

8.3.1 Data Bases for Model Parameters and Results

In early 1989, the WIPP Project conceptually described three categories of data bases (Rechard, 1989): the

primary, secondary, and computational data bases. The several primary data bases held measured field and

laboratory data gathered by investigators from experiments during characterization of the WIPP disposal system

(e.g., Munson et al., 1990). The secondary data base contained distributions of parameters that had been derived

fkom the primary databases specifically for various component models of the exposure pathway model, X.). The

computational data base, generated during each PA, comprised the calculated results. By 1990, the WIPP Project

used the latter two data bases directly in the PA calculations; however, the computational database existed only as a

collection of cataloged files rather than as a true database.
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8.3.2 Quality Assurance Procedures

For the 1991 and 1992 PAs, the WIPP Project developed rudimentary quality assurance procedures. The

purpose was to provide a reasonable degree of assurance to those outside the PA community that the results from the

PA process presented a logically consistent view of WIPP performance, based on current knowledge and explicitly

identified sources of uncertainty. The early procedures specified requirements in three primary areas of the analysis

process (Rechard, 1995): Parameter Selection (Rechard et al., 1992a), Software (Rechard et al., 1991), and Analysis

(Rechard et al., 1992b). In addition, procedures were prepared to ensure quality in two secondary areas: Report

Review and Expert Judgment Panels.

The Parameter QA procedures sought to provide the PA analyst with consistent computational model

parameters. The fundamental requirement was the development of a secondary data base managed by a Task Leader

responsible for selecting appropriate data in consultation with investigators and PA analysts. Transferring data from

investigative or experimental groups to the secondary data base was an important method by which the PA analysts

interacted with WIPP Project investigative groups. The fimdamental requirement of the Software QA procedures was
. .

the development of a Software Management System (the CAMCON Modeling System; see Section 7). For the 1996

PA supporting the CCA, these procedures were developed into a fill suite of quality assurance procedures, as

discussed further in this special issue (Froehlich et al., this issue-a).

8.3.3 Describing Parameter Uncertainty

To evaluate the epistemic or subjective uncertainty of PA results, a joint cumulative distribution function,

D(x,U), was required that characterized the uncertainty of model parameters, X,u = [X,U,I,X,.2. .... X,”m..... X.umU,....

XJUmp]where nll is the number of uncertain parameters and nP is the total number of parameters. As is standard

practice, D(x) was approximated by the product of the cumulative distribution functions (CDFS) of the individual

parameters, Dl(xl) ● Dz(xz) s ... ll.(x~) ... . Dnflxnu), an approximation that is exact when the parameters vary

independently. Parameter independence was assumed for the preliminruy PAs; however in the 1996 PA, very strong

correlations (-0.99, -0.99, and -0.75) were specified between two parameters, permeability and bulk

compressibility, in three materials (Salado halite, Salado anhydrite, and brine reservoir anhydrite).

The cumulative dis+tibution function, D.(xn), of a parameter, x., ideally represented what was known and not

known about the parameter range and the likelihood that these values were appropriate for consequence or

probability models without assuming a “conservative” bias (see Fig. 6). The avoidance of a conservative bias was an

important shift from the philosophy pursued for the EIS (DOE, 1979; 1980) and Supplemental EIS (DOE, 1990c).

Because each parameter distribution function must be tailored to the type of data available and to the parameter’s

role in the computational models, parameter distribution characterization was not guided by a rigid series of steps. In

most cases, each D(xn) included subjective factors representing the “degree of belief” of the WIPP investigators.

Beginning in 1990 (Rechard et al., 1990), a maximum entropy formalism was tried and then used extensively by

1991 (WIPP PA Division, 1991/1992) to provide a consistent procedure for constructing the distributions (Tlemey,
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1994). In practice, the maximum entropy formalism involved connecting data points or subjectively estimated points

with straight lines, as discussed further in this special issue (T~erney et aL, this issue).

The use of a consistent set of parameter values was initiated for the 1989 PA (Rechard et al., 1990) and had

become an important aspect by the 1990-1992 calculations. The data preparation code, MATSET ,(Rechard, cd.,

1992) extracted data directly from the secondary data base for use by the modeling codes. Tlis process ensured that

the same parameter values were used consistently throughout the calculation. The 1989 PA primarily used parameter

values from the Supplemental EIS (Lappin et al., 1989). Uniform, normal, lognorrnal, and beta distributions were fit

to available data by the PA analysts as appropriate. Each year thereafter, however, more data were elicited directly

from investigators, a process that was formalized in a quality assurance procedure (Rechard et al., 1992a). In some

cases, parameters were evaluated through a formal expert panel while experimental data were collected, such as

values for volubility of actinides in the repository and retardation in the Culebra for the 1991 PA (Trautb et al., 1992;

Rechard et al., 1993b). The model parameters in the database were described formally beginning in 1990 and

thereafter (Rechard et al., 1990; WIPP PA Division, 1991/1992; WIPP PA Department, 1992/1993). The number of
,..

documented parameters increased from 191 parameters, excluding geometric and stratigraphic positioning of layers,

to 1561 documented parameters by 1996.

An important practical problem for parameter uncertainty analysis was determining the number of uncertain

parameters to propagate. As the computational capability was increased, the number of uncertain parameters also

grew with each assessment: 28 in 1989 (Marietta et al., 1989),39 in 1990 (Rechard et al., 1990),46 in 1991 (WIPP

PA Division, 1991/1992),49 in 1992 (WIPP PA Department, 1992/1993), and 57 in 1996 (DOE, 1996a).

8.4 Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis is the evaluation of aspects of the system that most influence the calculated or observed

results. Specifically, a sensitivity analysis ranks in importance the uncertain parameters XJU(or model forms, e.g.,

~$ (~)) that determine C(X,U)and hs cumulative distribution functiofi (CDF), i.e., Pr{R<r} = ~6[r-C(x~)]dD(x,U),

where 5(-) is the delta function (whose integral is zero when the argument is negative and one when the argument is

positive), ~(X,u) is the joint probability fimction for the X.u model parameters, r is. an arbitrary variable, and the

integral is evaluated over the space of uncertain parameters. A sensitivity analysis can be conducted after the

probability, consequence, or compliance steps.

8.4.1 LHS Technique

During the 1940s, the advent of computers allowed new problem-solving techniques to address issues of nuclear

weapon design. An important practical tool developed at this time—the Monte Carlo solution technique—was

designed to integrate the multidimensional integrals that arose in the study of the physics of weapons (LANL, 1987).

But the technique applies to any multidimensional integration such as that determining the distribution of C(X,U), i.e.,

~~~I[r-C(x,”,,)l,where Z(O)is an indicator fhnction equal to zero when the argument is negativePr{R<r} =—
k=)
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and one when the argument is positive, Xw,~is a set of sampled parameters drawn from D(X$Uand nK equals the

number of Monte Carlo samples. However, using a large number of samples, as is necessary with the crude Monte

Carlo method, is impractical when evaluation of the fimction C(X) is time consuming, as in the WIPP calculations.

Many procedures have been developed to judiciously sample the domain of parameters to reduce the required

total number of samples in a Monte Carlo analysis. A simple scheme developed in 1975, Latin Hypercube Sampling

(LHS) (McKay et al., 1979), has been frequently used in the United States in PAs and probabilistic risk assessments

b~ause sample points are easily selected and there is frequently a good matching of results fiorn more extensive

random sampling. The LHS technique for Monte Carlo analysis was developed for a 1975 study to determine the

important parameters in a complex code that modeled pipe ruptures in nuclear power plants (McKay et al., 1979). It

was also proposed for use in analyses for the geologic disposal of radioactive waste as early. as 1978 (Iman et al.,

1978). LHS was later applied to a 1980 examination of important parameters of a geologic disposal system (Iman

and Conover, 1980).

The robustness of the procedures, as conjectured in the early 1980s (Irnan and Conover, 1980; Iman, 1981) and

more thoroughly demonstrated later in the decade (Irnan and Hekon, 1988; 1991), encouraged the WIPP Project to

adopt”the LHS technique to propagate parameter uncertainty and determine the distribution of C(X) for comparison

with 40 CFR 191. Other techniques for sensitivity uncertainty analysis, such as developing surrogate analytic

expressions for the results (“response surface development”) or differential analysis with normalized partial

derivative of parameters (e.g., “adjoint procedure”), were also proposed in the 1980s (Helton, 1993b). However,

these techniques have never been used routinely for-large-scale sensitivity analyses with several complex and linked

submodels. Because the Monte Carlo technique was used to propagate uncertainty in the WIPP analysis, sensitivity

of the results, C(X), to changes in parameter values could be approximated and conveniently determined in several

ways, including (1) examining scatterplots or (2) developing a statistical regression model and comparing the size of

the standmdized regression coefficients or the associated partial correlation coefficient (Helton et al., 1993a, 1996).

Details of the application of LHS in the 1996 PA are described fhfi”er in the stochastic uncertainty article in this

special issue (Helton et al., this issue-b).

8.4.2 Sensitive Parameters ‘
..4

The 1989 PA used sensitivity analysis, but the method was ad hoc because CAMCON was not yet ready and so

there was no easy method to input parameters and results into regression analysis codes. In the 1989 PA and in all

subsequent analyses, radioisotope releases occurred only after inadvertent human intrusion. Hence, out of the 28

parameters sampled in the 1989 PA, the most important parameters were those associated with the human-intrusion

scenario: volubility of radioisotopes, time of intrusion into the repository, and assumed permeability of the resulting

but abandoned borehole. The 1989 PA did not evaluate separately the release of radioisotopes from cuttings brought

directly to the surface in the drilling operation because it was set at a constant upper bound of three drums of CH-

TRU waste. Simultaneous with the 1989 PA, a sensitivity analysis was conducted on the importance of alternative
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concepturd models and various modeling techniques for components of the exposure pathway model (Rechard et al.,

1990).

In 1990, regression analysis techniques to determine sensitivity were used (Helton, 1993b). The same three

parameters (volubility of radioisotopes, time of intrusion, and assumed diameter of the borehole) were again the most

important out of the selected 39 uncertain parameters in the 1990 PA (Bertram-Howery et al., 1990). This PA also

evaluated release of radioisotopes from cuttings brought directly to the surfac~ these releases controlled the shape of

the CCDF at probabilities greater than 0.5. Below probabilities of 0.5, radioisotope releases from the repository by

means of groundwater transport through the intrusion borehole into the brine aquifer overlying the repository were

important.

In the 1991 PA, release of radioisotopes from cuttings was clearly the dominant pathway and again controlled

the shape of the CCDF for probabilities greater than 0.5 (Fig. 15). Out of 46 parameters sampled, two were

important for this release: the rate constant (k) in the Poisson distribution for modeling the rate of human intrusion

and the borehole diameter (db). However, because. other parameters-volubility of plutonium, uranium, and

americium, permeability of the borehole; permeability of the halite surrounding the reposito~ and retardation

distribution coefficients for radioisotopes during groundwater transport+ould markedly vary groundwater transport

releases, their ranking in importance was higher than the ranking for the diameter of the intrusion borehole (WIPP

PA Division, 1991/1992; Helton et al., 1993b). The sensitivity analysis in 1991 also included an evaluation of

alternative conceptual models (Helton et al., 1995).

In the 1992 PA (and also in 1996), releases from cuttings again dominated total radioisotope release for the mid

to highest probabilities of the CCDF. Of 49 parameters, the three most important were the rate constant L, borehole

permeability, and volubility of americium (WIPP PA Department 1992/1993; Helton et al., 1996). Thus, by 1992 it

was evident that regulatory assumptions on the style of modeling, specifically with regard to assumptions about

human intrusion, were dominating the results. A separate sensitivity study was alsb conducted to determine

parameters important to migration of gas and brine in the vicinity of the repository, because an evaluation of the

potential for migration of volatile organic compounds (VOCS, RCRA hazardous constituents) was still required at

thk time (Helton et al., 1993a). In the 1996 PA, releases occurred only horn directly drilling into the repository.

Parameters influencing these releases are described in two articles in this special issue (Helton et al., thk issue-c, thk

issue-d).

8.4.3 Project Guidance from Sensitivity Analyses

For the WIPP Project, the sensitivity analyses helped to (1) verify the correctness of the calculations, i.e., errors

were occasionally found when unexpected behavior was examined more thoroughly, (2) gain understanding and

insight about the system, and (3) evaluate the influence of various options (Rechard, 1995). In addition, sensitivity

analysis, in combination with multiple iterations through the PA process, provided some guidance to project

managers on how to direct resources for the collection of information about significant model parameter values and
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model forms, based on what was akeady known about the site or waste. In 1990, 1991, and 1992 some general

guidance was provided (Helton et al., 1991; WIPP PA Division, 1991/1992).

Beginning in 1994, an effort was made to combine the PA process directly with decision analysis in order to

more definitively determine the best combination of scientific investigations, engineered alternatives, and waste

acceptance criteria to support the CCA. The first attemp~ called the System Prioritization Methodology (SPM),

began in March 1994. The calculations and decision analysis were completed in December (Helton et al., 1997a;

1997b). A second iteration of the methodology was conducted in 1995 (Prindle et al., 1996). The new process

produced additional information and thus helped the new DOE management team at the WIPP to allocate resources

in 1995. However, the SPM cost much more in time and money than a general sensitivity analysis and the additional

information it supplied mainly confwed earlier sensitivity studies. In addition, basic tenants of decision analysis,

such as developing an explicit utility function, were not followed (Lee, 1996). Also, in its practical application, the

analysis was not probabilistic because the time needed to run a sufficient simulation would have been excessive.

Given these time constraints, only a deterministic simulation of each activity, using an ad hoc combination of mean

and median parameter values, could be run.

9.0 Compliance Assessment and Summary
An imporkmt difference between risk assessments or other large-scale policy analyses, which are usually

conducted to gain understanding of tlie behavior of a system, and the WIPP PA is that the WIPP PA was specifically

designed to test compliance to a set of standards so that decisions can be made about safety, rather than just to

elucidate understanding.

9.1 Assessing Compliance of the WIPP

The focus of the extensive engineering analyses conducted by the WIPP Project over the years was initially the

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 and later ~e regulations in 40 CFR 191, Subpart B (58 FR

66398) and 40 CFR 194 (61 FR 5224).

,.4

9.1.1 Predicted Doses for EIS

For each EIS for the WIPP, dose to an individual has been calculated as one of several measures of evaluating

the impact of the repository on humans and the natural environment. In all EISS, doses immediately after human

intrusion dominated the results. The predicted dose to the geologist examining a 7.6-cm mineral core was estimated

to be 1 mrem in 1979 (DOE, 1979); 0.08 mrem in 1989 (Lappin et al., 1989); and 0.01 mrem in 1996, assuming the

core extracted CH-TRU waste (DOE, 1996b). The predicted dose to a maximally exposed driller ingesting fragments
-

was 0.37 mrem in 1996. In addition, a separate probabilistic analysis of potential radiation exposure was conducted

in 1996 (Helton et al., 1998). The predicted dose (primarily through inhalation) to a farm family 500 m downwind

from the drilIing mud pit was 0.036 rnrem in 1979 (DOE, 1979); the maximum committed dose equivalent over 50 yr

..

:
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from inhalation to the farm family was -0.77 mrem in 1989 (Lappin et al., 1989). No calculations were conducted

for the farm family in the 1996 EIS (DOE, 1996b).

9.1.2 Releases from Preliminary PAs

Preliminary resuhs in the form of CCDFS from the PAs were compared with the EPA regulations between 1989-

1992 (Fig. 15). Over the years, the predicted cumulative releases immediately after drilling into the repository were

similar even as more mechanisms for release were added (i.e., spallings and direct brine release in 1996). The

releases have remained similar because the general required assumptions for exploratory drilling were specified in

the regulations. However, the cumulative releases from leakage through the intrusion borehole and into the brine

aquifer in the Culebra, a pathway much more dependent upon scientific knowledge about the WIPP disposal system,

decreased until they became practically nonexistent by 1996.

Although more scientific knowledge could be acquired about the WIPP disposal system, the results, in the form

of cumulative releases, currently are contingent on the modeling assumptions or “style” required by the EPA

regulations. That is, the regulations require inclusion’ of inadvertent human intrusion through exploratory drilling

using current technology, and this regulatory requirement now directly determines the maximum releases. Continued

collection of information about the disposal system is not likely to change the estimated overall releases substantially

(Fig. 16); hence, the EPA requirement that the human intrusion event be included indirectly defines the point at

which disposal system characterization is sut%cient.

Fig. 16. Changes in the distribution of cumulative releases (normalized by the EPA limits) for (a) direct

releases to the su~ace during drilling and (b) releases via groundwater pathway through Culebra. Since the jirst >

full PA in 1990, direct releases to the surjace have dominated overall releases to the accessible environment of the

WIPP (Rechard, 1999).

9.1.3 PA for CCA

In October 1996, the calculations and description of the 1996 PA were completed for the 80,000-page

Compliance Certification Application (CCA) (DOE, 1996a). The overall pathway exposure model, fro), for the 1996

PA was run 100 times with LHS samples. Furthermore, the 100 LHS samples were replicated three times (using new

random numbers) to demonstrate the stability of the results. Many of the phenomenological models were run many

more times than 300 because of the various pathways (e.g., direc~ groundwater, anhydrite beds), scenarios (EO, El,

E2, E2E1), and times of intrusion (e.g., 350 and 1000 yr for BIL4GFL0 for El and E2 scenarios) used in the

analysis. In total, the calculations ran on 40 DEC Alpham processors for 37,000 CPU hours although Tbytes of data

were created, -100 Gbytes of data were retained in 97,000 files. The releases, which were solely from drill cuttings,

cavings, spallings, and direct brine flow immediately after intrusion, showed compliance with 40 CFR 191 (Fig. 16).

Throughout the winter and spring of 1997 (during the first 6 months after submittal), additional PA analysis and

documentation, totaling 20,000 pages, were provided to the EPA at its request. For example, the EPA conducted an

extensive review of the justifications for the parameter values and mathematical models used in the analysis, some of
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which required elaboration. Separate from the formal review of the CCA but as part of the EPA’s evaluation, the

EPA also directed DOE to run an abbreviated version of the PA in March 1997, varying models and parameters to

bolster confidence in the WIPP disposal system. In May, the EPA directed DOE to conduct a PA verification test

using the EPA’s own selected modeling assumptions together with changes in distributions for 26 parameters

(MacKinnon et al., 1997). The EPA declared the DOE’s application complete in May 1997. In October 1997, one

year after the submission of the CCA, tie EPA proposed a rule in the Federal Register to certify operation of the

WIPP (62 FR 58792); in May 1998, the EPA certified operation of the WIPP (63 FR 27354).

9.2 Summary

Almost immediately after the advent of nuclear weapons research and development, waste disposal became an

issue. Over the decades, the United States has progressed from the burial of solid nuclear waste in shallow trenches

and augered holes by the Manhattan Engineering District to the concept of deep geologic disposal. The examination

of radioactive waste disposal in general and geologic disposal at the WIPP in particular started with the informal

generic hazard identification by the NAS in 1955 followed by a selection of the disposal mode (deep geologic) to

eliminate or mitigate those identified general hazards in some way. After repeated recommendations by the NAS for

disposal in sal$ the large salt beds of the Delaware Basin in southeastern New Mexico were selected in 1973 for the

WIPP.

After the selection of the Delaware Basin and a specific site, ORNL evaluated the consequences of those

hazards that remained, e.g., meteorite impact and catastrophic faulting, in 1974. A more formal hazard identification

occurred in conjunction with the Draft and Final EIS of 1979 and 1980. Probabilities and consequences were

evaluated only on aspects of tie disposal system that were pertinent to the hazard under evaluation, i.e., a “scenario”.

Hazards such as sabotage or nuclear criticality, with very small subjective estimates of probability or consequences,

were eliminated. Then consequences of the remaining hazards, such as exposure to drill cuttings containing TRU

waste, were formally estimated to determine whether those remaining-hazards were suf%cient to disquali~ the site.

The EIS predicted no significant adverse long-term environmental impacts to human health that would support

arguments against construction. Thus in 1979, six years after site selection, Congress authorized the DOE to build

the WIPP near Carlsbad, New Mexico, for disposal of waste contaminated with TRU radioisotopes. After an ~ +

exploratory phase in 1981, full construction of the WIPP began in 1983, was essentially complete 5 years later at the

end of 1988, and officially complete by January 1990.

In 1986, Sandia accepted the task of evaluating the compliance of the WIPP with the EPA regulation and began

construction of an analysis system for the required probabilistic simulations in about 1988. An important goal of the

analyses was to consistently examine hazards that remained after screening such that individual consequences from

each could be combined in an overall distribution, i.e., the entire distribution of consequences was desired not just

the expected value. Between 1989 and 1992, Sandia conducted four. preliminary PAs. Each iteration examined the

behavior of the WIPP repository, based on current understanding, incorporated uncertainty, and then compared its

preliminary results to the regulatory criteria. Because the physical and chemical processes that determine the
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behavior and evolution of the disposal system are complex, many of the models that represented the physical and .

chemical processes had become technically sophisticated by the 1992 PA and were carried forward for the 1996 PA.

In October 1996, the EPA began its review of the CCA for the WIPP. In 1998, 19 years after authorization and

25 years after site selection, the EPA certified that the WIPP disposal concept complied with its regulations. The

EPA’s decision was based on the results from the 1996 PA, which is summarized in thk special issue of Reliability

Engineering and System Safety (Marietta et al., this issue). Pending favorable court rulings on recently filed lawsuits

and the issuance by the State of New Mexico of the required RCRA permits for 60% of the TRU waste that contains

hazardous waste contaminants, the opening of the WIPP is very near, the culmination of an assessment process of

over 25 years.
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Early history of nuclear waste disposal related to the WIPP (adaptedfrom Fig. 2 in Rechard, 1998, which txovides
references).
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Fig. 2. Development of performance goals for the WIPP (adapted from Fig. 3 in Rechard, 1998, which provides references).
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Fig. 5. Stratigraphy above and below the WIPP repository
(after Rechard, 1995, Figure 2.1-2)
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Estimated permeability of Salado Formation near
repository horizon continued to decrease over the
years (Rechard, 1998).



1961 ~. 1961 -USGS evalualesstraligra~y ad AECmines
Gnome
Test

e

intoSaladoFm at GnomesitenearCartsbad,NM, for
Gnernetestas partof Plowshareprogram.

*=-
● 1971. USGS testspermeabi~~ofstralaaround

Gnwnesite(Plowsharepregmrn)forclosurestudies
byAEC.

1973 Lc6Medenos ● 1973. Nation~de ~earcJlfors“h~[~ ~affsfiere~umed.
regionnear
Cmtabad,NM

D

Wti tacitapprovalof Gov.fGng,Iccal@iiical feadera

chosen x andpelashmineoperatorsirwfreAEC tosoutheastam
NM. USGS andORNL remmmandsoutheasternNM
(lackofboreholes2 milesfromsite“mportantseledion
criterionbutrehsed to 1 milein 1975).

● 1974- MsrRORNL beginsfieldinvestigationsfOrthe
SaddadSattPilotPlant(BSPP)bydril~mgAEC-7 and
AEfX. May: WIPP worksuspendadunlil1975
bemuseAEC wishadtoemphasizeRSSF andAEC
ChaimtenRay wouldnotwithdrawlandfromoil
eWlorationbecauseof oilembargo.

le75 WPP
q“;”.”.

c1

● 1975- Jen: ERDAasksSandiaNations!t-aboratories
mevadmwans
basincenter ., .;

(SNL),locatedinNM, to overseeinvestigationsrather
thenORNLandsuggestsan sparringdate of 19S2.. . . . .
Mar: SNLreceties fundingandstark fourtasks
seleti”ngsiteandcharacterizing,preducingmhceptual
design,dratmg EIS, inMatingscientificstudies. May:
ERDA-6drilledat NW comeroforigins!ORNL stiG
enwrrnlersdeformedsafrbedsendhis brineand H#.
SNL recommendsrelegationandprojectmovessite
-11 km (7 mlj towardcanterof DelawareBaa”mto awid
deformedsaltbedsas inoicatedbyoilwell legs.

4

1976 ERDA.9dtilled ● 1976-Jan: Projectis officiallynamedthe “WaSte .-,
at center of
WfPPsite IsolationPilotPlant.” APE ERDA-9drilledintoCaslile

Formationnearcenterofnewsite.

1978 SNLpubfikhae

*

● 1978- Aug SNL mmpleteagaofcgiccharacterization
supportingdraratier-
fzabon reporl supportingDraftELSonWIP~ fransmiasivify
dewmenfa - valuesof Culebrafrom4 welfaare available.
forEIS

● 1979-1st in-situpenneabilii measurementof Safado
FormationsaltfromAEC-7 well (values1oootimes
fergerffmr foundtian measuredwfthii reoositowin
1988). fab.aratorymeasurementsmade oipermiabiMy
on ERDA-9mre.

● 1981. NOW projacfstfikespressuredb~merese~ir
w-lsfle*epening WIPP-12 nonhof the repository(as
partofStipulatedAgreement[SA]). Extensivetestsand
analysismnlinueonWIPP-12 through1923.

d1982 USGS ● 1982- Juk Clri(~mgof DOE-1 etarwf andcomplelect10
tismisas
Cencams topofAnhydrifeI inCestileFm. Darx SNL mmplates
Sbwt - ..”-. -- interimreportondissolutionofevaporatesinand
bfecsfa ,e; ‘ 1“’~’ aroundthe OelawareBasin(partof SA). USGS
‘Ws ~ cOmpfetesbracciapipareport(partofSA)and

dismissesmnsams.

● 1983- Mar: SNf_ USGS, andmntracforscomplete
mostrepwtarequiredby SA (e.g., USGS rapena
Culebratransmissfvifyat 20 Iocatiom SNL reports
on gmrsndwsterflowinRustlerFm. anddeformation
ofevaporatesnear WIPP; technicalsupparlmntracfor,
Westinghouse,reportson brineresewoirainthe
CastifeFro.).

● 1983. (coryt)Mar AfterreviewingresuftsfromSPOV
program,EEG mnsfudesthat“...theLosMadanossite
has beancharasrerizadinsufficientdetail10warrant
mnfidencainthevalidationofthesiteforpermanent
em- pfammentofapproximatelyS milfionW
(1.75 x 1~ ms) of defense7RU wsste: butafso
recommendsaddi.kmalstudiestoresolveoutstanding
geotechnkelissuessuchas evaluationofp31entialfor
brinereservoirs.Aug Deepeningof Cabn Baby
startedandmmpletedto BellCanyenFro.:geophysical
logsrunanddeepsandstonesinBellCanyon
hy5ro!ogicafiytesled.

● 1964. Pumpingtestaat DOE-1 suggestfractureflowin
Culebre. Firstinsitugas flowmeasurementmnducfad
aroundundergrounddrffLAUY. SNL drilfsandtests
DOE-Z

● 1925. Wti the dermkionofa S-kmboundarytothe
dsposalsystemin 40 CFR 191. projectbeginstofocus
moreonnear-fieldhydrologicmodefingratherthan
regionalmedetiig.

● 19s6. Ffit insituinjectedbrineflowmeasurementto
de!ermineparmeabitii arounddrifts.

lee7 Brfne

z

— ● 1987- SNL findsfeasibilityofa pressurizedbrineres-
p.xdretscannot
bedkmksad

ermir batowtheTRU disposalarea cannotbe ruled
out. Dac: Environmentalgroupsraisemncem of brine=

= seepageintorepository.

1988 Bniseseepage

F

● 1988. Jan: EEG issuesreportonpotentialbrine
intorepaitory
fig issue

reservoirsunderWIPP. NM Congressionaldelegation
J.SlnrsUp’ askaNAS BRWMto studybrineinflowmntroversy.

SaW SNL reportsm insitupermeability(1000 times
lower than 1979) andsmallpotentialbrineinflow.
Membersof NAS BRWM(notWIPP Panel)studybrine
inflow,mnctudeno problembutsuggestmorebrine
inflowtests. SNL mmple!espunspingtestsat H-11 and
b@ms usingreSIJL$tosalibrateregionalflowmodeL

. lg89. SNL rep+xison reevaluationof Culabraperme-
abifirya! AEC-7 and 0-268 welf.$Culebratransm.ksivi-
ty availableat 41 fmati.ms. Jan- Aug Q tunnel
minedandinstrumentedforbrineinflowexparimenL

.1993. BrineinflowtoQ tunnelcan be explainedas
e%fserdewaterirrgofdfiturbadreckzoneordarcyflw
throughsafL

● 1984. Aug SNL seekspermitstodrillnewwallsfor

::ltm”r’es’i’cu’eb”

● 1995. Feb. Drflfiigofwelfsfortracertestsbegin.

1996- Apc SNL completestracertest inCulebre,

duetporceiiymedel r
resultssuggestdualporosityreasonableandsingle

=@eim

e

peros.%ytranspartmuld tmruledout. Juk SNL reports
banspert ~ Onearfyresuffsof retardationbatchesperinsents.
inCulebra LL ~_ TRI-6342-5S38-2

4 Fig. 7. Site characterization studies at the WIPP (adapted from Fig. 7 in Rechard, 1998, which provides references).



O 1s66. Jan: B52 collideswithrefuetino lankerat
30,500 L lhreemrcfearweapms cra~hintoSpanish
soibfourthweaponparadwtes irdoomen. (Question
rsiaadas tohowmustsplulcoiumscnslaminaladsoilto
return10SavarmshRiverPfsnt).

O 1970. MeC AEC directsTRU wsstebe storedrelriev.
ablyal all DDE facilitiesratherthandispesedw“thlow

abovegruund levelwaste, AEC conservativelyboundsTRU wasteas
wastemrdaminaleswithfrarrsuranicradioiaopropes
withactivitygreaterthsn1131Cfg.

O 1975. ERDAremoves WfPPfromcommercial
repositorypr~rsm.

O 1976- LsLwratorytestsonTRU wasteLwhaviorand
HLWpadragesinitiated.

01977- APE Carterannouncesplantodeferirsdefvrilely
reprcusssirrgofsmrmercialSNF. Nov: Afthoughrole
ofNRC at WIPP ursdear,DDE tellsNRC if plsrrsto
aeak ficensetobuildandoperaleWIPP basedonpoficy
fromCarteradmiiiatration.

le7S SNLless gss ● 1978. SNL raises.mrrcamsfyarstgasgenerationand
generationpotentialof contractswithLosAfamoato do laboratorytests. Ock
TRUwsste - . ~

M

Deutch(MassachusettsInstituteofTechnology[MITj
Chem.prof.)reportwrittenforDCE remmmands (1)

. dsposingmu wasteat WIPP w“thoufplanningfor
refriavsl,and (2) demonstrafmgspentnucfearfuel
(SNF),HLW,andTRU dspoaelat WIPP. DOE Deputy
Sec. J. Otaary pressasonwilJI2rrdremmmerrdation
un!il1979 anabfinglawforWIPP as a wsyto satisfy
CafiiomislawbanningnuclearWwer pfsrdsuntifSNF
disposaldemorrafrsted,Now Lsbstudiesfocuson ---
titaniumalloysforHLWmrrialers.

&
1979 DraftEISon -” ● 1979-Mac interagencyReviewGroup(IRG), formed

formmmertidSNF ~, ~ by presidentCafler (ii respoisaato Deufchrepo~),
WIPPhssoption

rammmendsdisposalofSNF, HLW,andTRU in mined

le79 Congress

&

geologicrepositories in finalrepmt Reportalsosug-
P.=SeStill tobuild gemsmakwgWIPP candidaleformmmercialSNF
WIPPfor’fi=w repository.APE DOE defirrasprejacfas a mmbma-
wsateonly .> tionmifiiarykxrrrrmarcialrepx.fieryin DraftEIS. Msfi

HouseArmedServicesCommittaacutsWIPP funding
in responseto DOE’Sespsnsimoftheprojestto a
repositoryformmmaro-alSNF andthusrequiringNRC
ticarrsing.Deb Congressdafms missionofVOPR
- salsupWfPPaa a resesrdranddevelopment
facifii fordspoaaloforrtyTRU radioactive
wsatefromDOE facilities

- exemptsWfPPfromNRC ficarrs”mg
- requiresODE to signa .Crxrsuitafion&
Cooparslion”(C&C)AgreementwithNM.

BssedonsaftpermeabitiiyteatsinAEG7 well,DOE
cancelsallgas garrarationandsomebackfillesperi-
mems. EPAdefinesTRU wseteas wastewhhacr”~y
greaterthan1DOnCffg.

● 1980-Fete CarterorderaSNF reprmassingtoatop.
Mac Carterreminds19S0fundsforWIPP bemuse
ursficsmsedrepositoryfordefensewastecrdysnd
announcesinterimstratagytosetasidemoneyforother
wsstedispel projecfaat WIPP. Juk HouseArmed
Sem”cesCommitteedieagre+3swithCsrterpoti~
therefore,rascindedfundsare returnedtoWIPP inmid
year. Ott DOE issuesfinalEfS efimirratirsgSNF &
HLWdkpsal andthereby reinstatesWIPP mission
defiied byCmgress in 1979.

● 1981. JUW VAPPProjectMgr.McGoughrekindles
d=greements betweenCX3EandNew Mexicoby
statingHLWmuld be pfamdby 19S3and remain
duringtheoparstiigphaseofWfPP. Draft(butnol
fmef)NuctearWeatePofisyAcf(NWPA)definesTRU
wssle aa wsstacmtaminatadwithIransuranic
radioisotopeswithhalf-fifegrrderthan20 yr smdactivity
greaterthan 100n CUg.

.1935. Apr and Ock SNLtumson heatfors“wufsted
DHLWcsnialarespmirrsenfs.SeW In 40 CFR 191,
EPAdefinesTRU wasteas wastewithactivitygreater
thsn103 nCig sndhatf-fiiegreaterthan20 yr.

● 1987- DSC: NuclearWastePoficyAmendmentAct
(NWPAA)selectsYuccaML,NV. toundergosits
characterizationforpotentialSNF andHLWdispo~
(beddedseftnotbeingconsideredforSNF andHLW).

● 1988-Dee DOE abropt~mncetsSNF andHLW
e%~~ts at Wfpp fw=u* ofNWPAA(nofunds
avsileblato removea-mutateddspasal sonta”mers).

iee9 mar SUppb

@

● 1989- Mac SNL mmpietea repert to support Drett
msntstEfSidentifies SupplemerrtsfEl% report iderrfiies generationofgases
gasgenerstim \ {mm~nta~er and~te corrosionss issuer==use
asissue
le89 setiti fdk

saftpemseabifiifactorof 1000 lowerthsrsthought.m

m

1979. Basedon Mid enafyaii results in Februaiy,
DOE fundsSNLto conductnew studwsofgss
generation.Nw: BerfinWall{aIfssignatiigthe endof

. . ..- fhe ColdWar srrdareatfvchenoksofuturedemandsfar
nuclearwesponm~teriaiand,hu;, amountsnd
mmpmitionofTRU wastegoingtoWtPP. .

● 1590- SNL sndWestinghousecompletereportonthe
pilottestphsseofWfPPsuggestingthst0.5% ofwssle
CIIPS~ fM brou9fstto~pP forgasgeneratiemespari.
merrra.

19s2 NASquetims need ● 1992. SNL & Westinghousemmplele worknacessa~
forinsituges

k!l

tomodifyTest Phase Pfanforgasgenerationtests.
genemriwr ? Westinghousescmp!elesworkrse-cessaryformodifying
tests Waste RetrievalPlan. Jun: NASWIPP Panel sends

letterto DOE questioningsa-enfiicneedforin.silu
wsstetestsat WIPP.

le93 DOE

o

● 1993. O& DOE concurswithNAS anddecidesnotto
deddesnotto 3

@
test*eat . .

empfscawasteina pilotphaseat VAPP- labtests

wrPP . instead. DOE dea’deato makedraftComptiince
certificationA$pficst”~(CCA)to EPA. Because
actualwsstenotcomingtoWIPP. “binIesta”canceled.

● 1s95. Sex Gss generationstudiesmmpletedand
resutrsusedto estsbrih raresforCCA. DeG DOE

~ pubfiihesupdatedrevisionofWIPP inventory.

I

1996 Testson

m
aolubirtyreported v

1996 -Tests onsolubifityreportedforuse byCCA

TRI-S342-5B39-2

I
Fig. 8. Project goal and characterization of waste properties (adapted from Fig. 8 in Rechard, 1998, which provides references).
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Volubility of radioisotopes used in calculations between 1989 and 1996 for (a) plutonium and (b) uranium
(Rechard, 1998).
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19?7 WIPPcencepkral

&

designwfti,, ‘-~
2Ievek<>~qq

.,.

● 1975- ERDAsuggestsopening dale of 1982 Men
assigningtasktoSNL tocharacterizesiteandmake
concaplualdesignof reposloy. SNL baginsscreening
groutstouseforpluggingboreholas.

● 1976- Variousnalurafbackfillssuchas apatiieor saff
bentonifecmsideredforuseinrepository.Parsons,
Brindrerhoff,Quade,and Douglas,Inc.describehy-
palheficalHLWrepmiforyin baddadaaftforOfficeof
NuclearWasteIsolationofERDA

● 1977-Jun: SNL issuesccmepwal designrepmt
ofWIPP repositorywithtwolevels. SNLplugs
ERDA-10to lest pluggingImreholaainaaft.

● 1978. Jan: Bg~tel Nati~al sfa~ aa ~pp ~~.
teWEngkwar(WE). Jun: WestinghouseElectricCarp.
alarfsas TechnicalSu~rf contractor.Openingdate
of 1935 srsggeawd.

● 1979 -To developnecessarypredictivecspabifii SNL
begins3-yrpreliminarytestpmgremsonfhermafJstruc.
lure!effectsinnearbypotashmine,andLouisiana
domesaft Consolidaticmofcrushedsaftstudied.
Bechtelidentifies7 potentialhoriionsforWIPP. Juk
Prefiiimry Ttle I designofWIPP completed.OCIE
bys oilandgas Ieaseaaroundsitefors19 million.

● 1980-Westinghousemmpleles 1stSafefvAnelvais
Reperf(SAR).

. .

+

1981 FM shaft ● Ig81 - Jan: DOE pubfiihesRamrd of Decisionto
drflled premed withSie and PreliminaryDesignValidation

(SPDV)phase.“s FSLYAfterreviewfrtgprefiminay
design,DDE okayadetailadfllk? Ii) designphase.
May: Ferris& S&son, SPDV mnafructionmnfmcfor, -”

@ins auwtig 1st shaft (this exploratory shaft later
called construction and aaff hendrmg ahsff end then sak
handfiigshaft). Jun: Drillingof2nd3.6 m shaft~ms
(Uriswasteshaftiniiallycelledventilationshaft). Oti
1s13.6 m shaftcmnpletad.

toSoufh
ofshafts

Fig. 11.

les2 Disfm-sf ● 1982- Ma~ 2nd 1.Bm shaftmmpletad(-80 m [270 ft]
areameved

(F

ofdrilfiigfluidleftintheshaft). Wes~mghousesuggests
efiminaling4fhshaflalongwithothermst saving
measures. May: Repositorylevelselected. Jun:
ArmyCorpsof Enginaamaasumesrasponsibifii

[,. forall phasesofconstructionmanagement Ott

\* shafts. Nov: ExcsvetionsmnnacffheWoefithg
Undergroundexcavationstartedto‘mnnecfthetwo

m—v shafts. Follov4ngevaluationofWIPP-12.TRU disposal
area moved-1800 m (6000 ft)south(experimental
area leftinoriginalarea). Schwlulecallsforopening
WIPP inApril1989. Firatshaftseafingmncepts
presented.
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19s3 ● 1923. Mac DoE givesSiteand PreliminaryDesign
Fullomsfructica
begins

&

Validation(SPDV) reperk to NM andallows60-day
mmmentpericd. Excavationofesperimenfalrecms
bagiis andBachtelbeginsfinal(lirle Ill) design. ApR
NASWIPP PaneltoursWIPP underground10esamine
SPDV tests. Juk DOE announcesdecisionto preeead
withmnstruti”ms.sew DDE actsOcf 1958 as WIPP
opanrngdate. O& Drillingofpilolholefor3rd shaff
bagiis (exhaustshaft)andis mmpletedin December.

[

r

~~ ~~ il l?t~IO 1934. Felx Raisedherereemingcompleledof3rd
leas
SNLbe~na ‘ fieldingmany shaft. Apc Aa roomsexcavated,SNL beginsfhar-
undergmund esperfmeirk malk;ructurslandwaste(e.g.,defenseHLW)tests

definedin 19S2 Jum 2ndshaftenfargedfrom1.Bm
to6 m.

10SSSNL

E

● 1985. Jan: Bfsstingof3rdshaftto final4.6 m diamet-
repmtaon . . . . .
Criscrepsnq. er mmpleted. Excavation~ms forcircufarroomH.
increepfirst SNL rapoflsondiscrepancybetweenmeasuredand
ebsmvedin19s2 prsdict~ saffcreepfirstobservedinsouthdriftin

1932.

● 1986. Fe& PillarcreeptestbeginsincircularrcomH.
Heatad(accelereled)tastsofCH-TRU andRH-TRU
cmtainerbehavioratsrt Ock In preparat.kx-rfor
operations,WestinghouseavaerdadMamgement& .
Oparatim (M&O)mn!racf. ArmyCorp.of Engineers
refievedofconstmcfionmanagementduties.

● 1987. Wet aaftcompactiontestamncluded,mnsfiiu-
tiveaqualionformnsofiiationdevelo~. and shaff
cmaofidat.kmmodeled(e!fectiveconsofidafionpredict.
Sdin<lwyr).

● 1988- Max WIPP bq$msdril~mgpilotholefor4th shah
(air intakeshaft)afterreevaluating19s2 decisionto
eliminate“L SeW DOE announwsfhaIWIpp ~on~
spanaa achaolkf inOct.

● 19.s9. Jan: DOE filesrequestforadmiiistrstivewilh-
dravmlof 16 m?with001 (lessthanhalfof landallowed
by40 CFR 191). Feb: SNLreaofvesd~repancias
batvreenmeasuredendpredictedsaltcreep. Ma~
Watkk creates“BlueRibb pane~ toe=mine wfpp
readiness.Jun: Watkiis announcesan indefinite
defayinopeningofWIPP.

less Cmsfnxtim ● 1990-Jan: Constructionofficiallymmplete. May

Q

. Ohickliy Westinghousemmpletes“Final”SafetyAnalysis
---Ii ‘mtiete Rafsmt.

● 1991- Apr and Aug To esfendfifeof reom1. panel1
forgas generationtests,internalandeslemal penefa
meettorecommendroofsupport Sew Westing-
houseccmpletescwatrucfionof roofsupport.

● 1995-Ott IT Corp.ccmplelesmsf/banefitstudyfor
Westinghouseand DOE ofengineeredbarrierallema-
fivesrequiredtry40 cm 194.

TRI-6342-5B40-2

Events associated with design, construction, and modeling of the WIPP reposito~ (adapted from Fig. 11 in Rechard, 1998,
which provides references).
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Drilling penetrates Upper Aquifer, Repository, Lower Aquifer
(4 different inlrusion times, 103,104,105, and 1015yr)

I Drill passes I I Thick Salt volume !
] Closeto waste I I between Drill and Waste I

,
Water from
LowerAquifer
leaches
Solid Waste L

Water from
Lower Aquifer
leaches
Solid Waste,
picks up
Liquid or
Gaseous
Waste

I

Water from
Lower Aquifer
dissolves
Salt, leaches
Solid Waste

L-

!

Water from
Lower Aquifer
dissolves
Salt, leaches
Sofid Waste,
picks up
Liquid or
Gaseous
Waste

Water carries Waste through Aquifer.. .
16 scenatios (4 paths through event tree times 4 intrusion times)

(a) Event tree approach used for scenarios in WIPP EIS in 1979
(after Bingham and Barr, 1980).

Events

TS= Subsidence resulting from solution mining of potash

El= One or more boreholes pass through waste and into a brinepocket

E?= One or more boreholes pass through waste without penetrating a
brine pocket

Combinationsand nomenclature
——.

S1= TS El E2 = “EO- (base case - undistwbed performance)

S2 =~S~ E2 = ‘W (assumed bound by El)

S3=~S El ~=”El-

S4=~S El E2=”E1E2T
——

S5=TSE1 E2=TS

S6=TS~ E2=”TSE2

S,= TSEl~=TSEl”

S8 = TS El E2 = “TSE1E2’

nS
&P(s) = 1

(b) Combination (order unimpomnt) of events for scenarios in
1990-1992 performance calculations (after Rechard, 1995).

TRI-6342-5851-1

Fig. 12. Technique to construct scenarios from various features,
events and processes changed between WIPP EIS and
PA calculations after 1989.



&
p&aJOf ●

nuckar
remote

1974 ORNI.ccmdmts
scenm”odevel~
mentand

6

1
mnsequence $%
anafyskofWIPP “

1974- AUWDraftoffirstmajorProbabifislicRiskAs-
sessment(PRA)publishedwr tworeactorsby 60 mem.
berleantforNuclearRegufaIov commission(NRC~
methodusesfaultlrees10synthesizepmbabifii of to-
Iafsyalemfailure. Ock ORNLconductafirstscenario
davelopmenlanddelemriniiticanalysisforWIPP.
Probabifii ofmeleorheimpact,prebabifii of fauff(and
volcanfsm)endexploratorydrilfiigintersectingdspo-
sal area esfiialed.

● lW6. De. NRC fundspanelofer@hecientk.talo
idenfii evanfaand preeaasesthatcoulddsrupta
genericrepository.

● 1977- Apr: Secondmeetingof NRC panelof earth
scientistsrecurstoidentifyeventsandpmcass.
INEELbeginsriskanalysisofaffemativeaforTRU
wastestoredandburiedat RadioactiveWaste
ManagementComplex(RWMC)overnest4 years.
LosAfamos,SavannahRiver,andHaffordbeginsimilar
sludieeas well. Humaninfnraioneventsignificant
contributortosxxssequancesintheseatudiea.

le7e SNLedapts

H

●’197s. H@olagic and radio”mIopatrsmspmlmodefing
PRAforreactors 1
10nuclear

b

fordraftEIS is primatifymgicaalandextendsfor

wasbsrepesilorfaa~ 250,0W yf (10 halffiiea of‘Pu) usingfsrge,3-D
Swift flowmodel. NRC fundsSNLtoworkon
probabilisticPA and appfytohypotheticalbeddedsalt

1979 DrafrEISonWIPP
mndusfetransport ●

B

anefysisofPuout ]W
to250,1YMyr *

rap&fory.

1979- Apc DraftEIS onWIPP pubfiahed.SNL rmm-
gletesdevelcgmentof scenariosforrelease radioi-
kolepesfrom“WfPP(pan of Ef% processresufiiig
matfscdabandonsfaulttrees andusessimpleevent
trees). 3 majorclasseaofacanarioaidentified(ccirnec-”
tionbefweenCulebraamriferaaboveand belowreoosj-
tory,SellCanyonaquifeb, U-tubemnnecfionto Cirle
bra, and stagnantpoolmnnactiontoCulebra)plus
drilfiigintrusion.(Latert-f-tubespfiiintocataafmphic
mmmcfionandstandardU-tubemnnaction.) Probabifii
tieaofemnarimassignedbaaedonquafiiativerrsa-
sonedarguments.

● 1981. Oraffof finalreport to NRCon perfomsanca

i~l

assessment(PA)ofhypotheticalbeddedaafrrepository
readifyavailable- ueesa set of looselyconnected
codes,precursorsto SWfH_ll (fluidflowcede), and
NEFfRAN (networktransportcode). IAEA
recommendsprocedureforPA andpotentialfiit of
evantaandprocessesforscersruios.Juk Stipulated
Agreement(SA)betweenNew Mexicoand DOE
describesdisruptivescenarios(e.g., bracciapipe.saft
dissolution,andaaffdeformation)thatare to be
dismissedthroughfwthersitedraracterization.

● 19s6. JuI: f)QE asks SM. to assess parforrnance of

WfPP against40 CFR 191 criteria. Aug SNL accepta
PA task.

● lg67. Man SNLfiida that lmrOUS.Mecfiaflow
assumptionadequatelymcdelsflowinCulebraat H-3
buttfsattransrmrfis bestmodeledas a dustporos”hy
media(thoughroughfyapprosirrtatedas equivalent
porousmedia). Mmfafiigwithvariablebrine~nshies
suggestCulebraati”ngas laskymnfinedaquifec
aubsaquentmodelsignoredauggastionuntil1997.
Afsomedalsuggestshighlyfmnsmissivezone inthe
Culebratothe southof H-l 1 and DOE-1. SNL finds
passibJii of a preaaurfzedbrineresewoirbelowthe
TRUdk.wssalarea cannotbe Nlad out.

● 1988- SNL beginsworkof CAMCONto finkdetailed
mnsaquencemedafain pmbabifiiticPA. SNL also
almuffaneouslybeginsworkonprotolypaofCAMCON
tomeetDec. 19S9deadline. SNL mmpletespumping ,
testsat H-11 andbaginausingresultsto cafibrate
regionalflawmcdel.

Fig. 13.

Q!!?lee9mft wppIe .1989 - Mac SNL mmpleles reporttosumrt Drafs
‘mm’s ~ntifi~ ‘ , ~ SupplementalEla reportidentifiesganeratienofgaaes
W generatmn fmmcontainerandwaafemrrosionaa issuebecause
aaissue
lee9 Demo

H

safrfmmeabifii lowerthanfhoughtin 1979. ALso.dif.

forWIPPPA
ferentftowdirectionbspastduringwet cfiiale hypothe-
sizedto espfaii dscrepanq betweengeochemical
analysisand currenthydrologicflowinCulebra. DOE
issuesDdf SupplementalEIS. Dac: SNLreevaf-
uateareleasescenariosand issuesWIPP PA demon-
stmtionoutfiningprocessforfuturePAa.

1S90 FirstluffPA
ofWIPPused
CAMCON

B%

● 1S90- Jan: DOE “sues FmafSupplememafEIS.
Jun: DOE issues“Recordof DaciaicN onWIPP Fml
SupplementedEIS statingmnstmcfionis officially
complete,testing@ase(-5 yr) ahoufdproceed,and
thenanotherSup@ementalEfS shouldbe prepared
beforegoingtofulloparafion.SNL refinesFEP
screeningandanafyzesfourscenarios(EO,El, E2.
El E2). Dee SNL issueslat fullPAfrigh~ghtinguseof
mmfafingsystem. (e.g.secondaryparameterdatabase
mmplet~. soupfingofcede demonstrm.sd,vdkh
allewaefbatterevaluationsuchas sensifii anafysia.

1931Major

=

● 1991. D= SNL issues2nd PA highlightingmajor
medab mmponenfeof the PA pmmss anddocuments.
finkedfn . . . .. ....”..... ...

W7PPPA ~ ● 1992- Dee SNL issues3rd PA refiningmcdafaand
@‘’; ‘“ data usedinthe PA, uncwtaintyintranamiesivityfields

modeled,evafuafedtimedependent?.parameferin
Pofaaonintrusionmcdel.

● 1594-Mac SNL esplorespossibifiiof fiikmgPAwith
decis”kmanafysii in SystemPriorii”mtionMefhodolcgy
(SPM~ resuftafomrbasisof DraftCompfiincs

996- Mar DOE submmDCCAtoEPA forreview.
~%~~ B ● =~P’QtiM!~cA):Computerspaciafiis hiredtomodii CAMCONimpla-

mentafiinto enforcesoftwaremnfiourationmanaac+
mentandconrmfrunsforPACa!col;fiorra.NAS -
providesguidanceonnew mgufaticmforpotentialYuc-
ca ML repositorysuggestsrepating riskfrcvnhuman
intrusionseparately. Secondattemptat SPM.

1S96 SNLcomp4elasPA ● 1996- Oti SNL mmpletesPA forComplianceCeIlifii
forWIPPcartifimfiommoving
vanmquiradtoaendmpias
toEPA

cationaQpfication(CCA)ofWIPP thatincfudesMgO
backiill,potashminingandsubsidencescenario,and
greaterintrusionratr%exceptforfewvectors,drillcuf-
tingaonfyrefeasepathway. Cafculalionwas mn
3 tim8Swith100 eampfeseachandtook37,OOOCPU
hraon40 DEC afphaprocessorsandretaimf 100
GByleaofdatain 97.OCOfiles.DOE aenda60,000
page, 4W fb. CCAto EPA. Nov: NAS re~ns that
WtPP site‘excellentchoice.geo!agically.DOE issues
64,00C-page2nd supplementaldraftEIS. Oec: EPA
~~s detailedevacuationofCCA andsupportinginfer.
mahcmat SNL andefaewhereincludingPAconceptual
modefa,mmputercodes,modelparameters,(IA
remrda, andspecifii technicsfissues(e.g. MgOback-
fillandpassiveinstiMionalcontrol).

● 1997. Jan: ConceptualMedelPeer Rw”ewGroup
(formedin responseto40 CFR 194) concludes22 of24
mncepkrafmcdelsadequate. Spal~mgsmodefmustbe
redoneand MgObackflldescriptionimpmvad. Mam
SNL mnductam“miPAforEPA to doparametricsen-
aitii amafysiaof PA modelparametersfackiig ‘irors-
cfati defense. Apc ConceptualMed.sfPear Review .-+
Grouprepoftethatwithadditionalinformationprovided
by SNL, theyare aatiafierfthatthenew modelofspalf-
ingsandthe medalof the MgObackfillare adequate.
May SNL expfaiis apparentdiscrepancybetween
gaohyfmlogyandgeedremistryby viewingflowin
Cufebraas a 30 regionalsystem. Aspartof EPA evac-
uationof CCA, SNL runsEPA-mandatadPA cakula.
tioneusingEPA-selecfedvafuesfor26 parametersand
EPA-selectedmodelaesumrxions.basedonresuiis
fmm pammeterraviewteti comrnentain Oscambar
andsensitivityanafyaii in March. In fetterto DOE sec-
retary,EPAAdministratorBrovmerdarsaesDOE appfii
Catim“Complete”:sta!tingthe lyr cbck fOrreviewof
CCA.

TRI-6342-5641-2

Engineering analysis of the illustrated behavior of the disposal system (adapted from Fig. 13 in Rechrtrd, 1998,
which provides references).



1989

.

Supplementary EIS
(Guidance) NEHRAN (Fig. 7-2)

+
3 drums of waste \

CCDFCALC (Construct CCDP
(Cavings) from discrete intrusions)

STAFF2D or
SECOTP2D (Fig. 7-2))

1990,1991,1992

CUITINGS i
CCDFCALC — CCDFPERM

(Cavings) (Probability of all
combinations of
intnrsions estimated)

1996 SECOTP2D (Fig. 7-2)

CUTi’lNGS_S [f=(.)1
(Cavings and spallings)

.!E*,–2ES:G:
(Directbrfne re ease)

NUTS (Fig. 7-2)
(Potential releases through
anhydnte layers of Salado
Fm. borehole, and Dewey
Lake Red Beds Fro.)

TR1-SS42-5a57-l

Fig: 14. Changes in code component of the exposure pathway
model for immediate releases after exploratory drilling
for evaluating compliance of with WIPP (Rechard, 1998).



1989

SUTRA-------------.,
(Repository) \ \ \>--- Guidance -->NEmRAN -+

88 (Radioisotope

swlFf_ll ------------’”
(Culebra)

&ncentration
and network flow
and transport)

1990

{
Undistwbed BOAST_ll ‘------------------>SUTRA
scenano EO (2phase ffowconditions) (No releases)

Intrusion
{

SUTRA — PANEL
&leng;o& (Saladoinffow)

7
(Brine pocket
inflow and
radioisotope
concentration) /-

s~~o~~ ~
(Regional and local flow field in
Cufebta using transmissivity zones)

.STAFF2D +
(Radioisotope
transport)

1991

{
—PANEL ~SUTRAor

~;~$;$~ ~&AhT;&STAFF2D STAFF2D. .
(No releases)

{

BRAGFLO — PANEL

\

,ntmsion (Saladoandbnne (Radioisotope
scenarios in!low, gasgener- concentration
E1, EIW ation.f?oundary onfy)

conditions by wells) STAFF2D+

W&fB~D, SECOF12D Y

SWIIT, FiTBND
(Stochastic transmissivity fields)

1992
SANCHO
(Salt creep and parosity
reduftion avetaged over repository)

+
BRAGFLO

‘ANEL 7

)-SECOTP2D+

TUBA, CONSIM, SECOFL2D ~
AKRIP, SWIFT_ll,
GRASP-II, PILOTL, PAREST
(Stochastic transmissivity fields)

1996
SANTOS FMT
;ii~a”~:rmll (Dissolved solubifity

as function of brine
grid ~fock) ~eando~dation Thepatentialforreleasesvia

[Eh]) I tie anhvdrirekwersofthe
Saladokm., fh~boreholetov :V

T
thesurface.and DeweyLake

BRAGFLO [f~(e)] , NUTS[f~(e)

+

RedBedsFm.was afso
(Added anhydnte evaluatedwithfhii series
fracture medel + :::::s) of cedesforEO,El. E2,
and pressure PANEL /fP(*)] E1E2scenarios.
boundary
renditions)

(E1E2 scenario) SECOTP2D+
[f~.T(9)]

GRASP INV SECOFL2D J
(Stochastic trans- [f~F(.)]
missivity fields) TRI-6S42-5B5S-1

Fig.15. Changes incomponents of theexposure pathway model
for long-term release via leaking borehole and CuIebra
brine aquifer (Rechard, 1998).
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(a) Direct Releases to the Surface during Drilling (b) Releases via Groundwater Pathway through Culebra

Fig. 16, Changes in the distribution of cumulative releases (normalized by the EPA limits) for (a) direct releases to the surface
during drilling and (b) release via groundwater pathway through Culebra. Since the first complete performance in 1990,
direct releases to the surface have dominated overall releases to the accessible environment of the WIPP (Rechard, 1998).
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1942 LANLSite ~ ● 1942- ManhattanEngineeringOistrict of~rps OfEm
chosen

4

Y
gineemselectssiteforLos#JemosNationalLabere-
tory(IANL) 10developa nucfearbomb. All fypssof
wasteiniiilly dumpedin canyonsat LANL

1S43AECSM WSSte ● 1943. PlutoniumOparafimsmmmenca and disposalof

m
‘e*ion mrcleerwastebeginsonsiteal Oak RidgeNationalLab

(ORNL)intrenchesandCliicfrRFwer.

● 1944- oispoaalofnucfearwastebeoineon siteat
LANL(uairigtrenches,pends.auge~Wholes)end
HanfordResemstion(u.sfrrgrailroadcars,trenches,

le45

2

fswids,tanks,undergroundceiaams).

Alomlc “ ‘-< “ ● 1945. Atomicbombesplodedat Trirrii Sie near
lestInNM Afamogordo,NM.

● 1946- AtomicEnemvAcf (AEA)of 1946:
- createsAtomictiergy bm~eeion (AEC)
- estebfiihesgovemm~t monopolyonatomic
weaponsendnuclearmaterial

● 1952. IdahoNationalEngineeringand ErWirW5mardal
Lab(INEEL)cempletesRadioactiveWasle Merrage-
mentComplex(RWMC)forstoringendburyingwaste.

● 19s3 - Savannahf3warPlard(SRP)beginswaste
atoregeandrk.pesalon atieat “OldBurialGround.”

● lgs4. R- FiatsPlantnearOenver,CO,bS9if15
shippingtrsnsursnic(TRLf)wesleto INEELfordsposel
at RWMC. AEAof 1S54 seekspeacefulusesof atomic
energy,thusallowsprivaleatomicenergydevelopment.

● 1955- AEC asksNationalAcademyofSciences(NAS)..
toesarrdneissueofdisposalof radioactivewastes.

leS7 ~AS recommends ● 1~. NAS recommendsradioisotopeweefedjjpoee[
explonnwes.le

Fdispose

klfi

insaltasmostpromisingmethod.ORNLbeg-m
Insaltbeds rasearti Ineaff(1957-61). Plewsherepregmmstarsad

to lookat peacefulusesof nuclearexpkxivea. May:
RockyRata Plantcatchesfirebutkeptsecret

● 1961- Oec: NASraalltmuseofsaftdeposffsfOr
disposal.

● 1962-US GeolcgicelSurvey(USGS)reportson
domesticsaffdepositssuitablefw wastedisposetthe
PermianBasinin partsofNM, KS,TX, endOK isone
mea Identified.

ices

n

● 19S3. ORNLbegiis PfojeclSaftVau!t,a large-scale
ORNL
Pm”ecf B

fialdtest invhicfsirradiatedfuelefementeamdelectric

Ss!!Vautt
heateraare placedin en esietingesffmineat Lyena,
K* upto 1967, the testsprimarilystudynear-field
effects.

● 1S65- SavarmahRiier Plant(SRP) beginsdspesing
TRU wasteintrenchesonsite.

● 1S66- NAS raaffirmsuseofsaltbedafordEpeSaland
strongfym“ticizescurrentdspoaalpractices.

● 1968. Comm”%faecmRadioactiveWasteManagement
establishedbyNAS, laterpermanent‘BoarrY
(BRWM~firsttaskis toreevaluatethe useof bedded
aefL AEC asksNAStorevisitthe issueofnuclear
weatedsp.assl At requestofCargrese, General
AccountingOffII (GAO)auditsAEC waste
marsagementpracticesandfindsfauftswithrecords
andmanagement,AEC formstaskfofcetoaddress
criticisms.

~~ti9W~greaspasaes ● 19s9.Me~ReckyFfetePlantcatchesfireend

Environmmtel

&

cleanupwastesenttofdahofordiiposalat RWM~
eventfocusespubficattentiononAEC nuclearwaste

L$~A~ , prob[ems.O.SGCongresspassesNational
EnvironmentalPoficyAcr(NEPA~
- requiresfaders!agenciasto censidarenvkon-
mentefcenaequencesofanymajoraction
throughanvireomentalimpectstatement(EIS)

- firstUS environmentallawtobe applied10the
Wema IaolalicaPM Plant(WIPP)

InlemationalAtomicEnergyAgency(IAEA)forms
adviso~ mmmtiee to categorizenuclearwasta Alpha
contandnaladwasteonecategorydefined

1S70 NASconcludes ● 1970- Jun: AECtelfsSen.Churchthatthevresle
beddedsenc&pcsal
safestdlcice

M

fmmfiresloredatINEELwillk removedby 1980.
newaveilaUe AEC tenteliveiyaelactssail mineinLycos,KS, as

repasifo~. Now BRWMof NAS issuesreperr
1870Lyme

*

MnCftiig beddedSSffsatisfactoryandsafestchoice
siteselected aveLeblefornucfearwestadispxel
forgeelcgk ‘-
repesitoiy ● 1971. Manydrillholasendsomesolutionmirriigdis-

mvered at Lyons,KS. AEC directsHLWbe aofkfified
within5 yr, storedretrievebfy,anddeliiered tofederal
repositorywilftm10 yr. CongressdirectsAEC tostop
Lyonaprojectuntilsafetyis cartified.Appealscourtre-
quitesAEC toIcekat all ersviromrsemalimpactsin EIS.

1972 Lyme

@

● 1972. hlafi AEC ebendcasLyonsproiecLAEC ars-
sitejudged LY % nouncaspfarrsforRelievable SurfaceStorageFaciliiy
unsmepteble (RSSF)forradieactivewastes. EPAand anti-nuclear

groupscfaii RSSF de factopermanentdsposal in
RSSF EIS.

mhs342-5836-2

Fig. 1. Early histosy of nuclear waste disposal related to the WIPP (adapted from Fig. 2 in Rechard, 1998, which provides
references),



1969 Ccmgreaap&sees ● 1969. NationalEnviramenralPeficyAcf(NEPAk
Nalmna\
Envirenmentrd

A

- requiresfederalagenciestoconsiderenvironmental
PaflcjAa ccme.quencesofanymapr ati”cmthroughenviron-
(NEPA) ,,., mentalimpactsfatemem[EfS)

- firstenvironmentallawto.b+Jappliedtothe WIPP

1970 Congfessp

n

. 1970. CongrassformsEnvironmentalProtection
formsEPA “ m . Agency(EPA)andtransfersto if research,monitoring,

~.. standardsetting,amdenforc=mwmtacfivhies.

%&# ● 1974. AECpromisesIdahothatwaslaswillbe shipped
outof Idahointhe 1980’s. Ott EnergyReargan”u-
IianActspfiisAEC inloNrscfearRegufatoiyCommis-
sion[NRC)and EnemvResearchendDevaloDment

1976 BiihepLedgeCow
Ierenca to explore PRA . ●

orderslk-
monstretion
of nudeaf waste dspcsaf

Age~cy(EhOA)effecf~eJanuary1975. “

1976- ERDAfundsconfeuerroaonmodefiigofgeoleg-
Icdspoaafsyalamstobrfngenginmrs and geologists
togetherto explorepredictinggeologicalfeatures,
events,endprmesses(FEPs). O* PresidentFord
ordersexpansionof ERDAprogramto demonstrateds-
pmal fornuclearweateby 1935andordersEPAto
devafapappfiible standards.Resource,tXmserva-
tionandRecovefyAct(RCRA)seeksto reducefrazard-
ouswastegeneration.OeG EPAannouncesintentto
develops~ndardaforHLWdisposal

1977 DOE

o

01 S7?. OW DOE OrganisatbnAclcrealesDepsafrnent
created 3

@

ofEnergy(ODE)fromEROA Fab: EPA conductsIst. . .
. prrbfiswwkehopto understandpublicmncems and

technkalksueaofwmfe dspoeal

1978 CRersightbyWIPP O 1978. 00E OeputyS8s..fenyOlaary promisesNM
panelofNPSend

@

Newhfesfm L%ngressiomldelegation“ifNM didnotwishtohave
EEGbegins . - theWIPP, thenitmuld vatothepkmf DOE General

Canaefa stateOLsary pawerfeaatogrant“state
veto: Jan: EPAannouncespublicforumtodevelop”
pro!ecfiancriieriaforradioactivewaalea.Jun: In ra-
apwmato DOE requesttors&rw w“entificaspectsof
WIPP Project.VAPPPanelofBRWMofNABholdsfirst
meeting.Now EPA pubfkhes“CriterfaforRadioac-
tke Wastea”aa guidanceforfederalagenciasand
aeekacomments.DOE cenfracfawithNM to earabfiih
EnvironmentalEvaluationGroup(EEG) to providean
independentstateassessmentofWIPP.

1979 COOgreae

A

O iwg. o.m:CengreaarJefiieSmiadinofWIPR
definesmfsskx
of WIPP - setsupWIPP as a researchanddevelopmentfacil%y

,-, fordispasalofenlyDOETRU waste
- exemotsWIPP fromNRCficans-mo
- requi~esDOE to signa ‘Ccnsuffatkn& Cooperation”
(C&C)Agfeementtih NM.

O 1980. NM and 00E beginnegotiationson C&CAgree+
menttodefineproceduresandpmcasaofmop%ration.

~ 1981. Jam OQEdecidesto proceedwithSiie and
Prefiiinay OesignValidation(SPOV). [nresponse
. Mar:CitisensforAlternativesto RadioactiveOump.

ing(CARD)askaforpreliminaryinjunction.
. MaY: NM sues00E andDeuarbnentof Interior

leal Stipulatedagrae-
mentbetweenDOE

Aii!L
andNewMesim
signed

.2’6 \
(*” (Ml) allegingviolafi~a O}f~eral andstale laws.

. Juk SouthwestResearch& Infomrafh Center
(SWRIC1filesIawaufiandIxminafilimomrmeroua
~nlerreg~torieato vrfdchDOE-muefre~pond

In respcoseto Iawau”m,ODE Bee.Edwardsviaii NM
totalktoGov.fGngandaccedeaina “StipulatedAgree-
ment(SAYfor(1) geotachsicefexperiments,(2) state
& publicreviewofWIPP cisanges,and (3) ueation of
a statdfederaltaskforcetooverseeSransporfatien
issues(e.g., emergen~ respnaa andhighway
upgrades).C&CAgreementattachedasAppendxX
“WotigAgreement”as rlppend~B. U.S. Diit. Judge
Burdegestayslawsuits.Ma~ Developinggenericds-
posalcriterieforradioactivewastesdiicu~ thusEPA
startsdevelop’brgstandardsforeachwastetype.

● 1982. EPApubfiiheaWOrfdagtilt 20 as prOPOSed
40 CFR 191. OSIG Suppft?mental5A signedCc+nmk-
t“mgDOE (1) toseek fundaforupgrarfmghighwaysin
NM, (2) to moregeatechn”alefudiee,and (3) fiifii
forWIPP-relatedaccidents.

● 1982.In responsetoquesfirnsby EEG, DOE mn-
cfudesdraft40 CFR 191 appliis 10disposalphasebut
nottestphaseofWIPP. Me~ Oak Ridgemmplex ar!-
mifarakaaa”mg2 x IV fbofHgfrmsY-12 plant&
tween1950 and 1977. RevelationpromptsNaturalRe-
sourcesDefenseCouncil(NRDC)and LegalEnviron-
mentalAasistanu Foundation(LEAF)tosue DOE

● 1984. F.afx EPA ScientificAdvisoryBeard(SAB)en-
dorsesprobabifiiticapproeti of40 CFR 191 butstates
criteriatoorestrictiveandreccenmendschengea. APE
LEAFVS.HodelsubjectstXIE toRCRArequirements
thoughAEAexemptedDOE fromhumanhealthlaws.

● 1954- (~o~K) Now Ha~~o~s & SofidWasie mend.
ments(HSWA)to RCFL4ban landdspeaafofhazard-
ous wastewithout Iraatment UnlSSS dkpeaal We and
ganeratordemonstrate“nomigration.of mns!t!uenta

foras longaa wasterema”mshazardous. 1s1modifica-
tionto C&CAgreementfimitingremotehandled(RH)
TRU Wasteamount to 5.1 x I& CL

1965EPA ● 1985. Feh NRDCsuesEPA to issue40 CFR 191
prmsulgates

o

“pa “ as mandaledinNWPA Sew EPA promulgates
4oCFR1g1 ~ 40 CFR191 fordiipesalofSNF, HLW,andTRU:

- pmbabifiificcriteriaindirectlybasedonP3pulafion
haafthrisk

- mquireaincluaicaofall uncertainty
Now DOE attemptstodefine.by-pmductmaleria~to
indudamisedwasteandthusexcludeEPA regulation.

1886 EPAstalesMLxad ● 1986. EPA statesthatmixedwaste(radioactivewaste
~f#ecf

o

withhazardasswaale) is subjectto RCRAmgufationa.
p$oyfy

“pa “ Mac NRDC andothersaue EPAcwerground-water
= andindfiduafPmtectionstandafdein40CFR191.

WIPPwaste)
s 1987. Maw OQE defimes‘bv.~r~u~ mats~l- tO... .-

exdude e~erylfdmgesceptrad!onuclides.andthereby
TRU waste is subjectto RCRA Juk In response10
NRCG fawaufi,CeurfofAppealsfor1s!circuitinBosfon
vaca!esand remandsall of40 CFR 191. Aug 2nd
modificationtoC&CAgreemsmtcommitsDOE to
complywithall applicablefaw touse40 CFR 191 as
lat issuedforevafuafiigWIPP ccs-npfiinceunlil
re”muedby EPA and applyNRCand Oepartarentof
Tranaportatica(007) regubdiensto7RU frersspon.
Sarx Cewt reinstatesSubpartA of40 CFR 191 in
responseto EPArequest.

● 1988. O& 10Gov.Andmsbaaashipmemsof radio.
activewaste intostatebecauseWIPP notopen. Wtih
continuedtechnicalproblems(e.g.,TRUPACT-Hnotyet
ficased), NM Congressionaldelegationcannotgal
cOnaenSuaamongthemselvesendWfpp Lendwn~
drawalActdies. CcergresamanRichardsoninsisted
uponfullcompfiica ofWIPP with40 CFR 191 before
receiptofany wasteandfundingforroadsanachedto
tilf). DO= ID GOV.~dms, CO GOV.Romer.andNM
Gov. Carrutfreremeeth SaffLake City10dscussW!PP
and optionsseavertahutdovmofRockyFlalsPfam
fromlackofstorageimposedbyCO, and inabilityto
shipto Ill 00E agrees10pursuebothadministrative
and legLsfativelandwithdrewalforWIPP.

● 1989. Waat”ksghohemmpletes“no-migralion.petition
forRCRAvarianceforWIPP testphase.

● 1990. EPA issuesno migrationvariancefortest
phase. .

● 1991 .WaatinghousecempletesPartsA & B of RCRA

, permtiapplicationIOstate.

● 1992- Ock W!PP LandwithdrawalAct(LWA]
- tmnaferslandfrcm001 to IX)E
- estabfiiea EPA as reauktorforWIPP
- requiresrecertifyings~e eva~5 yr
- reinstatesSubpartB of40 CFR 191 except

dspufediadtidual andgroundwaterrequirements
- requiresDOE meperafieawithEEG
- New MesicogivenS600millionover30 yeara

le93 EPA

n

● 1993. O=. In respensetomurt remendandWIPP
rapmmulgatsa“ h . LWA,EPA rwramulgates40 CFR 191 -no influential
4CFR191 =. chanoesforW7PP.

w-
● 1695. Jan: EPApfopesescompliancecriteriafor

WIPP bs40 CFR 194.

0
le66 EPAetafaa.& ● 189s. Fetx EPA promulgatesfmaf40 CFR 184.
how10impb n- - requires analysis andpeer reviewofwaste
mentradioactive ~. characterization,engineeredbarrierevaluation,
wastestandard
in40cFR 194

andmnceptuafmedels
- rewires a morsitorinaavafem
- ap6cifiesrequiremeritabn qualityassurance

(QA), peer review,andexperijudgment
- requirespotashmiming10be mnsidered

SeIX CengreaaamendsWIPP LWAend refieveaWIPP
ofneed to mmpfywithlanddisposalrestrictionsof
RCRA,butotherrequirementsofRCRAstillapply.

● 1997-Ott: EPA iaauasdraftruletoapprwe WIPP
withCendtiOnSrequiresuseofpanelsealsusedin PA
designrequiresf2Aforwastegeneratorsfiita require-
memaforusingprocessknowledgeta characterize
waateq requiresscheduleforfnstalrmgpas-shemn-
tmw deniesany pmtectiie credi forpassiveControh

o
and 120day publicmmmentpreriedbegins.

199s EPA . fi . ● 1998. Ma~ EPA cerlifieaWIPP. Juk NM AG sues
IX~f@wfpp ~ EPAaIleginginsticient timetommment m CCA

CARDand SWRIC afsafk fewau”m.—
TR1-~2-5337-2

Fig. 2. Development of performance goals for the WIPP (adapted from Fig. 3 in Rechard, 1998, which provides references).
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(after Rechard, 1995, Figure 2.1-2)
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Estimated permeability of Salado Formation near

repository horizon continued to decrease over the
years (Rechard, 1998).



1961 ~o 1961- Des: USGS evaluatesslrafigraphyendAEC
Gnome

e

Test
171kV3SfnloSafS& Fm.al Gnomesitenear Carfsbad,
NM, forGnometestas parfofPlowshareprogram.

o z-
01971. USGS testspermeabifiiof strataaround

Gnwnesite(Plowshareprogram)forcbsure studies
byAEC.

1973 LosMedenos O 1973. Nalbnw”desearchforau%ablesaltsite resumed.
region near

u

Wtfr tacitepprovalofGov. IGng,lmal pofticalleaders
Carisbed,NM
chosen x

andpelashmineoparalorainviteAEC tosoutheastern
NM. USGS andORNL rammmassdaou?AeaatemNM
[lackofImreholes2 milesfromsiteimportantaaleation
arftariinbutrefaxedto 1 milein 1975).

01974- Mac ORNLbaginsfieldinvew”gatiorraforthe
B=eddedBeftpiiOt Pbmt[BSPP)bydrilfiigAEC-7 and
AEC-8. May: WfPPworksuspendeduntil1975
bacauseAEC wished10emphasizeRSSF and AEC
ChairmanRay wouldnotvvilhdrawfendfromoil
esplcralionbmause ofoilembargo.

le75 WPP
q“”l”””.

n

● 1975. Jen: ERDAasksSanciiiiNafiormffabwalorias
movedtoward . (SNL),Iumlad in NM, toovereezinvestigationsrather
basincenter .. .: thenORNLand suggestsan sparingdale of 1982.. . . . . Mac SNLremties fundingendstartsfourm.sirs sa-

Iecfingsiteandcharacterizing,pmdmingcmcapluaf
design,draftiig EfS, initiafiigw“entificstudies. Mey
ERDA* drilledat NW mmer oforigirsafORNLsite;en-
camters deformedaaffbedsandhti brineendH#.
SNLrammmandsrelocationandprojectmovessite
-11 km (7 ml)towardsanlerofDelawareBee-mto avoid
deformedaaffbedsas indicstedbyoilwell logs. ,.,

+

1976 ERDA-8drilled 81676. Jan: Projasfis officiafiynamedthe“Waste
al senterof
WfPPsite IsofetionPilotPlant.”Apc ERDA-9drilledintoCastifa

Formationnearcanterofnew site.

197e SNLpubriihm

!%k;enb~

● 1978. Aug: SNLmmpletesgaologiocharecfarization
supportingdramster- reporlsupportingDreftEfS onWIP~ transmissivity

valuasofCulebrafrom4 wallsare avaifable.

‘orE’s ~
● 1979.1st in-sfiupan-neabifiimeasurementof Salado

FormationsaltfromAEC-7 ~ell (values1000 fiiea
largerthanfoundwhanmeasuredw“thiirepsitoryin
1968). Leboralorymeasurementsmadeofperrneabiliiy
onERDA-9core.

● 1981. NOV: Projectstrikespressuredbrinereservoir‘1$
Mile deepeningWfPP-12 ninthoftherepository(aa part
ofStipulatedAgreement[SAj). Edensivetestsendanal.
ysiscentinueonWIPP-12 fhrwgh 1983. Three testsset
upfrlnearbyMississippishemissfpotashminetoevsl-
uatefluidmigrationinaeftfomra!ions.

419e2USGS ● 1982. Juk Drillingof DOE-1 startedendmmpletedto
dismisses
mncems . . . ... . _ topofAnhydriteI inCastilaFm. Da= SNLcompletes
ebaw .--.,. irderfmreparfon dissolutionofeva~rates inand
brecsia fl’ ‘“”.’’””.J’ aroundtheDeEawereBasin(pertofSA). USGS
P*S ~ Completesbrecsiapiperapmf(pertof 2A)and

dsmlssesconcams.

1987 Btie
pockets.sannot
be

–z
=

● 1983- MaR SNL USGS, andCcotradorsmmplele
mostreportsrequiredby SA [e.g., USGS repmlsCule-
bratransmiasivityat 20 IocstierssSNL reportson
groundwaterflowin RustlerFm.and deformationof
ewyates near WPR technicalsupportsormactor,
Westinghouse,reportsonbrinereservoirsin theCastife
Fro.). Max AfterreviewingresuftsfromSPDV pro-
gram,EEG mncfudesthat:...fhe LosMedanossitehas
beencharasterizad~ aufE@ientdetail10warrantmn-
fidenrninthevalidationof thesiteforpernranemem-
placementofapproximately6 million& (1.75x IN ma)
ofdefenseTRU waste,”butalsoremmmendsaddition-
al studiesto reaofvemfshmfiig geolacfmisalissues
aucfres evaluationofpdentiafforbrinareservoirs.
Au$ DeepeningofCabinBsbystartedandmmplated
to BellCanyonFro.:gaophysisallogsrunand deep
sandstonesin BellCrmym hydrologicallytested.

● 1984- Pumpingtestsat DOE-I suggestfractureIlowin
Culebra. f%stin siiugasflowmeasurementmnducted
aroundundergrounddrift. AUS SNL drilfsand tests
00E-2.

● 1985. Wth the definitionofa 5-fenbeundarytuthe
dspoealsystemin40 CFR 191. projectbegins!0 fores
moreonnear-fieldhydrologicmedelingratherthan
regionalmodeliig.

● 1988- Firstinsituinjesfadbrineflowmeaaurememto
determinepermeabilityarounddrifts.

● 1987- SNL findspoesibifiiofa pressurizedbr!me
raaerveirbafowtheTRU dspasel araa csnnotbe rulad
ow Dee Envhmmemelgroupsraisemncam ofbrine
seepage‘intore~sitory.

le86 BM.9SWpSgf!x● 1988-Jars: EEG issuesre~rtonpotent-dbrine
intorepeeitory reseivoiraunderWIPP. NM Congressionaldelegatim
fig fssua

.Sulrsw J asksNAS BRVW tostudybrineinflowmntmverey.
SeW SNL reportsm insitupermeabif~ (102Olimes
lowerthan1979) andsmallpmentialbrineinflow.
Membersof NAS BRWM(notWIPP Panel) studybrine
inflowmncfudenoproblembutsuggestmorebrine
inflowteslaandlesswasteba usedforpilotphase.
SNLmmpletespumpingtestsat H-1 and beginsusing
resultsto calibrateregionalflowmedef.

● 1989. SNL repertsonreevaluationof Culebraperme-
abilii at AEG7 end 0-26$ wellq Culebratransmk+sivi.
tyavailableat41focat”~s. Jan - Aug Q tunnel
minedand instrumentedforbrineinflowexperiment

● 1s93 - BrineinflowtoQ tunnelcan be explainedas
efier dewateringofdsturbadrockzoneor damyflow
throughsafL

● 1994. Aug SNL seeksperrn”~todrillnewwelfefor
A tm.cerrtestinCulebrs.

1995 Tmsertest
begii [p

● 1995. Fefx Drilfiigofweltsfortracertestsbeg”m.

1S96SNLmrrdties J
1996- Apn SNLmmpletestracerlest in Culebra,

duafwmsitymedef ~ resultsauggastduelporosityreascmafsleandsingle

=“~ *

porositytransportmuld be ruledout. Juk SNL reports
onearlyresultsof retardationbatchexperiments.

einCureim k. _
TR1-6342-5asa.2

....4

Fig. 7. Site characterization studies at the WIPP (adapted from Fig. 7 in Rechard, 1998, which provides references).
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1970 AECbMfflSatOlilSQe

19S6- Jan: B52collideswhhrefuefingtankerat
30,500 M lhreenuclearwaaponscrashintoSpanish
soikfeurfhweaponparachutesintoocean. (Question
raisedas tohowmuchplutoniumcmntamiiatedaoilto
returntoSavannahRk’erPlan!).

1970- Mac AEC directsTRU wastebe storedrelriev-
ablyat all DOE facififliasratherthandspesedwithlow
Ievalwaste. AEC ccoservativefyboundsTRU wasteas
was!amntaminateswithtrsmsursmicradioisop!opes
wfthacfiify greaterthen10nCig.

197S- ERDAramovesWIPP fromcommercial
rapcsitoryprcgrem.

1976- LaboratorytestsonTRU wastebehaviorand
HLWpackagesiniiiated.

1977- Apr: Carterannouncesplantodeferindefinitely
reprocessingof ccsmmercialSNF. Nw: AJUtoughrole
ofNRC atWIPP unclear,DOE tellsNRC il planeto
seek licensetobuildandoperateWIPP basedonpolicy
fromCarteradministration.

197BSNLtestsgrs ● 1978- SNL rakes concern abeuf gas generationand
9enmtienpotential01
7RUwaate - ,--

m

conlracfewithLosAfemostodo~tilory tests. Oti
Oemfr (MassachusettsInstiufeofTechnology[MiTj
sham.prof.)rep-mwritfenforDOE recommends
(1) dspesing7RU wasteat WIPP withoutplanningfor
retrieval,and (2) @!monstratrngspentnuclearfuel
LSNFt.HLW.and7RU discosalat WIPP. DOE DaOUtV
*j: CYLearypresses~ with2nd recammendsl~on.
until1979 enabfiig law forWIPP as a way todefy
CafiiomiefewbanningnuclearpowerpfanfauntilSNF
dispesa!demmsstrated.Now Labstudiesfocuson --0
titaniumalloysforHLWsan”~era.

le79 DraftE(Son

Q

. ● 1979. Mac lnleragen~ReviewGroup(IRG), formed
WIPPhascfWon .% byPresidantCarter(ii responseto Oeutchreport),
IormmmercfefSNF recommendsdispsal ofSNF, HLW,and7RU mmined

1979 Cersgreea

A

gedegicrepositoriesinfrrel repcL Reportalsosug-

PSSSeeMl 10build geslamakingWIPP candids!eforcommeraiafSNF

WIPPforrnlf repository.APE 00E defies projectas a sombff-
westeonly -- tionmiMaryhnmercial repositoryin DraftEfS. Max

HouseArmedSem”msC%mmittaecuteWIPP funding
fnresponse!000S’s eqmnsionofthe projectto a
repositoryforcommercialSNF andthusrequiringNRC
ficsxraing.Oec: CongressdefinesmissionofWIPP:
- setsupWIPP as a researchanddevelopment
facifii fordsposalofonlyTRfJradioati”ve
wastefromDOE faciiiiea

- exemplsWfPP fromNRC licensing
- requiresDOE 10signa ‘CZmsunation&
Cooperation”(C&C)AgreementwithNM.

Basedonaskpermeabifiitesfa inAEG7 welf,DOE
cancelsall gee generationandsomebackiillexperi-
ments. EPAdafmesTRU wasteas wastewithactivity
grealerfhan100 nCdg.

● 1980. Fab: CarterordersSNF reprocessingto
stop. Mac Carterrescinds1900 fundsforWIPP
becauseunfimnsedraposftoryfordefensewaste wrfy
andannouncesinterimstrategy10aetasidemcaey for
otherwastedsposefprojectsal WIPP.

● 1980- (con’s)Jul: HouseArmedSem”cesCommittee
d~agraas withCarterpofi~ fharefore,rescindedfunds
are returnedtoWIPP “mmidyear. Ott DOE issuesfinal
EIS efiiirsatiig SNF & HLWdspasaf emdthereby rein-
stalls WIPP missicadefiiad by Cengreasin 1979.

● 1981. Testsbegunin nearbypctashmineMississippi
ChemicalMimeCo., to evaluatecorrosionofpotential
wastecanistersandoverpackalloys. Jun: VAPPPro-
ject Mgr.McGoughrekiidles disagreememsbetween
00E and New Mesim by stalingHLWcouldbe placed
by 1983 and remainduringthe operatingphaseof
WIPP. Oraff(butnotfinal)NucfearWastePoficyAct
(NWPA)defnes TRU wasteas wastecontaminated
withWutsuranicradnisotopeswithhalf-fiiegreaterthan
20 yrand activitygreaterthan 100 nC~g.

● lg~. Apr and Oti SNLtums onheatforsimulated
OHLWcanisteresperimenta.Sew In 40 CFR 191.
EPAdefbresTRUwasteaa waale withachity greater
than 100 nCtigandhalf.fifegreaterthan20 yr.

● 1987- Dee: NuclearWastePoficyAmendmentAct
(NWPAA)salads YuccaMt.,NV, 10undergositecharac-
terizationforpetentiafSNF andHLWdspoa~ (bedded
saltnotbeingconaidaredforSNF andHLW).

● 1988. o= DOE abruptlysancefsSNF andHLW
emtiama at ~pp bemuse of NWPAA(nofunds
availableto removes-mufateddsposalcontainers).

le89 DmftauPPle-

Q!5

●
mentafEISidentifies
gasganemdka +
asfaaue
i9ae Badinwafffairs

1989 -Mac SNL completesreporttosupwrt Draft
SupplementalEIS re!xwtidentifiesgeneraliortofgases
fromcontainerandweatecorrosionas issuebecause
sail parmeabifhyfactorof 1000 lowerthanthoughtin
1979. Baaedon iniiialSnafysiiresultsin February,
DOE fundsSNLto conductnawstudieso! gas
generation. Nov: Sartii Wafffelfasignarmgtheendof
theColdWar endgreatlychrmgingfuturedamandsfor
nuclearweaponmateriefand,fhu=,amountand
aompasifionofmu wastegoingto wfPP.

● 1990. SNL endWestinghouseccempletereportonthe
pilottestphaseofWIPP suggestingthat0.5°Aofwaste
C3PS@Ybe broumttoWIPP forgas generation
expmrrsenta.

19S2 NASques.timansed .1222. SNL & Westinghousecosnpfeteworknecessary
fOrInsiNgas

k4@

tomedii Test PhasePlanforgas generationtests.
generatim ? Westinghouseccvnpletesworknesassaryformediing
tests Waste RetrievalPlan. Jun: NASWIPP Panelsends

letterto DOE question”mgscientificneedforin-situ
wastatestsat WIPP.

1693 DOE

@

● 1223-Ott DOE cxmcursw“tiNAS anddecidesnot10
deddeanotto 7 empfacawasteina pilotphaseat WIPP - fabtests
tsstwaateat . . .
WIPP . instead. DOE dm”dastomake draftCompliance

certificationAppficaticm(CCA)toEPA Because
actualwastenotmmingtoWIPP, .bm tests.canceled.

. 129S. Sekx Gas generationstudiesaompletedand
NEWSusadto estabfiihratasforCCA Oed DOE

— pubfiihesupdatedrevisionofWIPP inventory.

1S96 Testson

H
.1996 -Tests en solubifii repertedforusebyCCA

Solubirityrepel-ledv
~ TRI-S342-5B39-2

Fig. 8. Projectgod and characterization of waste properties (adapted from Fig. 8 in Rechard, 1998, which provides references).
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Fig. 9. Volubility of radioisotopes used in calculations between 1989 and 1996 for(a) plutonium and (b) uranium
(Rechard, 1998).
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19
de
21

+

1981 Firsfshaff
drilled

ofshafrs

Fig. 11.

m .-.7= C“P.. . ..--”....-”..:-- 4-. --’ .“. ” .. A..-- ,zra-cnuti .uug=>,>up888&bgu,ou B ,Z’acw,uaa

assigningtask10SNL 10characlerizasiteandmake
mwptualbsign ofre~tio~. SNLt=agewacraen”bsg
groutsto use forpluggingbereholee.

● lg76-Various natrrralkfrfilfasrrcfsasepatife0raelt
bantonifeconsideredforuseinre~sitory. Parsons,
Brinckefhoff,Ouade,and Douglas,Inc.describehy-
potheticalHLWrepositoryinbeddedsaltforofficeof
NuclearWasle Iaolalionof ERDA

● 19?T. Jun: SNLissuesmncapkraldesignrepf
ofWIPP repositorywithfwulevels. SNLplugs
ERDA-10totestpluggingbweholeainaafL

● 1978. Jan: Sgtitel NationalafadaasWIPP Archii
tacUEnginear(NE). Jun: WestinghouseElectricCotp.
staffsasTechnicalSuppeflCmlractor.Owningdate
of 1985 suggested.

● 1979-To devalopnemsssrypredictivecapabilii SNL
begins3-yrpreliminarytestprogramsonthmmalMuc-
turaleffectsinnearbypotashmine,andAveryIsland
Louisianadomeself. Consolidationofcnrahwfsaff
studied.Sachtelidentifies7 pctentiilhotizms ior
WIPP. Juk PrefiMrtiuyTtfe I designofWIPP
completed.OGE buysoilandgas Ieesasaround
sitefor19 million.

● 19s0. Westinghousemmpleteslet SafetyAnafyais
Repart(SAR).

.1981. Jan: DDE pubfiihesRecordofDeciswnto
proceedwiti Siie end PreliminaryDesignVafidstion
(SPDV)phase. Fafx Afferreviewingprelkrtinary
design,DOE okaysdetailed(Tile 11)designphase. ‘”’
May Fenis& Sckson, SPDV constructionccntrecfor,
bagiis augarimgIst shaft(thii e~oretory ahaftfater
calledmnsfnrctionandaeffhand~mqahaftendthenaaft
handlingshaft). Jun: Drilliigof2n~ 3.6 m shafrbsgiis
(thiswasteshaftiniiialiycalledvenfifationshaft). O&
1s13.6 mshaftcmtpleted.

t9e2 oiipmf ● 1982. Mac Znd1.8 m shaftmmpleted(-80 m [270 ft]
arearnwed

(F

ofdrillingfluidleftInthe shaft). Wesfiighousesug-
Iosouth gemsetiiinaiing 4fhshaftalmg wiihothermat saving

measures. May: flefmsito~levelselected Jun:
ArmyCorpsof Engineersassumesresponsibly forall
phasesofcmstrrrctionmanagement.Oti Under-

groundexcavationstartedtocumecf thetwoshafts.
* iov: &cavaticmsmnnecfthetwoesiatingshafts.

FollowingevalualimrofWfPP-lZ TRU dismsel area
moved-1803 m (6000 ft)south[esrsarinsemafarea left
in origrnalsrea). schaduiecallsior“*ning WIPP “m
April1989. Firstshaftsealingmncaptapresented.
Sandiapublishesrepmtotiming insw tests10per-
forminnestsevaralyeara.

19ss ● 19s3. Mm 00E givesSideand PreliminaryDesign
Futfmnstnrdirm
begins

*

Validation(SPDV) reportsto NM and allewsSO-day
mmment PSricd. ESCSvslionofexperimentalrooms
begiis and Bechtelbeginsfinal(TitleIll) design. Apn
NASWIPP Panel toursWIPP undergroundto esamine
SPDV tests. Juk DOE announcesdecision10proceed
withconstrucdca.se~ DOE setsOtt 1988 asWIPP
openingdate. Ott Drillingof pilotholefer3rdshaft
~ms (exhaustshah)andis mmpletedin December.

k,~
.+-
Ij!L * fi~. 1934- R!tc Raisedborereemingmmpletedof3rd

lee4
SNLbesna fieldingmany ahafL ApR As reamsexcavetecf,SNL tsegiisther-
un~~~nd ~~m~ malktrtrcfurelendwaste(e.g., defenseHLW)tests

dafmadin 19S2. Jun: 2nd shaftenlargedfrom1.8 m
to 6 m.

leS-5SNL

k

. 19a5. Jan: Blastingof3rd shaftIOfinal4.6 m diamet-
repmeon . ...”
diacsepancf. er mmpletad. Excavationbeginsforcircidarrmm H.
increepfirst SNL repcdaon dscrepencybehveenmeasuredand
ebaervedin19S2 predictedsaltcreepfist observadinsouthdriftin

19s2.

● 1986. Fetx PilfercreepteStbeginsincircularrcomH.
Heated(accelerated)testsofCH-TRUand RH-TRU
ccmlainerbehaviorstart. O& In preparationfor
cpareliona,WestinghouseawardedManagement&
Operation(M&O)mntract. Amy Corp.01 Engineers
relievedofmnstnrationmanagementduties.

. 1987. Wet ask compact”nntestsmncfuded,constitu-
tiveequationfOrmnsolidationdevaloped,andshaft
consolidationmerfelad(effectivecmssolidationprackt-
Scfin<looyl).

● 1988. Mafi WfPP ~ms drilfiigpilotholefor4th shaft
(air intakeshaft)afterraevefrrating19BZdeciafonto
eliminateit. Se% ODE announcesthatWIPP wont
*n se scheduledin Oct.

● 19891 Jan: DDE files;~uest foratimhtrative Mfh-
drevrafof 16 m? with00[ (less thanhalfof landallowed
by40 CFR 191). Fefx SNL resolvesdiscrepancies
bahveenmeasuredandpredictedSancreep. Mac
Watkinscreates“BlueRib&mPanel”to esamineWfPP
readness. Jun: Watkiis announcesan “indefinite
delayin openingofWfPP.

leeo cmawm ● 1990. Jan: Constructionofficiallymmplete. May:

*

> Offtialiy~mdete Westinghousemmpleles “Fmat’SafetyAnaiysis
--II ‘ ReperL

● 1991 .Apr and Aug To estendfifeof roam1, panel
forgsagenerationtests,internalandestemalpanels
meetto recommendrmf support. Selx Westing-
housecmspleteeinstruction of rcmfsupport.

● 1995. O* IT Cerp.mmpletesmsvbsmefistudyfor. . . .--—.
westmgnouseend uuE O!eng~eered bamerailema-
fivm requiredby40 CFR 194.

TRI-6342-5S40-2

Events associated with design, construction, and modeling of the WIPP;epository (adapted from Fig. 11 in Rechard, 1998,
which provides references).



Drilling penetrates Upper Aquifer, Repository, Lower Aquifer
(4 different intrusion times, 103,104, Id, and 106yr)

Drill passes
close to Waste

I
Waterfrom
Lower Aquifer
leaches
Sofid Waste

Water from
Lower Aquifer
leaches
Sofid Waste,
picks up
Liquid or
Gaseous
Waste

Water from
Lower Aquifer
dissolves
Salt, leaches
Solid Waste E

Water from
Lower Aquifer
dissolves
Salt, leaches
Solid Waste,
picks up
Liquid or
Gaseous
Waste

Water carries Waste through Aquifer
“” 16scenarios (4 paths through event tree times 4 intrusion times)

(a) Event tree approach used for scenarios in WIPP EIS in 1979
(after Bin@am and Barr, 1980).

Events

TS= Subsidence resulting fmm sofution mining of potash

Ef = One or more boreholes pass through waste and into a brine pocket

152=One or more boreholes pass through wes!e without penetrating a
brine pocket

Combinations and nomenclature

———
S1 = TS El E2 = ‘EIY (base case - undisturbed performance)

S2=~S~ E2 = “EZ’ (assumed fxrund by El)

S3=~S El ~=”El-

S4=~S El E2=-E1E2’
—.

S5=TSEI E2=7S

..-4

S6=TS= E2=TSE2’

S7=TS El ~ =W5E1”

S8 =TS El E2 = ‘TSE1E2’

nS
~~P(s) = 1

(b) Combination (order unimportant) of events for scenarios in
1990-1992 performance calculations (after Rechard, 1995).

TRI-S3$2-5S51-1

Fig. 12. Technique to construct scenarios from various features, . “
events and processes changed between WIPP EIS and
PA calculations after 1989.



&
;::wR:m! of o

nuclear
reactors

1974 ORNLamducta

8

SC.?OalfOdevelop -
metsland
consequence -
analysis01WIPP

1974- Aug: Draftof firstmajorProbabilisticRiik As-
awsmenl (PRA)publishedrn tworeactorsby60 mem-
berteamforNucJearRs+gukdorycommission(NRC~
methodusesfaulttreestosynthesizeprcbabifii of tc-
Ial systemfailure. Ott ORNLconductsfirstswmrio
developmentanddeterministicanalysisforWIPP,
Probabilityofmeteoriteirnpamprobabilii offerdl(and
volcanism)andeqicralory drilrngintersecthgdispc-
sal area eal”malad.

01976. Dee: NRC fundspanslofearthscientiststo
Idanlifyevantaand pmcessaathatcoulddiirapt a
ganericrepository.

@ 1977- Apr: Ssmnd meeting of NRCpanelofeti
scientistswcurs to identifyeventaandpmcesa. INEEL
beginsriik enaiysisO}attemafiiesfor~fJ waste
storedandburfsdat RadioactiveWasteManagement
complex(RWMC)ovarnest4 years. LOSA!amos.
SavannahRiier, and Harfordbeginsimilarsludiesas
well. Humaninfsus”bseventa“gnificammmtribatorto
consequencesintheseatrmfies.

197e SNLadapts

B

● 1978-Hydrologic and radimisotoptranspmtIIIOdefing
PRAforreacsota ~
tonudeaf

fordraftEIS is primarilyragicoalendesfends for

wasterepasitoffes# “ 250,030 VI (10 haff-friesof‘Pu) usingfarge,3-O
Swfftflowmcdel. NRC fundsSNLtoworkon
pmbabifisticPA end apply10hwthstical baddedaatt

1e7e OralsEISm WIPP
repository.

.1979 - ApR DraftEIS onWIPP published.SNL mm-
~~&o~~fi ~ oletwdfw’elcomentofscenaricsforreleaseradioi-
10250,000yr Qi. % ~mpas fmm”WfPP(pm ofEts prccessresutimg

method abandonsfaulttram andusessimpleevertl
tress). 3 majcr ctassw of scenarios identiiad(cas- -..
nactionMwaan CrrfebraacuifereaboveandLmlow
repository,Ss11Carsycaaquifers,U-tubeconnectionto
Culebre,end atagnentpod ccnnsctiontoCulebra)plus
dnlfiigintrusion.(Uder U-tubespll intocataatmphic
ccmractionandstandardU-tubeccfrnwtion.) Probabili-
tiesofscenariosassignedbwsd onqualitativerea-
sonsdargumants.

● 1981. Draftof firal report to NRConperformance

‘t:&

assessment(PA)of hypotheticalbeddadsaltrepmitoq
readilyavailable- usesa setof leosefyconnected
cedas,precursorsto SWfFf_ll (fluidflowcode),and
NEFf’FfAN(networktranswrt rode). IASA
mmmmendsprwwdraeforPA andpotentialfistof
eventsandprocessesforscenarios.Jul: Stipulated
Agmament(SA)betweenNewMexkc end DOE
describesdisruptivescenarios(e.g.,br~”a pipe,salt
dissolution,andsak defomration)thatare tobe
dismissedthroughfurthersfieCfreracferization.

● 1986. Juk DOE asks SNLtoassessparfommncaof
WIPP against40 CFR 191 criteria.Aug: SNL accepts
PA task.

● 1987- Mac SNLfiida thatporous-mediaflow
assumptionadequatelymcx.fafefknvinCrdebraat H-3
batthattranapertu bestmcckatadas a dualporosity
media(thoughroughlyappmsinatacfas equivalent
porousmadia). Mcd#iig withvariablebrinedensities
suggestCulebreactingas leakyccnfiied aquifec
subsequentmodelsignoredsuggsstkmuntil1997.
Alsomcdelsuggasfahighlyfranamissivescne inthe
Culebratothe southofH.11 endDOE-1. SNL rinds
pcssibifii ofa pressurizedbrinereservoirbelow the
7RU dspcaal area cannotba ruledout.

● 1988. SNL ~ms wmk ofC~CON to fimkdetailed
mnsaquencamcdetain pmf?abiisticPA SNL also
SimukanscuslybeginsworkonprototypeofCAMCON
tomwt flee. 1989 deadline. SNLcompletespumping
testsat H-11 andbagiis usingresuiia10cafibrate
regionalflowmodel.

Q

198eDraftSUPPI* I ● lg89. Man SNLcompletesrepmltosupport Draft
menu Els i~enfJfi~J ~ SupplementalEIS repartkfentitiesgenerationofgases
gaegeneratmn fmmcontainerend wastemfrosionas issuebemuse
esissue saltpamseabffiifewerthanthoughtIn 1979. Afso,dti-

ferentflowdirectioninpastduringwe!CJbrsatehypcths-
sfzad10esplaindwepancy bafwwn gaechemicef
analysisand currenthydrologicflowinCulebra. DOE
issuesOreftSupplementalEIS.

19s9Oemo

B@-%

.1989 - (cony) WC: SNL reeWluateareleasescenarios
forWSPPPA andiwues WIPP PA demonstrationmdliiingpmcesa

forfuturePAs. No releasewithouthumanintrusio%out
of26 pammelers,soiubifii, intrusiontime,andbere-
holepenneabifii mostimpcrsantcutt”mgafromdirect
drilfiigset al 3 drums.

1s30 FirstfullPA ● 1s90 - Jan: DOE is-suesFinalSupplementalEIS.
ofwlPP Used
CP.MCON

~ B3

Jun: DOE issues“Remrdof DwisiM. on WIpp FmI

7
SupplementalEIS statiig constructionis officiallycom-
plele, testrngphase(-5 yr)shouldprccwd. andthen
anotharSupplemamlalEIS shouldbe preparedbefore
goingtofullopmatien. SNLrefinesFSP screeningand
$mfWes fOurscwmrfcs(EO.El. E2,El S2). Oec: SNL
issues1stfullPAhighlightinguse ofCAMCONmodel.
ingsystam. (e.g. samndaryparameterdatabasecom-
pletad~mupliig ofcodedamonslramd,whichallowad
batterevaluationsuchas sensitkityanatyaii. PA
includesbathsctmanoandparameteruncertainty out
Of3 parameters,sohbiti~, intrusiontime,andmrehole
pamreabilkytnrpenantcuttingsfromdirectdcilfing

4
mrpcrtantreleasepathway.

1s91Major

=

● 1~1-D= SNL imues2nd PA highlightingmajor
models mmpmrants of thePA prmass anddocuments.
finkedin . . .........”.....

VAPPPA ~
(e.g., rigorous use ofscenariosand geostatkticafor

~,.:::::,: . tranam”~fvityIielck} 46 parameterssampt~ cuttings
mosf impena.ntrelease pathway.

● 1992- Dac: SNL iwues 3rd PA refiningmodelsand
data usedinthe PA, uncaneintyintransmiasivityfields
refiiad, 49 paramalerssampled,evaluatsdtime
dependsntL pammeterin Potion intrusionmodel:
drwf cuttingsmostimportantpathway.

. 1s9.4. Men SNLespkxespcssibifbyof fiikingPA with
dm”simenafyeii inSystemPrioritiifion Metfscdolcgy
(SPM~ rasuttsforesbasisof DraftCompliance
GrfificafionAmdicaticaNICCA).

19S2Refiiemente

!!!!

. .

tooky. . ● 1995. Mac DOE subm.%aOCCAto EPAforreview.

?
computers~”afiits hiredtomcdii CAMCONimpla-

tields)InW P PA mentationto enfomasoftwareconfigurationmanage-
mentandmntrolruneforPAcalcufationa.NAS
previdesguidancaen new regulationfor-~ten~al
YuccaMt. repmito~ suggestsrepertingriskfrom
humanintrusionseparately. Semnd attemptat SPM.

19S6 SNLmmde!esPA ● 1996. Oti sNL ccmpfatesPA forcrsmplian~e
forWIPPcertification:mewingCetii~tion Application(CCA)ofWIPP thatincludes

b ~nd ~im MgObackfill,potashminiig andsubsidencescenario,
andgreaterintrusionrata esmpt forfewvectors,drill
curtingsonlyraleasepetfswafi57 parameter sampled.
Calculationwas run3 tiias with103 sampleseach
endtoek37,000 CPU hraon40 OEC alphapmcessora
endretainedlIM GBytesofdata in97,000 files. DOE
sends80,000 page.400 lb. CCAto EPA Nw: NAS
repertathatWIPP sfie“escsllentchoice”geologically.
DOE issues64,000-page2nd SupplementalDraftEIS.
Oat: EPAbeginadatailadevaluaticmofCCAand
suppmeinginformationat SNL andelsewhereincluding
PAconceptualmodefa,mmputercedes,model
pammetera,OA remrda, andspacifictechnicalIssues
(e.g. MgObackfillendpasstie institutionalcentrof).

. 1997-Jan: ConceptualModelPeer ReviewGroup
(formedin respenseto40 CFR 194) cencludas22 of24
mnceptualmcdefaadaquate. Spalrmgsmodelmustbe
redoneand MgObackrilldescriptionimproved.Mac
SNLmnductsminiPA forEPAtodo parametricaen-
silii anefyaiiof PA modetparametersfaclriig“imn-
cfati defense. APE CerscaptualModelPwr Review
Grouprapertathatwithadditionalinfmmationprovided
by SNL.theyare satisfiedthatthenewmodelofspelf-
ingsandthe modalofthe MgObackfillare adequate.
May: SNL espfaiis apparentdmepsncy batwaen
gechydmlcgyendgaoehamiatryby viewingflowin
Cufebraas a 3D ragionatsystem. As pen ofEPA eval-
uationof CCA,SNL sarisEPA-mendatadPA calcula-
tionsusingEPA-sefecfedvaluesfor26 parametersand
EPA-selecfedmodelawrrmptione,baaedon results
frompammeterraviewteammmmenfain December
andsensitii SMfyeii inMarch. In letterto IX3E sec-
retary.EPAAdministratorBrownerdecrees00E appfii

I

cation“complete”;startingthe lyr stockforreview Oi
CCA

TRI-6342-5641-2

Fig. 13. Engineering analysis of the illustrated behavior of the disposal system (adapted from Fig. 13 irs Rechard, 1998, “
which provides references).



1989

.. .

Supplementary ELS
(Guidance) NEHRAN (Fig. 7-3)

;
3 drums of waste

! CCDFCALC (Construct CCDP
(Cavings) from discrete intrusions)

STAFF2D or
SECOTP2D (Fig. 7-3)

1990,1991,1992

CLflTINGS
4

CCDFCALC — CCDFPERM
(Cavings) (Probability of all

combinations of
intrusions estimaled)

1996 SECOTP2D (Fig. 7-3)

‘!?qErnZ~~-
(Direct brine release)

NUTS (Fig. 7-3)
(Potential releases through
anhydtite layers of Salado
Fm. borehole, and Deway
Lake Red Beds Fro.)

TRI-6342-5S57-1

Fig.14. Changesincodecornponen toftheexposur epathway
modelforimmdlate releasesafterexploratorydrilling
for evaluating compliance of with WIPP (Rechard. 1998).



1989
SUTRA.-------------.,
(Repository) \\

. .

\:-- Guidance -->NEFTRAN -+
,/ :~Ra:$;to::

swlFr_ll ------------’” and nelwork flow
(Culebra) and transport)

1990 .

i
Undisturbed BOAST_ll -------------------> SUTRA
scenario EO (2phase flowmndftions) (No releases)

Intrusion
{

SUTRA PANEL
.&en;~& (Saladoinflow)

>

(Brine pocket
inflow and
radioisotope STAFF2D +
mncentration) (Radfoisolo~e

/ transport) “
SECOFL2D
(Regional and local flow field in
Cufebta using ttansmiasivity zones)

1991

{
—PANEL ~SUTRAor

fJ~J~t#~ ~“&Tj~sTAFF2D STAFF2D
(No releases)

{

BmGl10 — PANEL

>

fntision (Saladoandbrfne (Radioisotope
~cenatios in!low, gasgener- mncentration
Ef,El~ at!on boundary only)

conditions by wells) STAFF2D+

GARFIELD, SECOFf2D ]
GENOBS,
SWIFT,FITBND
(Stochastic transmissivity fields)

1992
SANCHO
(Salt creep and fwrosity
reduction averaged over reposito~)

:
v

BRiGFLO PANEL

7

)- SECOTP2D+

TUBA,CONSIM, SECOFL2D ~
AKRIP, SWIFT_fl,
GRASP_ll, PfLOTL, PAREST
(Stochastic transmissivity fields)

1996
SANTOS FMT
$%;a;;g;:lm:~ $~:::id~l:y:y

grid ;Iock) t&eland ~idation Thepe!enlialforreleasesvia
theanhydrilekiyersof lhe

gEfiE*:%s) ‘~;:gg:
boundary
candftions)

+

(E1E2 scenario) SECOTP2D+

GRASPJNV SECOFL2D ~
(Stochastic trans-
missivity fields)

TRI-E342-5853-1

Fig.15. Changesincomponentsof theexposurepathwaymodel
forlong-termreleasevia leakingboreholeandCulebra
brineaquifer(Rechard,1998).
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(b) Releases via Groundwater Pathway through Culebm

Fig. 16. Changesin the distributionof cumulativereleases(normalizedby the EPA limits)for(a) directreleasesto the surface
duringdrilling and (b) releaseviagroundwaterpathwaythroughCulebra. Sincethe first completeperformancein ]990,
direct relemes to the surface have dominated overall releases to the accessible environment of the WIPP (Rechard, 1998).


